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ABSTRACT 

The EQ-5D is a brief, multi-attribute, preference-based health status measure. 

This dissertation describes the development of a statistical model for estimating U.S. 

population-based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states. 

A multistage probabiUty sample was selected from the adult U.S. population. 

Using the time trade-off (TTO) method, each respondent valued 13 of the 243 health 

states described by the EQ-5D. The valuations were Unearly transformed to lie on the 

interval [-1,1]. Numerous model specifications were investigated, and a modified split-

sample approach was used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the models. All 

statistical analyses took into account the clustering and disproportionate selection 

probabilities inherent in our sampling design. 

The best model proved to be one based on a conceptual notion of the effect of 

movements away from perfect health. This model, which we have named Dl, included 

ordinal terms to capture the effect of departures from perfect health as well as interaction 

effects due to increasing health problems. Relative to other models tested, a random 

effects specification of the Dl model provided a good fit for the observed TTO data. 

This model yielded an overall of 0.38, a mean absolute error of 0.02, and a 

correlation between mean observed and predicted valuations of 0.99. 

We also examined differences in health state valuations among the three major 

racial/ethnic groups in the U.S., i.e., Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others. In 

general, non-Hispanic blacks valued health states more highly than Hispanics or non-
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Hispanic non-blacks. Non-Hispanic blacks appeared to perceive extreme health 

problems to be associated with less disutihty than did members of the other racial/ethnic 

groups. Differences in valuations did not appear to be related to differences between 

groups in education, income, or self-reported chronic conditions. 

The D1 model predicts the values for observed health states with a high degree of 

accuracy. This model's predictions provide a set of EQ-5D preference weights 

specifically developed for use in the U.S. population. Within the U.S. population, there 

exist differences among the major racial/ethnic groups in the perceived desirability of the 

EQ-5D health states. These differences cannot be readily explained by socioeconomic 

disparities. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In 1993, the U.S. Public Health Service convened a group of non-government 

scientists and scholars to form the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine 

(Gold et al. 1996a). The Panel's charge was to assess the state of the science in the field 

of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) and provide recommendations for enhancing the 

quality and comparability of health-related cost-effectiveness studies. Cost-utility 

analysis (CUA) is one form of CEA that compares the cost of health care programs or 

interventions to the outcomes, which are measured in terms of both quantity and quality 

of life (Coons and Kaplan 1996). 

In CUA, the Panel advocated using a system of generic health states and values to 

describe and measure the outcomes, or effectiveness, of health care programs or 

interventions. There are several generic health status description and valuation systems 

available, and these are commonly referred to as; preference-based instruments. Four of 

the most prominent are the Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB) (Patrick et al. 1973; 

Kaplan and Anderson 1988,1996), the Health Utihties Index (HUI) (Torrance et al. 

1982, 1996; Feeny et al. 1996a, 2002), the SF-6D (Brazier et al. 1998, 2002), and the 

EuroQol Group's EQ-5D (EuroQol Group 1990; Brooks 1996; Kind 1996). Each of 

these systems provides a point-in-time description of a person's (or, in the aggregate, a 

population's) health status and incorporates an empirically derived preference or value 
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for that health state that reflects its relative desirability. The health state can then be 

combined with time to calculate an outcome such as quality-adjusted Hfe years (QALYs) 

gained, a commonly used effectiveness measure. CUA involves comparing the costs of 

an intervention with its outcomes expressed in units such as QALYs gained. 

One of the Panel's research recommendations was to collect health state 

preferences from a representative sample of the U.S. population for preference-based 

instruments that are candidates for use in a Reference Case analysis (Gold et al. 1996b, p. 

123). A Reference Case is a standard set of methodological practices that someone 

conducting a cost-effectiveness study should seek to follow. One of the preference-based 

instruments that was explicitly mentioned as a "candidate" was the EuroQol Group's EQ-

5D. Originally called the EuroQol instrument, it has more recently been referred to as the 

EQ-5D, which reflects the fact that it is the EuroQol instrument and has 5 dimensions that 

comprise its descriptive health status system. 

A concern of the Panel was that the available candidate instruments did not have 

health state preference-weighting systems that were derived from representative samples 

of the U.S. population. For example, standardized preference weights for the health 

states described by the QWB were measured and validated through studies conducted in 

random samples of residents of San Diego (Kaplan and Anderson 1996). The scoring 

system to generate health state preference weights for the HUI was developed using data 

from population studies conducted in a small area in Canada (Torrance et al. 1995). The 

preference weights most commonly used for the EQ-5D health states were derived from a 

population-based study conducted in the U.K. (Dolan et al. 1995). 
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II. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

The preference-weighting system for scoring an instrument should reflect societal 

preferences for the various health states. In spite of this, a weighting system is often 

developed in one population or subset of a population and generalized to the broader 

population or other populations in which the instrument may be used. Population-based 

weights have been established for the EQ-5D in a number of European countries (Essink-

Bot et al. 1993; Williams et al. 1995; Ohinmaa et al. 1996; Schulenberg et al. 1996; 

Dolan 1997; Badia et al. 1998; Bjork and Norinder 1999; Busschbach et al. 1999; Claes 

et al. 1999; Badia et al. 2001a; Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002). The EQ-5D has been used in 

clinical trials in the U.S. and in large international studies involving sites in the U.S. 

Further, preferences have been elicited for the EQ-5D health states from a large, albeit 

non-representative sample of the U.S. population (Johnson et al. 1998,2000). However, 

a representative set of population-based preference weights has never been established 

for the U.S. 

The primary objective of this research was to establish a preference-weighting 

system for the EQ-5D's 243 health states derived from a representative sample of the U.S. 

population. This information will be necessary for fiiture investigations that may 

administer the EQ-5D to U.S. citizens either as an outcome measure in the treatment and 

management of disease or for comparisons with other populations. Patients, practitioners, 

researchers, payers, and policymakers will be aided by this type of information in their 

efforts to make informed health care decisions. Given the number of health states 

described by the EQ-5D, direct valuations could only be reliably obtained for a subset of 
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the 243 states. Thus, it was necessary for us to develop a statistical model that could be 

used to predict values for all 243 health states conditional on the observed valuation data. 

A secondary objective of this research was to compare directly measured EQ-5D 

health state preferences among the two largest minority populations in the U.S. (i.e., 

Hispanics and non-Hispanic blacks) and members of other racial/ethnic groups. Little is 

known about differences in health state preferences within a nation based on 

race/ethnicity or other sociodemographic characteristics. Differences in health state 

preferences among major subpopulations within a country may be more important than 

differences among countries. Increased understanding of these differences is essential if 

any steps are to be taken toward the standardization of health outcome measures within 

and across international borders. 

III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The specific aims of this research were as follows: 

1. determine preferences for 45 of the EQ-5D's health states through time trade-off 

(TTO) exercises conducted in a representative sample of the general U.S. 

population; 

2. based on data collected for the 45 health states, develop a statistical model to 

generate preference weights for the full set of 243 health states described by the 

EQ-5D; and 
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3. compare observed EQ-5D health state values among Hispanics, non-Hispanic 

blacks, and members of other racial/ethnic groups. 

IV. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

The null hypotheses that were tested in this research were as follows: 

Hypothesis I 

HQ : When incorporated into the statistical model used to generate U.S. population-

based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states, an indicator of extreme 

disability in any dimension has either no association or a negative association 

with the dependent variable after adjusting for indicators of extreme disability in 

mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. 

: When incorporated into the statistical model used to generate U.S. population-

based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states, an indicator of extreme 

disability in any dimension has a positive association with the dependent variable 

after adjusting for indicators of extreme disability in mobility, self-care, usual 

activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. 

Hypothesis II 

HQ : Within the general U.S. population, the mean values for directly valued EQ-5D 

health states do not differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others. 
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i/j : Within the general U.S. population, the mean values for directly valued EQ-5D 

health states differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others. 

Hypothesis III 

: Within the general U.S. population, the marginal mean values for directly valued 

EQ-5D health states do not differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and 

others after adjusting for sociodemographic characteristics other than 

race/ethnicity. 

: Within the general U.S. population, the marginal mean values for directly valued 

EQ-5D health states differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others 

after adjusting for sociodemographic characteristics other than race/ethnicity. 

Hypothesis IV 

HQ : When incorporated into the statistical model used to generate U.S. population-

based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states, race/ethnicity has no 

association with the dependent variable after adjusting for other factors included 

in the model. 

; When incorporated into the statistical model used to generate U.S. population-

based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states, race/ethnicity is associated 

with the dependent variable after adjusting for other factors included in the model. 

V. DEFINITIONS 
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) 

A technique in which the cost and effects of an intervention and an alternative are 

presented in a ratio of incremental cost to incremental effect. The cost-

effectiveness ratio represents the incremental cost of using an intervention to 

obtain a unit of effectiveness (such as dollars per life-year gained) compared with 

an alternative such as another treatment or no treatment. 

Cost-Utilitv Analysis (CUA') 

A specific type of cost-effectiveness analysis using quality-adjusted life years as 

the effectiveness endpoint. By convention, cost-utihty analyses are often referred 

to as cost-effectiveness analyses; however not all cost-effectiveness studies use 

the cost-utility methodology. The cost-utility ratio represents the incremental cost 

of an intervention to achieve one quality-adjusted life year compared with an 

alternative intervention. 
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Health State 

A particular condition or state of health, which may be represented using familiar 

examples (e.g., paralysis, heart failure, lung cancer) or the descriptors for 

response categories of a multi-attribute health state classification system. 

Multi-Attribute Health State Classification System 

A descriptive system that seeks to measure performance status or functional 

capacity in multiple domains of health (e.g., mobility, vision, cognitive 

functioning). Typically, each domain is measured using a single item with ordinal 

responses ranging fi-om no problems or full functional capacity to severe 

problems or severely limited functional capacity. By combining responses to the 

different items, a number of unique health states may be described. The 

classification system may be administered via a questionnaire to a respondent in 

order to classify his or her own health state. A multi-attribute preference function 

may then be applied to the individual's responses to generate a preference weight 

for that state of health. 

Preference 

The perceived desirability of a health state to an individual. The societal 

preference for a health state may be derived by taking the average or median of 

the preferences of individuals within a population. 



Preference Weight 

The numerical score associated with the preference attached to a given health 

state. This may also be referred to as an index score when generated by a multi-

attribute health state classification system. Scores typically range between 1.0 for 

perfect health and 0.0 for death. However, some studies have estimated values 

less than 0 for health states considered worse than death. 

Preference-Weighting Svstem 

The scoring system used to generate preference weights for health states from 

responses to a multi-attribute health state classification system. This may also be 

referred to as a multi-attribute preference or utility function. In the simplest case, 

weights (e.g., regression coefficients) are apphed to an individual's responses to 

the classification system. The products are then summed to generate a preference 

weight for the individual's own health state. 

Qualitv-Adjusted Life Years (OALYs) 

A method that assigns a preference weight to each health state, determines the 

time spent in each state, and estimates quality-adjusted life expectancy as the sum 

of the products of each preference weight and time spent in each state. 
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Utility 

The preference of an individual for a particular health state or treatment outcome 

measured using a technique that incorporates risk in the assessment. May be 

aggregated over individuals to yield a societal utility for a particular health state. 

Value 

The preference of an individual for a particular health state or treatment outcome 

measured using a technique that does not incorporate risk or uncertainty in the 

assessment. May be aggregated over individuals to yield a societal value for a 

particular health state. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

1. BACKGROUND 

As observed by Neumann and Weinstein (1991), the American public has a love-

hate relationship with medical technology (e.g., diagnostic devices, pharmaceutical 

agents, surgical procedures). Medical technologies are lauded for saving lives and 

improving the quality of medical care; however, at the same time they are condemned as 

the primary cause of unchecked growth in medical care costs. Our society's ambivalence 

stems, in part, from a lack of critical information as to what value is received for the 

resources that are expended on health care. As Maynard (1991, p. 1277) indicates, it is 

commonplace in health care "for pohcy to be designed and executed in a data free 

environment!" The magnitude of our investment in health care provides a compelling 

argument for information on the investment's returns (McGirmis 1996). In order to 

evaluate the returns to health care investment, we must consider the ways in which illness 

and its treatment affect health outcomes. 

Kaplan (1996) states that there are only two central categories of health outcomes: 

duration of life and quahty of Ufe. Therefore, the goal of a health care system should be 

to maximize the population's quantity and quality of life. As a result, evaluation of 

health outcomes should consider three basic questions (Kaplan and Coons 1992): 
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1. Does the illness or its treatment make Ufe last a shorter duration of time? 

2. Does the illness or its treatment make life less desirable and, if so, how much less 

desirable? 

3. How much life is lost or how long is the period of diminished quality of life? 

Life duration, or quantity of life, is the easier of the two concepts to measure. The impact 

of a health condition or its treatment on quality of life is less objective—^but no less 

important—and demands reasoned and tested measurement approaches. 

A. Health Status, Quality of Life, and Health State Preferences 

One of the essential elements of research on the outcomes achieved from health 

care interventions is the assessment of health-related quality of life. There is an absence 

of clear agreement on a definition for the construct. As noted by Deyo and Patrick 

(1989), conceptions relevant to health and quality of life are diverse, scattered through 

many disciplines, and use many different labels (e.g., health status, functional status, 

quality of life). Quality of life has been a category in hidex Medicus since 1966; 

however, it is usually not defined in the reports of clinical trials. In addition, definitions 

of health-related quality of life frequently must be deduced from the dimensions that are 

assessed (Bergner 1989). Generally, notions of health-related quality of life are not 

specified but are considered to be implicit in the measure used, i.e., they are more 

inferred than explained. 



Nevertheless, numerous definitions of health-related quality of life have been 

proposed. Patrick and Erickson (1993) define health-related quality of life as "the value 

assigned to duration of life as modified by the impairments, fiinctional states, perceptions, 

and social opportunities that are influenced by disease, injury, treatment, or policy." 

Schron and Shumaker (1992) have proposed that health-related quality of life is "a 

multidimensional concept referring to a person's total well-being including his or her 

psychological, social, and physical health status." Berzon (1998) cites Cella and Tulsky 

(1990) when he defines quality of life as "patients' appraisals of their current level of 

functioning and satisfaction with it compared to what they perceive to be ideal." 

A common theme among most if not all of the proposed definitions is the 

multidimensionality of health-related quaUty of life. While the terminology may vary 

among authors, commonly measured dimensions of health-related quality of life include 

physical health and functioning, social and role functioning, and emotional well-being. 

For our purposes, we differentiate between health status and quality of life. When 

measured subjectively, the former represents an individual's perceived performance 

status or functional capacity in one or more health-related domains. Quality of life is the 

result of evaluations of perceived health status and encompasses either domain-specific 

or global impressions of well-being. 

Health state preferences are regarded by many as a measure of quality of life 

(Sonnenberg 1998). Technically, they measure the desirability of different health states. 

Desirability and quality of life have been conflated in the literature (Nord and Wolfson 

1999; Nord 2001), though the U.S. Cost-effectiveness Panel (Gold et al. 1996a) appeared 
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to distinguish between the two concepts. Recognizing that our work falls within the 

purview of health-related quahty-of-life research, a distinction can be made between 

preferences and quality of life. During the elicitation of preferences for health states, one 

might surmise that an individual attaches an anticipated level of well-being to each of the 

hypothetical health states he or she is presented with. The individual then forms 

preferences for health states in order to maximize his or her anticipated quality of life. 

One would expect these preferences (or levels of desirability) to be highly correlated with 

the anticipated levels of well-being. 

II. MEASUREMENT OF HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE 

Hundreds of health-related quality-of-life instruments are available (Spilker 1996; 

McDowell and Newell 1996). A primary distinction among quahty-of-life instruments is 

whether they are generic or specific. Only generic measures are relevant to this proposal. 

Generic (or general) quality-of-life instruments are designed to be appUcable across all 

diseases or conditions, across different medical interventions, and across a wide variety 

of populations (Patrick and Deyo 1989; Guyatt et al. 1993). The two main types of 

generic instruments are health profiles and utility or preference-based measures (Coons et 

al. 2000). 

A. Health Profiles 

Health profiles provide an array of scores representing individual dimensions or 

domains of quality of life or health status. The most commonly used profile instrument is 
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the Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36) (Ware and 

Sherboume 1992; McHomey et al. 1993; McHomey et al. 1994). The SF-36 measures 

eight heath concepts using 36 items divided among the following scales: Physical 

Functioning, Role-Physical (i.e., role limitations due to physical health problems). Bodily 

Pain, General Health, Vitality, Social Functioning, Role-Emotional (i.e., role limitations 

due to emotional health problems), and Mental Health. Summary measures of overall 

physical and mental health status have been derived for the instrument (Hays et al. 1993; 

Ware et al. 1994). The SF-36 can be self-administered or administered by a trained 

interviewer (face to face or via telephone). It takes about 5-10 minutes to complete, and 

its reliability and validity have been documented in many clinical situations and disease 

states (McHomey et al. 1993,1994). 

One advantage of a health profile is that it provides multiple outcome scores that 

may be useful to clinicians and/or researchers who are attempting to measure differential 

effects of a condition or its treatment on various domains of health status or quality of life, 

The domains are not preference weighted and are not combined into a single index score, 

thus leaving an array of scores to be interpreted. Therefore, the SF-36 and other profile 

measures are not useful in economic analysis in which a standard unit of outcome (e.g., 

QALYs gained) is needed. 

B. Preference-Based Measures 

In contrast to profile measures, preference-based measures provide a single 

number that typically represents the level of desirability placed by society on a person's 
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point-in-time health status. Preferences are measured on a continuum from death (0.0) to 

perfect health (1.0). This approach incorporates the assessment of an individual's self-

reported health state with an adjustment for the preference associated with that health 

state. When preference-based assessment is undertaken, preferences for health states can 

be elicited using a visual analog scale (VAS) or another scaling method, standard-gamble 

(SG) exercises, TTO exercises, or through the use of existing multi-attribute health status 

questionnaires (e.g., QWB, HUI, EQ-5D). 

III. DIRECT MEASURES OF HEALTH STATE PREFERENCES 

The most commonly used direct measurement techniques include scaling methods 

(such as the VAS), SG, and TTO (Feeny et al. 1996b). Other approaches, such as 

magnitude estimation and person trade-off (PTO), are also available but used less 

frequently. 

A. Visual Analog Scale 

The VAS is a line, typically 10 to 20 cm in length, with the endpoints well 

defined (e.g., 0 = "worst imaginable health state" and 100 = "best imaginable health 

state"). The respondent is asked to mark the line where he or she would place one or 

more health states in relation to the two endpoints. If a respondent were to rate a health 

state at the midpoint between 0 and 100 on the scale, the value for that health state would 

be 0.5. 
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B. Standard Gamble 

The standard gamble offers a choice between two alternatives: choice A, living in 

health state i with certainty, or choice B, taking a gamble on a new treatment for which 

the outcome is uncertain. The respondent is told that a hypothetical treatment will lead to 

perfect health for a defined remaining lifetime with a probability of p or immediate 

death with a probability of 1 - /?. For the same defined lifetime, the individual can 

choose between remaining in state i, which is intermediate between fiill health and death, 

or taking the gamble and trying the new treatment. The probabiUty p is varied until the 

respondent is indifferent between choices A and B. For example, if a respondent was 

indifferent between the choices A and B with p equal to 0.75, then the utility for state i 

would be 0.75. 

C. Time Trade-Off 

In the TTO approach, the respondent is offered a choice of living for a variable 

amount of time (x) in perfect health or a defined amoxmt of time (?) in a health state (/) 

that is less desirable. By reducing the amount of time x spent in fiill health (i.e., at 1.0) 

and leaving the time t in the suboptimal health state fixed, an indifference point can be 

determined {h- = xft) . For example, a person may indicate that undergoing chronic 

hemodialysis for two years is equivalent to being in perfect health for one year. Therefore, 

the value of that health state for that person would be 0.5 (A,- = 1/2). 
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D. Comparisons of Direct Measurement Methods 

Many people use the terms "utiUty," "value," and "preference" interchangeably, 

but there are differences among them. Preference is the umbrella term that describes the 

overall concept. Utilities and values are different types of preferences. The elicitation of 

utiUties requires that decision making be made in the presence of uncertain outcomes. 

Rating scales (assigning a number), category scales (assigning a category), variants of the 

VAS (marking a line), and the TTO all produce values. Only the SG method yields true 

utilities for health states. 

There is substantial debate about which technique should be used to elicit health 

state preferences. To date, no consensus has been reached (Drummond et al. 1997; Gold 

et al. 1996a, 1998). Results obtained from different methods may not directly correspond 

to one another, although they typically have a high degree of similarity in the ranks they 

assign to outcomes. 

Several papers in the literature have compared preferences for health states as 

captured by different methods. These differences have been reviewed by Nord (1992). 

In addition, Kaplan (1996) has summarized some of the comparative results. In general, 

the SG and TTO methods give higher preferences than rating scales. In about half of the 

studies reported, the TTO yielded lower preferences than the SG approach. The 

variability of health state preferences in comparisons of different studies is hardly 

surprising given that the methods differ substantially in the questions posed to 

respondents (Coons and Kaplan 1996). However, some investigators have found that the 

TTO and SG methods produce almost equivalent results (Krabbe et al. 1996). 
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Some have suggested that SG is a superior approach because it produces utility 

scores that are consistent with the axioms of expected utility theory (EUT) and because 

health state preferences are elicited under conditions of risk or uncertainty (Bennett and 

Torrance 1996). Others question whether SG should be considered as the gold standard. 

Krabbe (1998) reports that the superiority of the SG on both conceptual and empirical 

grounds is dubious. Richardson (1994) argues that the SG's purported superiority 

resulting from the incorporation of risk is in reality its primary flaw. He concludes that 

the TTO fulfills the requirements of CUA to a greater extent than the SG. Others have 

found numerous cases in which the utiUties elicited using the SG method are inconsistent 

with EUT (Rutten-van MQlken et al. 1995). 

Since neither method is conclusively better than the other, the choice between 

them needs to be based on their respective performance when operationaUzed for use in 

empirical research. As stated by Sherboume and colleagues (1999), "The standard 

gamble is theoretically the more correct measure, but it is harder for respondents to 

understand than the time trade-off." Other investigators agree with the conclusion that 

the TTO is easier for respondents to understand and perform than the SG (Torrance 1976; 

Krabbe 1998; Swan et al. 2000). When compared empirically to the SG, the TTO 

method has been found to perform as well or better in terms of internal consistency of 

responses and test-retest reliability (Dolan et al. 1996a; Krabbe et al. 1996). 
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IV. MULTI-ATTRIBUTE PREFERENCE MEASURES 

In addition to direct measures, instruments are available for which health state 

preferences have been empirically derived. The instruments are administered to assess a 

respondent's self-reported health state, which is then mapped onto a multi-attribute 

health-status preference-weighting system. As mentioned earlier, examples of such 

instruments include the QWB (Patrick et al. 1973; Kaplan and Anderson 1988,1996), 

HUI (Torrance et al. 1982,1996; Feeny et al. 1996a, 2002), SF-6D (Brazier et al. 1998, 

2002), and EQ-5D (EuroQol Group 1990; Brooks 1996; Kind 1996). 

A. Quality of Well-Being Scale 

The QWB was one of the first entries in the field of quality-of-life measurement 

systems (Fanshel and Bush 1970; Bush et al. 1973). It was developed as a part of a 

general health-policy model and was viewed as an alternative to economic cost-benefit 

analysis for resource allocation (Kaplan and Anderson 1996). 

The QWB assesses health status using three scales representing related but 

distinct aspects of daily functioning: Mobility (three levels). Physical Activity (three 

levels), and Social Activity (five levels). In addition, symptom/problem complexes 

representing health problems or symptomatic complaints that may hinder functioning and 

well-being are assessed. The interviewer-administered version of the QWB includes 26 

symptom/problem complexes, whereas the self-administered version, the QWB-SA, 

includes 58 symptoms (Kaplan et al. 1997). 
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Standardized preference weights for the heahh states represented by the QWB 

have been developed, based on category rating scale exercises, and evaluated through 

general population studies conducted in San Diego (Kaplan and Anderson 1996). Using 

these empirically derived general population preference weights, the functioning levels 

are integrated with the most undesirable of the reported symptoms/problems to produce a 

single score (or index) that is meant to represent society's preference for the individual's 

current health state. The preferences elicited using the QWB range from 0.0 to 1.0, 

representing death and full health, respectively. 

B. Health Utilities Index 

The pioneering work by Fanshel and Bush (1970) that led to the development of 

the QWB also provided the conceptual framework that Torrance and colleagues used in 

developing the first version of the HUI (Mark 1, HUH). The conceptual foundations for 

subsequent versions, the Mark 2 (HUE) and Mark 3 (HUB), were based on the work of 

Cadman and colleagues who identified the attributes considered by the general public to 

be most important (Feeny et al. 1996a). 

As with the QWB, the HUI has a multi-attribute health status classification 

system to describe health status. A multi-attribute utility function is used to place a 

societal preference on the respondent's health status. However, in contrast to the QWB, 

much of the HUI's descriptive system assesses fiinctional capacity as opposed to 

performance status. 



The first version of the HUI, HUH, was developed to evaluate outcomes for low 

birth weight infants. The HUH consisted of four attributes and a formula to calculate 

utilities for the health states it described (Torrance et al. 1982). From this early work a 

core set of important attributes was identified for inclusion in the second version, HUI2. 

The HUI2 consists of seven attributes that describe 24,000 imique health states: 

Sensation, Mobility, Emotion, Cognition, Self-Care, Pain, and Fertility. Formulas have 

been developed to allow for the calculation of value and utility scores using HUI2 data. 

The most recent version, the HUB, describes 972,000 unique health states using eight 

attributes: Vision, Hearing, Speech, Ambulation, Dexterity, Emotion, Cognition, and 

Pain. A multiplicative multi-attribute utility function was developed for the HUB using 

VAS and SG measurements fi-om a random sample of the general population of Hamilton, 

Ontario, Canada (Feeny et al. 1996a; Feeny et al. 2002). 

For both the HUI2 and HUB, a single item is used to assess health status or well-

being in each of the attributes or domains. The wording of items that tap the same 

domain differs between the two versions of the instrument. Further, the HUI2 and HUB 

tap different constructs and, thus, provide non-redundant information. Because of this, a 

15-item combined measure, the HUI2/3, has been developed for self-administration in 

clinical trials and population surveys. 

C. SF-6D 

With the domination of the SF-36 among the health profile measures, there has 

been significant interest in deriving a health index score from it to enable its 
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incorporation into economic evaluations involving QALYs. As mentioned earlier, 

summary measures of physical and mental health were developed for the SF-36; however, 

until recently there was no overall summary or index score for the instrument, hi order to 

address this limitation. Brazier and colleagues (1998) undertook the development of a 

preference-based index that utilized health state classifications derived from the SF-36 

items. 

As Brazier et al. (1998) noted, the number of possible combinations of items and 

levels in the SF-36 would result in miUions of health states. Hence, there was a need to 

create a simplified health state classification system based on selected SF-36 items. The 

resulting classification system has six dimensions: Physical Functioning, Role Limitation, 

Social Functioning, Bodily Pain, Mental Health, and Vitahty. The pilot version of the 

SF-6D was based on 20 of the SF-36 items and defined 9,000 possible health states with 

two to six levels for each of the six dimensions. 

The initial version of the SF-6D, as well as the associated statistical models for 

generating preference weights for the health states it defined, had significant limitations. 

As a result. Brazier et al. (2002) undertook a much more extensive development process 

to create the current version of the SF-6D. It is based on 11 SF-36 items and, with four to 

six levels for each of the six dimensions, defines 18,000 possible health states. Using the 

SG method, utilities for a subset of the health states were elicited from a multistage 

random sample of the general population of the U.K. A statistical model was then fit to 

these data to derive preference weights for the full complement of 18,000 health states. 
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Unlike the other preference-based measures, which have defined health state 

preference weights ranging in value from 1.0 (full health) to 0.0 (death) or lower (e.g., 

-0.59 when using the U.K. scoring system for the EQ-5D or -0.36 for the HUD), 

preference weights for the SF-6D health states have a more restricted range. Specifically, 

the weights range from 1.0 for perfect health to 0.0 for death, with a weight of 0.3 for the 

worst possible heath state described by the instrument. This may impact its ability to 

detect change in persons with very poor health (Kopec and Willison 2003). 

D. EQ-5D 

The EQ-5D was developed by a group of European-based researchers, the 

EuroQol Group (1990), with the intent of constructing a simple, self-administered 

instrument that would provide a composite health index score to reflect the preference for 

or desirability of a given health state (Kind 1996). It was initially developed concurrently 

in five languages (i.e., Dutch, English, Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish). The EuroQol 

descriptive system for health status was developed following a review of existing health 

status measures. A multidimensional structure was a goal, although simplicity was 

considered a central requirement. 

The EQ-5D was intended for use in population health surveys or in conjunction 

with a condition-targeted instrument for assessment of outcomes related to a specific 

health condition and/or its treatment. The original descriptive system was based on six 

dimensions, with each dimension having two or three levels. This structure generated a 

total of 216 distinct health states formed by combining discrete levels from each 



dimension (EuroQol Group 1990; Kind 1990; Kind 1996). The six original dimensions 

were Mobility, Self-Care, Usual Activity, Pain, Social Relationships, and Mood. 

Following initial feasibility studies in several European centers, the descriptive system 

was modified. Analysis of the separate contributions of each dimension revealed that 

social relationships played only a small part in determining the health state values (Kind 

1996). As such, the item measuring social relationships was discarded. 

The current descriptive system consists of five dimensions: Mobility, Self-Care, 

Usual Activities, Pain/Discomfort, and Anxiety/Depression. Each dimension has three 

levels, reflecting "no health problems," "moderate health problems," and "extreme health 

problems." A dimension for which there are no problems is said to be at level 1, while a 

dimension for which there are extreme problems is said to be at level 3. Each unique 

health state described by the instrument has an associated five-digit number ranging fi-om 

11111 for perfect health to 33333 for the worst possible state. All together, the EQ-5D 

defines 3^ =243 unique health states (Table 2.1). Empirically derived weights can be 

applied to an individual's responses to the instrument to generate an index score 

measuring the value placed by society on his or her current health state. 

The second part of the EQ-5D is a 20 cm VAS that has endpoints labeled "best 

imaginable health state" and "worst imaginable health state" anchored at 100 and 0, 

respectively. Respondents are asked to indicate how they rate their own health state by 

drawing a line from an anchor box to a point on the VAS that best represents their own 

health on that day. Hence, the EQ-5D produces three types of data for each respondent: 
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1. a descriptive profile indicating the extent of problems in each of the five 

dimensions, 

2. a population-based preference-weighted health index based on the descriptive 

system, and 

3. a self-rated assessment of health status based on the VAS. 

Table 2.1. The EQ-5D descriptive system 
Mobility 
1. No problems walking about 
2. Some problems walking about 
3. Confined to bed 

Self-care 
1. No problems with self-care 
2. Some problems washing or dressing self 
3. Unable to wash or dress self 

Usual activities 
1. No problems with performing usual activities (e.g., work, study, housework, family, leisure activities) 
2. Some problems with performing usual activities 
3. Unable to perform usual activities 

Painydiscomfort 
1. No pain or discomfort 
2. Moderate pain or discomfort 
3. Extreme pain or discomfort 

Anxiety/depression 
1. Not anxious or depressed 
2. Moderately anxious or depressed 
3. Extremely anxious or depressed 
Note: For convenience, each composite health state has a five-digit code number relating to the relevant 
level of each dimension, with the dimensions always listed in the order given above. Thus, 12223 means: 

1 No problems walking about 
2 Some problems washing and dressing self 
2 Some problems with performing usual activities 
2 Moderate pain or discomfort 
3 Extremely anxious or depressed 
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Although English was adopted as the language for the common form of the 

measure, different language translations were simultaneously developed and validated for 

all countries originally represented in the EuroQol Group (Kind 1996). Early evidence 

suggested that the valuations for the standard set of EQ-5D health states were broadly 

similar (Kind 1996). However, the initial pattern of similarity in valuations seen between 

studies conducted in different countries has given way to one of diversity. To date, there 

have been few direct comparisons of preference weights for the EQ-5D health states 

among countries. No adequate investigation has been xmdertaken to establish U.S. 

population-based preference weights for the EQ-5D nor to compare these weights with 

those derived in European studies. 

The EQ-5D has become a widely used measure of health status, and information 

regarding its measurement properties is growing (Nord et al. 1993; Essink-Bot et al. 1993, 

1997; van Agt et al. 1994; Selai and Rosser 1995). The instrument has been adopted by 

research groups in the U.S. and Canada and has been used in large multinational trials. 

From a policy and planning standpoint, if an instrument such as the EQ-5D were to be 

used to assess the value placed by a population on an individual's health status, it would 

be desirable to use a preference-weighting system derived from the general population 

from which that individual was sampled (Kaplan et al. 1993). It is not known to what 

extent the preference-weighting systems derived in European population surveys reflect 

societal preferences for the EQ-5D health states in the U.S. 



1. Reliability 

Because of the nature of the measurement properties of the EQ-5D, the estimation 

of internal consistency reliability is neither appropriate nor possible, van Agt et al. (1994) 

used generalizability theory (GT) to estimate the test-retest reliability of EQ-5D health 

state values elicited using the VAS. GT was used because three sources of variance had 

to be analyzed simultaneously: variability due to time, variabiUty due to individual 

responses, and variability due to the different health states to be valued. A sample of 208 

individuals from a household survey in Rotterdam completed the Dutch EQ-5D valuation 

questionnaire on two occasions 10 months apart. Results indicated that the health state 

values were stable over time. 

A study by Dorman et al. (1998) assessed the three-week test-retest reliability of 

the EQ-5D in a group of stroke patients. For the five dimensions, Cohen's kappa 

coefficients ranged from 0.63 to 0.80. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for the 

VAS and population-weighted index scores were both 0.86, suggesting excellent 

reproducibility. 

Konig et al. (2002) assessed the validity and rehability of the EQ-5D in patients 

with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). One hundred fifty-two consecutive patients 

with IBD (123 with Crohn's disease and 29 with ulcerative colitis) completed the EQ-5D, 

the SF-36, and a disease-specific quality-of-life measure. Sixty-six patients with stable 

disease completed the EQ-5D a second time after a two-week gap. The EQ-5D VAS 

exhibited an acceptable degree of reliability with an ICC of 0.77. Kappa statistics for 

individual EQ-5D items ranged from 0.39 to 1.00. 
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Macran (2003) reported on the test-retest rehability of the EQ-5D in two studies. 

A sample of 221 individuals from the general population of the U.K. was administered 

the EQ-5D on two occasions three months apart (Dolan et al. 1994). The sample was 

55% female with a median age of 43 years (range 19-87 years). The EQ-5D VAS 

showed good rehability with an ICC of 0.84 (95% CI -0.65-0.78). Kappa coefficients for 

the five dimensions of the instrument ranged from 0.49 to 0.75. In another study (Hurst 

et al. 1997), 224 outpatients with rheumatoid arthritis completed the EQ-5D with a three-

month interval between assessments. The sample was 81% female with a median age of 

55 years (range 21-87 years). Kappa coefficients for the EQ-5D dimensions ranged from 

0.40 to 0.65, and the ICC for the VAS was 0.78 (95% CI 0.72-0.83). Among those 

individuals who reported that their disease status had not changed since their previous 

assessment, kappa coefficients ranged from 0.43 to 0.71, and the ICC for the VAS was 

0.82 (95% CI 0.74^0.88). 

In aggregate, the results of the aforementioned studies suggest that the EQ-5D 

VAS and preference-weighted index score demonstrate acceptable levels of rehability. 

The rehability of responses for each of the five dimensions of the EQ-5D is somewhat 

lower. In particular, the Pain/Discomfort and Anxiety/Depression dimensions appear to 

exhibit poor reliability. 

2. Validity 

To investigate the EQ-5D's validity. Brazier et al. (1993) used general population 

survey data from the U.K. to compare EQ-5D scores with SF-36 scores and to test 
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hypothesized relationships between the EQ-5D and other variables. The authors found 

expected distributions of EQ-5D dimension and total scores for sociodemographic 

variables, health services use, and the diagnosis of a chronic physical problem. However, 

the associations were weaker and less often significant than those found with the SF-36. 

hi addition, the EQ-5D exhibited substantially greater ceiling effects than the SF-36. 

Johnson and Coons (1998) assessed the construct validity of the EQ-5D though its 

associations with the physical and mental health summary measures of the 12-Item Short-

Form Health Survey (SF-12) (Ware et al. 1996). The SF-12 is a brief health profile 

consisting of a subset of the 36 items that comprise the SF-36. Data were collected via a 

survey instrument mailed to 1,800 persons living in the U.S. The usable response rate 

was 23.7%. Respondents indicating a health problem in one of the EQ-5D dimensions 

had significantly lower mean scores on both SF-12 summary measures. Also, the authors 

reported that the EQ-5D VAS score was positively correlated with the SF-12 mental 

(r = 0.41) and physical (r = 0.55) health summary measures. The SF-12 appeared to be 

more sensitive than the EQ-5D to differences associated with less severe morbidity. The 

limitation of the coarse dimensional structure of the EQ-5D was somewhat overcome by 

use of the VAS. The VAS score tended to be less skewed than the index score derived 

using the instrument's five-dimensional descriptive system. 

Johnson and Pickard (2000) conducted a similar investigation to evaluate the 

construct validity of the EQ-5D through its associations with the SF-12. Data were 

collected using a survey instrument that was mailed to 4,200 randomly selected 

individuals living in the province of Alberta, Canada. The usable response rate was 
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32.9%. The presence of a moderate or extreme health problem as measured by the EQ-

5D descriptive system was positively associated with age and self-reported medical 

conditions. Mean SF-12 summary scores differed among the three levels within each of 

the five EQ-5D dimensions. Specifically, increasing health problems as measured by the 

EQ-5D was associated with lower scores. The EQ-5D VAS score was positively 

correlated with the SF-12 mental (r = 0.38) and physical (r = 0.68) health summary 

measures. Similar associations were observed between the SF-12 summary measures and 

an EQ-5D index score derived using the U.K. preference-weighting system. As with 

previous investigations, a substantial proportion of respondents indicated the absence of 

any health problems when using the EQ-5D to describe their own health status. 

Essink-bot et al. (1997) reported that the five EQ-5D dimensions discriminated 

between migraine sufferers and their matched controls {p< 0.05 for each dimension, 

Mann-Whitney U test). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to 

gauge the discriminative ability of the five dimensions. Areas under the ROC curve 

(AUCs) ranged from 0.50 to 0.59. AUC values of 0.51 to 0.70 represent weak 

discriminative ability (Swets 1988). The authors also tested the ability of the EQ-5D to 

discriminate between respondents who had been absent from work due to illness and 

those who had not in the two weeks prior to assessment (0 days versus > 0.5 days). 

Again, they reported significant differences between the groups for all dimensions 

(/? < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test). However, as with the previous set of comparisons, 

discrimination was weak. AUCs for the EQ-5D dimensions ranged from 0.54 to 0.70. 
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Numerous other studies have provided evidence supporting the EQ-5D's 

construct validity (Hurst et al. 1994; Brazier et al. 1996; Kind et al. 1998; Schrag et al. 

2000; Kiebert et al. 2001; Haywood et al. 2002; Konig et al. 2002; Siderowf et al. 2002; 

Macran et al. 2003). Evidence also exists regarding the responsiveness of the EQ-5D to 

clinically meaningful change (Hollingworth et al. 1995; Coast et al. 1998; Essink-Bot et 

al. 1997; Jenkinson et al. 1997,1998; Myers and Wilks 1999; Badia et al. 2001b; Wu et 

al. 2002). In most of the available studies, the EQ-5D index score was reported to be less 

responsive to change than scores for the SF-36. Disease-specific indices were also 

observed to be more responsive to the effects of treatment than the EQ-5D (Jenkinson et 

al. 1997; Wu et al. 2002). The poor responsiveness of the EQ-5D relative to other 

measures has been attributed to the limited scope of its descriptive system and associated 

ceiling effects. 

3. Respondent and Administrative Burden 

A primary goal in the development of the EQ-5D was to keep the measure short 

and user friendly. When self-administered, the EQ-5D takes about a minute to complete. 

There have been conflicting reports regarding the burden it imposes on respondents. In a 

comparison of four generic measures of health status among migraneurs and their 

matched controls, Essink-Bot et al. (1997) reported that the percentage of missing data 

was highest for the EQ-5D. The component of the EQ-5D for which the most data were 

missing was the VAS (6.7%). However, others (Brazier et al. 1996; Dorman et al. 1997a) 
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have observed higher completion rates for the EQ-5D than the SF-36. Since the EQ-5D 

was designed for self-completion, there is minimal administrative burden. 

4. Alternate Forms and Modes of Administration 

EQ-5D data have been collected using a variety of modes of administration. The 

instrument was designed to be completed by respondents, and the most common mode of 

administration is paper-and-pencil self-report. Alternative modes of self-report include 

face-to-face interview, telephone interview, and self-completion in the presence of an 

interviewer. Proxy report has been used in clinical studies involving patients who 

suffered a stroke (Dorman et al. 1997b) or had dementia (Coucill et al. 2000, 2001; Selai 

et al. 2000, 2001). Computer-assisted administration will likely play an important role in 

the collection of EQ-5D data in the future (Selai et al. 2003). 

Very few papers have reported on the advantages or limitations of the different 

forms of administration. Wu et al. (1997) compared the mode of administration (self 

versus interview), the type of interview (face-to-face versus telephone), and self-

administration versus proxy-rated interviews of the EQ-5D VAS. They found no 

differences in the VAS scores by mode of administration (self versus interview) or by the 

type of interview (face-to-face versus telephone). They did report a clinically important 

(6-point) difference in VAS scores between self-ratings and proxy-ratings of the patient's 

health state, with proxies rating patients lower. However, this was not statistically 

significant {p = 0.06). 
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5. Cultural and Language Adaptations 

A significant advantage of the EQ-5D over other preference-based measures (e.g., 

QWB, HUI, SF-6D) is the availability of versions that can be used in multinational 

clinical trials and comparative population studies. As of April 2004, there were 60 

official language versions of EQ-5D. A fiirther 16 had been completed and were 

awaiting official ratification by the EuroQol Group's Translation Committee. The 

official EQ-5D translations undergo a very systematic and in-depth process that involves 

forward and backward translations and the use of lay panels from the general population. 

Some of the EQ-5D versions approved by the EuroQol Group include the following: 

Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English (Australia), English (U.K. and Eire), 

English (U.S.), Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, 

Portuguese, Quebecoise (i.e., French-Canadian), Spanish (Argentina), Spanish (Spain), 

Spanish (U.S.), Swedish, and Turkish (de Charro and Rabin 1999). 

V. VALUATION STUDIES CONDUCTED FOR THE EQ-5D 

A. Studies Using the VAS 

The standard valuation method of the EuroQol Group has been to use the EQ-5D 

valuation questiormaire in a postal survey. With this questionnaire, a set of 18 of the 243 

states described by the EQ-5D can be valued (Table 2.2). This set comprises 13 unique 

states defined by the EQ-5D plus "immediate death" and "unconscious." The states 

mil,33333, and immediate death are each valued twice to provide a test of consistency. 

Descriptions of the 18 health states, in two groups of nine, are presented over two 
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consecutive pages. On each page, the health state descriptions are presented adjacent to a 

VAS. The respondents are asked to draw a line from each state to the VAS, indicating 

how good or bad that state is. 

The health states included in the standard form of the valuation questionnaire 

were selected by members of the EuroQol Group. The states 11111 and immediate death 

are valued explicitly so that the VAS data can be transformed to be compatible with the 

TTO scoring convention (i.e., where 11111 has a value of 1.0 and death has a value of 

0.0). The health state unconscious is included in the questionnaire since values for this 

state cannot be imputed from valuations for the other health states. The states 11122, 

21232,22233,22323, 32211, and 33321 were selected for inclusion in the questionnaire 

to provide a roughly symmetric distribution of health problems (i.e., non, moderate, 

severe) across the five EQ-5D dimensions. 

For various reasons, valuation studies have departed from the standard postal 

VAS method. For example, the set of states to be valued may have differed from the 

standard set, the valuation exercise may have been interview based rather than postal, or 

the respondent may have been asked to rank the health states prior to VAS valuation. 

VAS valuation studies have been conducted in numerous European countries 

including Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, the U.K., and Sweden. Several 

studies were postal samples in which the standard EQ-5D valuation questionnaire with 

the 18 states was used. In one postal sample, only 17 states were valued, and in two 

postal surveys more than 18 states were valued. Valuation data were collected via 

interview for five of the studies. In two of the interview-based studies, 18 health states 
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were valued of which 17 belonged to the standard set. Two of the interview-based 

studies replicated the valuation study conducted in the U.K. in which the VAS valuations 

were carried out after respondents ranked the health states from best to worst. 

Table 2.2. Standard set of EQ-5D health states valued in the VAS postal surveys 
No. Health State No. Health State No. Health State 
1 11111 A 7 11112 13 33321 
2 11111 B 8 11122 14 33333 A 
3 21111 9 21232 15 33333 B 
4 12111 10 22233 16 Unconscious 
5 11211 11 22323 17 Immediate Death A 
6 11121 12 32211 18 Immediate Death B 
Note: The health states 11111, 33333, and immediate death are typically valued twice by 
respondents and are, thus, designated as state "A" or "B." 

1. U.K. 

a. Measurement and Valuation of Health 

Between 1987 and 1995, the Centre for Health Economics at the University of 

York carried out the largest valuation study for the U.K., which was entitled the 

Measurement and Valuation of Health (MVH) (Dolan et al. 1995; Williams 1995; Dolan 

1997). This study was conducted in collaboration with Social and Community Planning 

Research (SCPR) and the Joint Centre for Survey Methods, which is based at SCPR. The 

MVH study employed a representative sample of the non-institutionalized adult 

population of England, Scotland, and Wales (Williams 1995). A total of 6,080 addresses 

were selected from the U.K.'s Postcode Address file (Gudex et al. 1997). Of these 

addresses, 756 were non-eligible for inclusion in the sampling frame. This resulted in a 

total of 5,324 addresses. Among these, 3,395 interviews were completed, yielding a 
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response rate of 63.7%. Trained interviewers conducted the interviews between August 

and November 1993. 

The researchers used three different measurement techniques to evaluate 45 of the 

243 health states described by the EQ-5D. Each respondent was presented a subset of 15 

of the 45 health states on laminated cards. The same set of cards was used in three 

sequential exercises: 

1. rank-ordering (in terms of relative desirabihty) of the 15 health states, 

2. rating of the 15 health states using a VAS, and 

3. the assignment of a value to 13 of the 15 health states using the TTO method. 

Respondents were also asked to describe their own current health status using the EQ-5D 

descriptive system and to provide responses to a number of sociodemographic items. 

All respondents valued the states 11111, 33333, unconscious, and immediate 

death. Each respondent also valued two of five "very mild" states (defined as having four 

1 's and a single 2 in one dimension) and three randomly selected states from three sets of 

"mild," "moderate," and "severe" health states. Hence, using the VAS, each respondent 

valued a total of 15 states. Thirteen of these states (excluding 11111 and immediate 

death) were valued in the TTO exercise. 

The results of the MVH study have been published extensively. This includes 

descriptive results of the self-reported health status of the general U.K. population (Kind 

et al. 1998), results of the TTO valuations of EQ-5D health states (Dolan et al. 1996b), 
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and a regression-based weighting system for the EQ-5D heahh states derived from the 

study's data (Dolan 1997). 

The MVH study also involved several initial pilot studies to determine the 

feasibility of various approaches in the elicitation of community-based preferences. One 

important pilot was the comparison of methods for valuing health states. At issue were 

the theoretical and practical arguments for use of the SG or TTO as the valuation 

technique (Dolan et al. 1996a). As stated earlier, some authors have argued that the TTO 

technique is theoretically inferior to SG since the former is not grounded in EUT and 

does not involve decision-making under conditions of uncertainty. The MVH 

investigators suggested that the SG method provides no clear advantage over the TTO 

method as both approaches systematically violate the axioms of EUT (Dolan et al. 1996a). 

Furthermore, based on the empirical evidence they gathered in their pilot studies, the 

MVH investigators found preferences derived using the TTO method to be of higher 

quality than those derived using the SG method in terms of completeness, logical 

consistency, and test-retest reliability (Dolan et al. 1996a). 

b. Postal Surveys 

Gudex (1992) conducted one of a series of valuation studies in the general 

practice population of Frome, U.K. This postal survey was carried out between June and 

August 1991. Questioimaires were mailed to individuals randomly selected from a 

computerized registry of the Frome general practice. Respondents were required to be 16 

years of age or older. Five different versions of the valuation questionnaire were mailed 
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to 340 people. The questionnaires differed with respect to the wording of the Mobility 

dimension as well as with respect to the number of dimensions (some included an extra 

dimension measuring energy/tiredness). Of the 340 questionnaires, 122 (35.9%) were 

returned. All 18 of the standard health states were valued in this study. 

A second postal survey was conducted to obtain VAS valuations from a 

representative population sample of the U.K. (Macran and Kind 2001). The sample 

consisted of two groups. The main sample consisted of 6,500 individuals who were 

randomly selected from the electoral registers in England, Scotland, and Wales. A 

smaller portion of the sample consisted of 214 individuals who in 1998 had participated 

in an interview survey to obtain health state valuations. Valuation questioimaires were 

mailed to the 6,714 individuals between October and November 1999. A total of 1,764 

individuals (26% of the initial sample) returned a completed questionnaire. Of these 

persons, 138 were excluded from the sample due to data quality issues, yielding a final 

sample of 1,626 (25% of the initial sample). 

Respondents were asked to describe their own current health using the EQ-5D 

classifier, to rate their health using the VAS, and to provide responses to a number of 

sociodemographic items. There were 10 versions of the questionnaire, which varied 

either in the states to be valued, the placement of states upon the page, or the wording of 

the descriptors for the health states. Each respondent was asked to value 16 health states 

using the VAS. 
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2. Spain 

The first study took place in the Catalonian region of Spain. Specifically, it was 

conducted at a primary health care center in I'Hospitalet del Llobregat, which is a 

metropolitan area of Barcelona (Badia et al. 1995). Physicians recruited patients for 

participation. Other persons (12% of the sample) replaced individuals who did not 

understand the valuation task. The sample size was fixed at 600 valid questiormaires. 

Quota sampling was used, with age, sex, occupational status, and patient/non-patient 

status being used as control variables. Respondents valued 18 health states. The states 

11111, 33333, and immediate death were each valued twice. Only 17 of the standard 18 

health states (excluding 22322) were valued. 

A second Catalonian study was conducted in the city of Cornelia de Llobregat. 

Two trained interviewers recruited 300 individuals, both patients and non-patients, 

attending a primary care center between October and December 1996 (Badia et al. 1998). 

Individuals were recruited according to age and sex quota sampling so as to be 

representative of the Catalan general population. Six respondents were excluded from 

the sample due to inconsistent responses, yielding a final sample of 294 respondents. 

Respondents ranked and valued 15 health states. Thirteen of the 15 states were randomly 

selected from the subset of 45 health states used in the U.K. MVH study. Every 

respondent valued the states 11111, 33333, unconscious, and immediate death. Thus, a 

total of 45 health states were valued using the VAS. 

A third study was conducted in the Navarra region of Spain (Gaminde and 

Cabases 1996). Data were elicited from the general population of Navarra in September 
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1995 using quota sampling by age and sex. Respondents were asked to self-complete the 

EQ-5D valuation questionnaire in their homes. A trained interviewer guided the process 

and only assisted the respondent when requested to do so. Three himdred questionnaires 

were completed. Respondents valued 18 health states, with 11111, 33333, and immediate 

death being valued twice. The standard state 22323 was not valued. 

3. Germany 

Two VAS valuation studies have been conducted in Germany. The first of these 

was carried out to validate the German version of the EQ-5D (Schulenberg et al. 1996). 

One thousand households were randomly selected using data fi-om the German telephone 

company Telekom. One member of each household who was 18 years of age or older 

was selected to complete the EQ-5D valuation questioimaire. The questionnaires were 

mailed to respondents in June 1994. Out of the 1,000 questionnaires, 370 (37%) were 

returned. The respondents were asked to value 18 health states. One of the 18 valued 

states (12121) was not a standard state. The health states 11111, 33333, and immediate 

death were valued twice. 

In the second German investigation, questioimaires were sent out by mail in April 

1997 to 1,000 households randomly selected from Telekom (Claes et al. 1999). One 

member of each household who was 18 years of age or older was selected to complete the 

questionnaire. Only 124 questionnaires (12.4%) were returned. Respondents were asked 

to value the 18 standard health states. As with the first German study, the health states 

mil, 33333, and immediate death were valued twice. 



4. Finland 

The Finnish valuation questionnaire was mailed in November 1992 to a sample of 

4,000 persons over 16 years of age chosen randomly from a computerized population 

registry (Ohinmaa et al. 1996). The sample was divided into 17 subsamples, with each 

subsample receiving a different questionnaire. Data from 11 subsamples (n = 2,530) 

were pooled and used to derive health state values for the population. A total of 1,630 

questionnaires were returned from the 11 subsamples, yielding a response rate of 64.4%. 

Some of the health states that were valued were common to every questionnaire, while 

others were unique to the various subsamples. Forty-nine health states were valued, 

including the 18 standard states. The states 11111, 33333, unconscious, and immediate 

death were valued twice. 

5. Netherlands 

A VAS postal survey was conducted in the Netherlands in January 1991 (Bonsel 

et al. 1992; Essink-Bot et al. 1993). The survey included four pages, with each page 

listing eight health states to be valued. The states 11111 and 33333 were presented on all 

four pages. Combinations of these four pages resulted in four different versions of the 

questionnaire. The questionnaires were mailed to a random sample of 1,400 households 

based on postal area codes on the right bank of the River Maas in Rotterdam. Districts 

with over 20% of immigrants were excluded from the sample due to expected language 

barriers. The sample was, therefore, not representative of the population of the 

Netherlands. A total of 993 questionnaires were returned, of which 124 were blank. Of 
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the remaining 869 questionnaires, 493 (56.7%) were complete. Respondents were asked 

to value 28 health states including unconscious, 11111 (twice), 33333 (twice), and 12 of 

the standard states. The health state immediate death was not valued. 

6. Sweden 

In Sweden, a nationwide sample of 1,000 Swedish citizens was drawn from an 

address register (Bjork and Norinder 1999). Respondents' ages ranged from 18 to 78 

years. The valuation questionnaires were mailed to respondents in April 1994. Follow-

up questionnaires were mailed to nonresponders in May and June 1994. A total of 542 

questionnaires were returned. The respondents were asked to value the 18 standard states. 

The health states 11111, 33333, and immediate death were valued twice. 

7. U.S. 

Johnson et al. (1998,2000) conducted an investigation to derive a set of U.S. 

population-based preference weights for the EQ-5D health states using the instrument's 

VAS. Valuations for EQ-5D health states were obtained via a postal survey. A random 

sample of 3,500 adults from the continental U.S. was mailed the valuation questiormaire. 

The final usable sample included data from only 905 respondents (a 25.8% response rate). 

This low response rate precluded deriving preference weights that were nationally 

representative. The same 45 health states were valued as in the MVH study. 



8. Others 

Using the VAS technique, preferences for the EQ-5D health states have been 

elicited from respondents living in a number of other countries including Canada (Pickard 

et al. 2001), Denmark (Wittrup-Jensen et al 2002), New Zealand (Devlin et al. 2000), 

Slovenia (Rupel and Rebolj 2000), and Zimbabwe (Jelmsa et al. 2003). VAS valuation 

work has also taken place in Thailand and Australia (Nord et al. 1993; Brooks 1996). 

B. Studies Using the TTO 

Although the standard approach to valuing the EQ-5D health states has involved 

application of the VAS, a number of studies have been conducted in which the TTO 

method was used instead. The EuroQol Group does not advocate one preference-

elicitation procedure over any other; it assumes that all such methods have equal status 

(Kind 2003, p. 35). However, others (Drummond et al. 1997) would argue that choice-

based methods of preference elicitation, such as the SG and TTO, are preferable to 

scaling methods, such as the VAS. The advantage of the choice-based methods is that 

choosing, unlike scaling, is a natural human task at which all people have considerable 

experience. Furthermore, it is both observable and verifiable. The TTO approach has 

been used to elicit values for EQ-5D health states in Denmark (Wittrup-Jensen et al. 

2002), Germany (Claes et al. 1999), the Catalonian region of Spain (Badia et al. 2001a), 

the U.K. (Dolan et al. 1995; WiUiams 1995; Dolan 1997; Macran and Kind 2000), Japan 

(Tsuchiya et al. 2002), and Zimbabwe (Jelsma et al. 2003). 
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1. U.K. 

The TTO valuation conducted as part of the MVH study was described in the 

preceding section. A subsequent interview-based valuation study was conducted in the 

U.K. using data collected from a smaller sample (n = 238) of the general population 

(Macran and Kind 2000). 

2. Spain 

TTO values for health states were derived from the Cornelia de Llobregat study as 

well as a subsequent investigation in which data were collected from a random sample of 

members of the general population living in a single primary health care district in 

Barcelona. Fieldwork was carried out by 11 interviewers over a six-month period (Badia 

et al. 2001a). Participants were recruited from a primary care database using age and sex 

quota sampling so as to be representative of the Catalan general population. Individuals 

who were illiterate, cognitively impaired, or had a severe illness or mental disorder were 

excluded from participation in the study. A total of 1,930 persons were contacted, of 

whom 1,000 (51.8%) were interviewed. Data for 21 respondents were discarded due to 

serious inconsistencies in the health state valuations. As a result, viable data were had for 

979 (50.7%) respondents. 

The same 45 health states were used as in the U.K. MVH study. Each respondent 

was assigned the states 11111, 33333, unconscious, and immediate death. In addition, 

the respondents were randomly allocated two very mild, three mild, three moderate, and 

three severe health states, all selected from the larger pool of 45 states. Respondents 
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were asked to rank all 15 states and then value 13 of them (excluding 11111 and 

immediate death) using the TTO method. 

3. Germany 

In Germany, a sampling frame of 4,000 addresses was randomly selected using 

Telekom data (Claes et al. 1999). In order to represent rural and urban regions equally, 

the selection was based on postal Zip Code areas. One respondent was selected from 

each address, with half of the selected respondents being female. Selected individuals 

were mailed a letter requesting their participation in the study. A total of 380 persons 

responded. In-home interviews were conducted with 339 individuals, yielding an overall 

response rate of 8.5%. 

The face-to-face interviews were conducted in northern Germany between 

October 1997 and March 1998. The respondents were asked to provide some information 

about their socioeconomic status. Each respondent was randomly allocated a subset of 

health states from 45 of the 243 states described by the EQ-5D. Respondents were asked 

to place their states in rank order from best to worst, to value up to 15 states using the 

VAS, and to value a up to 13 of the states (excluding 11111 and immediate death) using 

the TTO method. Overall, 36 health states were valued using the VAS, and 35 states 

were valued using the TTO approach. Twelve of the valued states were selected from the 

standard set. 
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4. Denmark 

In Denmark, face-to-face interviews were conducted during the spring of 2000 

with a representative sample of the Danish population (Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002). A 

total of 4,075 addresses were included in the sampling frame. From these, 2,653 

individuals were selected for participation, of which 1,332 completed the interview 

(yielding an overall response of 32.7%). The interviews took place in respondents' 

homes, and a computer-assisted interviewing method was used. Each respondent was 

asked to describe his or her own current health using the EQ-5D classifier and to rate his 

or her health using the VAS. 

Forty-nine health states were used in this study. Respondents were randomly 

assigned to one of four split samples. Each sample was assigned the states 11111,22222, 

33333, and immediate death. Each sample was also assigned two of five very mild states, 

eight of 32 states (used in earlier EQ-5D valuation studies) that covered both less serious 

and more serious health states, as well as two of eight additional states. Thus, the 

members of each spUt sample ranked and rated (using the VAS) 16 health states and 

valued a subset of 14 of these (excluding 11111 and immediate death) using the TTO 

approach. 

5. Japan 

The sample was selected from three prefectures (i.e., Saitama, Hiroshima, and 

Hokkaido) in Japan (Tsuchiya et al. 2002). Participants were required to be 20 years of 

age or older. A two-stage random sampling method was used by (1) randomly selecting 
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62 of the smallest geographical units within each prefecture and then (2) randomly 

selecting individuals from the local registry of electorates in each unit. A total of 972 

individuals were selected for participation, of which 621 (63.9%) chose to participate in 

the interview. Data for 78 respondents were discarded due to concerns regarding the 

consistency of the TTO valuations, leaving 543 (55.9%) whose data were used to 

construct the Japanese population value set. The data were weighted to compensate for 

bias in the distributions of age and sex resulting from the exclusion of respondents with 

questionable data. 

Each respondent was asked to describe his or own health using the EQ-5D 

classifier, to rate his or her health using the VAS, and to respond to a number of 

sociodemographic items. Respondents were asked to rank (from best to worst) 19 of the 

EQ-5D health states, to rate 14 health states using the VAS, and to value 17 states using 

the TTO. The 14 states that were rated using the VAS were selected from among the 18 

standard health states. All respondents valued the same set of 17 health states, which was 

selected from the 45 states used in the U.K. MVH study. The 19 states used in the 

ranking exercise included the 17 used in the TTO in addition to 11111 and immediate 

death. 

VI. COMPARISON OF EQ-5D TTO VALUES BETWEEN COUNTRIES 

As noted, there have been few direct comparisons of EQ-5D health state 

preferences among countries. Most of those that have been conducted were bilateral 

(Claes et al. 1999; Badia et al. 2001a). Only one comparison involving three or more 
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countries could be identified in the literature (Busschbach et al. 2003). For this reason, 

little is known about variations in TTO health state valuations among coimtries. 

Constructed fi-om the available sources (Dolan 1997; Claes et al. 1999; Badia et al. 

2001a; Tsuchiya et al. 2002; Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002; Jelsma et al. 2003), Table 2.3 

depicts the mean TTO values elicited in the U.K., Spain, Germany, Denmark, Japan, and 

Zimbabwe for a selection of 14 health states. The mean values elicited in the German 

study were generally higher than those elicited in other investigations. Compared with 

the mean values assigned to health states in the European countries, the Japanese values 

were generally lower for mild states and higher for more severe states. Differences in 

mean values for severe health states between Zimbabwe and the European counties were 

even more pronounced. For example, the absolute difference in mean values for the 

health state 32313 between Spain and Zimbabwe was 0.66. In spite of apparent 

differences, the rank order of the health state values was fairly similar across the four 

European countries. 

Busschbach et al. (2003) conducted a formal investigation of differences in TTO 

values for the EQ-5D health states among the U.K., Spain, and Germany. According to 

the authors, differences in TTO values among these countries were larger than 

differences in VAS values for the same health states. Further, differences in TTO values 

among the countries could not be explained by differences in the distribution of age, sex, 

or education. The results presented in Table 2.3 as well as those reported by Busschbach 

et al. (2003) suggest that there are systematic differences among countries in how health 

is valued and that these differences may not be explained by differences in 



socioeconomic status. Overall, these findings support our development of a set of 

preference weights that is specific for the U.S. population. 
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Table 2.3. Mean observed TTO values for selected health states in different countries 
Health State U.K. Spain Germany Denmark Japan Zimbabwe 
21111 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.88 0.77 -

11211 0.88 0.87 0.92 0.88 0.81 0.84 
12111 0.85 0.86 0.93 0.90 0.80 0.81 
11112 0.85 0.89 0.92 0.82 0.78 0.87 
22222 0.50 0.57 0.66 0.58 0.49 0.56 
11113 0.41 0.64 0.61 0.25 0.70 0.73 
13311 0.33 0.21 - 0.51 0.60 0.55 
11131 0.24 0.40 0.33 0.29 0.64 0.56 
32211 0.13 -0.04 0.29 0.20 0.30 -

11133 -0.07 0.21 0.27 0.02 0.52 0.52 
23232 -0.12 -0.12 0.02 -0.04 0.39 0.28 
32313 -0.17 -0.26 - -0.24 0.15 0.40 
32223 -0.19 -0.25 0.07 -0.24 0.14 0.30 
33333 -0.56 -0.61 -0.22 -0.65 -0.14 -0.24 
Notes: Mean values were derived following the exclusion of respondents with inconsistent TTO data. Missing values 
occur in cases where a health state was not valued in a particular country. The data are ranked in descending order of 
the mean observed U.K. values. 
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Chapter 3 

METHODS 

1. SAMPLING 

A. Development of the Sampling Frame 

The target population for the study comprised the estimated 212 million civilian, 

non-institutionalized English- and Spanish-speaking adults, aged 18 and older, who 

resided in the U.S. (50 states plus D.C.) at the time the data were collected (i.e., summer 

through fall 2002). The estimated distribution of the target population is shown in Table 

3.1. 

Table 3.1. Estimated distribution of the study target population 
Occuoied Housing Units* Adult Population^ 

Race/Ethnicity Number Percentage Nimiber Percentage 
Hispanic 9,735,248 9.0 24,253,423 11.4 
Non-Hispanic black 12,442,217 11.5 24,045,992 11.3 
Other 85,567,985 79.4 163,945,311 77.2 
Total 107,745,450 100.0 212,244,726 100.0 
* Source: Claritas estimates of occupied housing units for 2002 based on Census 2000 projections 
t Source: Census estimates of resident population aged 18 years or older in 2001 

We sought to draw a national probability sample of the U.S. population with 

oversamples of the two largest minority groups, Hispanics and non-Hispanic blacks, so 

that these two groups could be compared with a group consisting of non-Hispanic non-

blacks (i.e., others). Our sample size calculations were based on presumed pairwise 

comparisons of mean TTO values between groups. For simplicity, the calculations were 

performed assuming simple random sampling. Observed differences between groups in 
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various studies (Dolan 1997; Johnson and Coons 1998; Johnson and Pickard 2000) had 

suggested that a 7-10% difference in health state valuations was clinically important. We 

assumed standard deviations for health state values ranging from 0.40 to 0.60. The 

median standard deviation for the 43 health states (including unconscious) valued in the 

MVH study was 0.55 (Dolan et al. 1996b). With standard deviations ranging from 0.40 

to 0.60, we estimated that a sample size of 1,030 to 2,316 would be needed to detect a 

pairwise difference in mean TTO values of 0.07 with 80% power and a two-tailed 

probability of Type I error of 0.05. Assuming a standard deviation of approximately 0.50, 

we estimated that a sample size of 1,200 was needed. Given that there were to be three 

pairwise comparisons among the racial/ethnic groups in our sample, we assumed that at 

least 1,200 observations were needed per group, yielding a total sample size of 3,600. 

Sample size calculations were not performed for the omnibus test of differences among 

racial/ethnic groups. 

The sample selection process was originally contracted to the National Opinion 

Research Center (NORC). NORC proposed an initial sample size of 6,200 households. 

Assuming an occupancy rate of 0.85 and a screening rate of 0.93, the calculated screened 

sample size was 4,833. Assuming interview completion rates of 0.80, 0.82, and 0.83 for 

Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others, respectively, the calculated interview sample 

size was 4,007. This included 1,199 Hispanics, 1,229 non-Hispanic blacks, and 1,579 

members of the other racial/ethnic category. Thus, to achieve 1,200 completed Hispanic 

interviews, the sampling strategy proposed by NORC was expected to yield more 

completed interviews for the other racial/ethnic group than necessary. 
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When NORC announced that it would be unable to fulfill its obligations, the 

process of sample selection was contracted to Research Triangle Institute (RTI). The 

latter based its calculations on the sample sizes proposed by NORC. That is, it was 

assumed that completed interviews would be needed for 1,200 Hispanics, 1,200 non-

Hispanic blacks, and 1,600 others. Although the sampling strategy could have been 

modified (i.e., subsampling could have been undertaken) to reduce the number of non-

minority cases, a decision was made to include them since this was expected to increase 

the precision of our model estimates. 

B. Objectives of the Sample Design 

The sample design for the study was developed to achieve four objectives: 

1. select a probability sample of residents from the target population; 

2. achieve 4,000 completed interviews with the following distribution: 

a. 1,200 interviews from eligible Hispanics, 

b. 1,200 interviews fi-om eligible non-Hispanic blacks, and 

c. 1,600 interviews fi"om eligible non-Hispanic non-blacks; 

3. control the cost of data collection by restricting the initial sample size to 12,000 

households selected from 60 local areas; and 

4. select the sample of housing units within three months after the start of the project. 
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The timehne and available resources for the study prevented us from developing an area 

household frame for sampling purposes. Instead, we constructed the sampling frame 

from residential mailing lists and Census demographic data. 

C. Sample Allocation 

Without oversampling of minority areas, it was estimated that an initial sample of 

approximately 23,500 households would be needed to achieve the required 1,200 

completed interviews among Hispanics. Given financial constraints, screening 23,500 

households would have been prohibitively expensive. Staff at RTI determined that by 

oversampling geographic areas of the U.S. with high minority concentrations, only 

12,000 addresses would need to be screened in order to obtain 1,200 completed 

interviews among Hispanics. Ergo, a four-stage sampling strategy was developed that 

disproportionately allocated the sample to areas of the country with high concentrations 

of Hispanics and/or non-Hispanic blacks. 

The process of sample allocation was initiated by classifying each of the 27,724 

Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs) (U.S. Census Bureau 2000) in the 50 states and D.C. 

into 10 categories based on minority concentration. The endpoints for each category 

were determined using the cumulative square root of /(y) rule described by Cochran 

(1977, pp. 128-131). ZCTAs are approximate geographic representations of Postal 

Service Zip Code service areas that cover the U.S. The use of ZCTAs enabled us to use 

Census demographic data when allocating the sample without having to cross-walk 

mailing addresses to Census tracts or blocks. Following this, a nonlinear optimization 
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method described by Chong and Zak (1996) was used to determine the sample allocation 

that would achieve the desired sample distribution with minimal increases in design 

effects. Table 3.2 shows the results of the optimized sample allocation to each minority 

concentration area. The sample allocation resulted in higher than proportional sampling 

rates for households in urban areas, the Southwest, and many parts of the Southeast. 

Table 3.2. Study sample allocation 
Expected Responses 

Census 2000 
Census Population 

Minority 
Concentration 

2000 
Population 
of ZCTAs 

of Occupied 
Housing 

Units 

Sample 
of Zip 
Codes 

Screening 
Addresses Hispanic 

Non-
Hispanic 

Black Other Total 
0-2.7% 13,308 22,144,705 8 793 3 2 382 338 
2.7-6.2% 3,881 18,363,166 8 827 11 9 229 249 
6.2-10.4% 2,218 12,784,305 15 1,514 37 40 318 395 
10.4-17.0% 2,218 13,852,452 14 1,434 62 52 220 334 
17.0-25.9% 1,664 9,983,292 11 1,172 70 79 142 291 
25.9-34.1% 1,109 6,765,669 7 701 70 55 61 186 
34.1^4.7% 1,109 6,554,412 16 1,627 240 118 115 472 
44.7-64.6% 1,109 6,725,864 20 1,902 280 321 94 695 
64.6-80.3% 554 3,846,322 11 1,048 215 227 29 471 
80.3-99.2% 554 4,459,914 10 982 212 298 10 520 
Total 27,724 105,480,101 120 12,000 1,200 1,200 1,600 4,000 

D. Sample Selection 

As noted, the study sample was selected using a four-stage process. Primary 

sampling units (PSUs) were selected in the first stage. Sixty three-digit ZCTAs were 

selected from a sampling frame of 883 three-digit ZCTAs formed by collapsing five-digit 

ZCTAs to their first three digits. Size measures were assigned to the three-digit ZCTAs 

as follows. First, each five-digit ZTCA was assigned to one of the 10 minority 

concentration categories shown in Table 3.2. Second, a size measure was calculated for 
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each five-digit ZCTA that was proportional to the number of households that the five-

digit ZCTA accounted for in its assigned minority concentration category. The size 

measure assigned to each three-digit ZCTA was the sum of the size measures of all five-

digit ZCTAs associated with that three-digit ZCTA. Most three-digit ZCTAs contained 

five-digit ZCTAs with different minority concentrations. 

The first-stage sample was selected using a probabilities proportional to size (PPS) 

systemic selection algorithm (Kish 1965). Prior to selection, the frame was sorted by the 

three-digit ZCTA identifier in order to distribute the sample as evenly as possible across 

the country. The 60 selected three-digit ZCTAs accounted for 17,737,931 (16.8%) of the 

households enumerated in Census 2000. 

The second stage of the sample selection process involved the selection of five-

digit Zip Codes. Prior to selecting the second-stage sample, counts of residential mailing 

addresses (as of April 2002) were obtained for each of the 2,387 five-digit Zip Codes 

associated with the 60 selected three-digit ZCTAs. It was decided that five-digit ZCTAs 

would not be used as second-stage sampling units because the size and number of ZCTAs 

were based on Zip Codes as they existed two years prior when the Census was conducted. 

A size measure was assigned to each five-digit Zip Code in the same way that size 

measures were assigned to five-digit ZCTAs; however, up-to-date counts of mailing 

addresses were used instead of counts of households from the Census 2000. Each of the 

2,237 five-digit Zip Codes that was matched to a five-digit ZCTA was assigned to a 

minority concentration category using the ZCTA demographic information. For the 
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remaining 18 five-digit Zip Codes, the minority concentration of the corresponding three-

digit ZTCA was used to facilitate minority categorization. 

A size measure was calculated for each five-digit Zip Code that was proportional 

to the number of households that the five-digit Zip Code accounted for in its assigned 

minority concentration category. Counts of residential Post Office Boxes were excluded 

from the size measures. A small number of Zip Codes were collapsed with adjacent Zip 

Codes so that each sampling unit could support the minimum number of addresses 

specified by the sample design. 

Again, a PPS systematic selection algorithm was used to select two five-digit Zip 

Codes from each of the 60 selected three-digit ZCTAs. Prior to selection, the Zip Codes 

were sorted by their numeric identifiers to distribute the sample as evenly as possible 

within each three-digit ZCTA. The 120 selected Zip Codes accounted for 1,477,559 

(8.0%) of the addresses associated with the 60 three-digit ZCTAs. 

In the third stage, 12,000 addresses were selected from our sampling frame of 

mailing addresses for screening and interview. In an effort to control imequal selection 

rates across the sample, the number of addresses selected from each of the 120 Zip Codes 

was varied from a minimum of 80 to a maximum of 110. Residential mailing addresses 

were purchased commercially by RTI from AccuData America, which is a national 

provider of mailing and telemarketing lists. The lists did not originate with AccuData but 

were initially purchased from ADVO, which is the nation's largest full-service targeted 

direct-mail marketing services company. ADVO's residential mailing list, which 

includes 115 million households, reaches virtually every U.S. household in every Zip 
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Code throughout the country. This address file is updated every two months in 

conjunction with the U.S. Post Office, making it the most up-to-date mailing list available. 

ADVO clients have the ability to order addresses by postal carrier route, Zip Code, 

coimty, or state. The mailing list file does not contain the names of individual residents. 

The low cost associated with purchasing mass-mailing lists enabled us to obtain 

the entire list of residential addresses in each of the 120 selected Zip Codes. Obtaining 

all mailing addresses enabled us to increase the efficiency of the design by dispersing the 

sample throughout each Zip Code instead of restricting it to a number of small 

geographic clusters (e.g., Census blocks) required for on-site enumeration. Obtaining the 

entire set of mailing addresses in each Zip Code also facilitated the creation of custom 

maps of the neighborhoods surrounding each sample address. 

In the fourth stage, one eligible adult was selected for interview fi-om each 

successfully screened Hispanic or non-Hispanic black household. In other screened 

households, a single adult was randomly selected for interview about 43.3% of the time. 

Address-specific randomized selection tables were generated for use by the field 

interviewers in the selection of individuals. The tables told the interviewers which 

eligible adult, if any, to select fi"om the household. 

II. SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 

The instruments and forms used in this research were adapted from those used in 

the MVH study (Dolan et al. 1995). The questionnaire battery included a health state 

valuation survey, a background questionnaire, a self-completion booklet that included the 
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EQ-5D, and a self-completion booklet that included the HUI2/3. Copies of the health 

state valuation survey and background questionnaire appear in Appendix A. The EQ-5D 

self-completion booklet is provided as Appendix B. Formal descriptions of the EQ-5D 

and the HUI were provided in Chapter 2. 

Although the health state valuation survey used in the MVH study required few 

changes, the background questionnaire that was used in that study underwent 

considerable revision. The revisions included dropping items that were not relevant to 

our project; changing open-ended items to coded responses; altering the wording of items 

to make them more applicable to the U.S. population; and incorporating additional items 

for race/ethnicity (questions 29a-b), income (question 34), alcohol consumption 

(questions 36a-b), health insurance coverage (question 37), and belief in life after death 

(question 40). 

A. Translation of Measures 

One of the stated goals of this research was to compare EQ-5D health state values 

between Hispanics and members of other racial/ethnic groups. Thus, the questionnaires 

and forms used in this study needed to be adapted for use among Spanish-speaking 

respondents in the U.S. 

Spanish versions of the health state valuation survey and background 

questionnaire were not available. Ergo, these measures were subjected to a formal 

translation process. The first step of the translation process involved forward translation 

of the U.S. English-language measures into versions suitable for Spanish-speaking 



respondents living in the U.S. The translation was performed by a trained translator who 

was a native Spanish speaker. This individual had experience in questionnaire translation 

but was not famiUar with the EQ-5D. Initial translations were presented to a lay panel 

consisting of native Spanish speakers who were also fluent in English. Panel members 

were asked to comment freely on the meaning and acceptability of the translations. 

Modifications were made to the translations based on the panel members' suggestions, 

and revised versions of the measures were presented to a second lay panel for further 

comment and revision. Concurrent with the lay-panel review process, the initial 

translations were back-translated into U.S. English by a member of our scientific staff 

This individual was a native Spanish speaker, though more fluent in English than Spanish, 

and was familiar with the EQ-5D. The back-translated versions were reconciled with the 

versions that emerged from the lay panels to yield the final translations that were used in 

the field. 

The EQ-5D self-completion booklet and props used in the TTO exercise (e.g., 

health state cards, time board) had been adapted previously for use in Spain (Badia et al. 

2001a). Our trained translator reviewed these materials to ascertain whether they were 

culturally appropriate for the U.S. population. Minor changes were made in cases where 

language was thought to be inappropriate. Another bilingual member of our scientific 

staff also reviewed the existing Spanish version of the EQ-5D to gauge its cultural 

relevance in the U.S. Suggestions for changes in wording received from this individual 

were reconciled with those received from the translator to yield the Spanish version of the 

EQ-5D self-completion booklet used in this study. 
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A number of other study materials also required translation. A Spanish version of 

the HUI2/3 was available; however, some minor modifications were made to this version 

by the developers based on feedback from our focus groups. Miscellaneous documents 

that were to be presented to respondents during the course of the study (e.g., consent form, 

letters and brochures describing the study) were translated from U.S. English into 

Spanish by trained RTI staff. 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

A. Project Organization 

Data were collected by RTI on behalf of the research team. RTI is a non-profit 

contract research organization dedicated to conducting innovative, multidisciplinary 

research that improves the human condition. Universities in North Carolina founded RTI 

in 1958 as the first scientific organization in and centerpiece of Research Triangle Park, a 

science park located between the cities of Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina. Institute research is performed both in the U.S. and abroad imder contract with 

federal, state, and local governments; public service agencies; and private-sector clients. 

RTI occupies over 625,000 square feet of laboratory and office facilities and employs a 

worldwide, full-time staff of over 1,800 individuals. 

Respondents were located, contacted, screened, and interviewed by 109 field 

interviewers. Thirty of the field interviewers were bilingual, and six were new to RTI. 

There were six field supervisors, each of whom was responsible for supervising 10 PSUs 

and 15-20 field interviewers. The field supervisors were managed by one regional 



coordinator. This individual, in turn, was accountable to RTI's data collection task leader, 

Kathleen Considine, who reported to RTFs Project Director, Allen Duffer. Other field 

staff included traveling field interviewers and a variety of assistant positions at all 

supervisory levels. 

B. Data Collection Schedule 

The data collection period began June 8, 2002 and continued through October 31, 

2002. During this time, the field interviewers located and contacted all households in 

their assigned area (approximately 100 addresses each), identified missed addresses from 

a subsample of addresses, screened households for eligible respondents, obtained 

respondent cooperation, and conducted the interview. Editing, coding, and keying were 

completed by November 30,2002. 

C. Field Materials 

Each field interviewer was provided with the following materials: 

• Screening materials 

• Screening forms for sample addresses 

• Map pages for addresses selected for the missed address check 

• Copies of lead letter to give to respondents 

• Copies of question-and-answer brochure about study 

• Statement of confidentiality 
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• Interview materials 

• Consent form for interview 

• Health state valuation survey 

• Background questionnaire 

• EQ-5D self-completion booklet 

• HUI self-completion booklet 

• Other materials 

• Showcard booklet 

• TTO board 

• Five sets of health state cards 

• Cash to pay respondents 

• Cash incentive receipt forms 

Residents whose addresses were selected for the study were mailed a lead letter 

from RTI. The text of the letter was written in English on one side and Spanish on the 

other. The primary purpose of the letter was to alert residents that a field interviewer 

would be visiting them within a few days. A copy of the lead letter was also distributed 

during the screening visit. 

The field interviewers received adequate copies of the question-and-answer 

brochure to pass out to respondents whom they felt would be more incUned to participate 

if they had the brochure. In addition, each interviewer received a few copies of a Spanish 

version of the question-and-answer brochure to distribute to Spanish-speaking individuals. 
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The interviewers were discouraged from using the brochure as a substitute for 

conversation with respondents. 

The intent of the statement of confidentiahty was to provide legitimacy and 

authenticity to the study. The document was used to assure respondents that any 

potentially identifying information would not be released to anyone who was not directly 

connected with the study. The statement of confidentiality was shown to each respondent 

during the screening visit. 

D. Locating Sample Addresses 

As noted, using Census demographic data cross-referenced with Zip Codes, 60 

PSUs were selected to represent the diversity of the U.S. population. Within these 60 

PSUs, two secondary sampling units (SSUs) were selected. Lists of residential addresses 

from these 120 SSUs were purchased. From these lists, approximately 100 addresses 

were selected from each SSU, resulting in 12,000 selected addresses nationwide. 

The first task of the interviewers was to locate the selected residential address at 

which to conduct the screening and household interview. Each field interviewer was 

assigned approximately 100 addresses within a particular SSU. To locate their assigned 

addresses, the field interviewers used local street maps they purchased themselves, maps 

obtained via the Internet, as well as maps provided by RTI. 
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E. Determining Eligibility of Selected Addresses 

Once an address was located, it was necessary for the field interviewer to 

determine whether the address was eligible for inclusion in the study. The sample 

address had to be an occupied, non-institutional, residential address. Group quarters (e.g., 

large boarding houses, nursing homes, mental institutions), miUtary barracks, unoccupied 

structures, places of business, and transient living units (e.g., hotels and motels) were not 

eligible for the study. If an address was occupied by 10 or more unrelated persons, it was 

considered to be group quarters. However, it was possible for there to be living quarters 

within group quarters that were eligible for study inclusion. For example, if a house 

mother considered a fraternity house address to be her primary residence and her address 

was the same as that of the fraternity, then her residence was eUgible for study inclusion. 

Although only residential addresses should have been included in the sampling frame, 

some of the listed addresses were not residential and were, thus, ineligible. If an address 

was deemed to be non-residential or vacant, this information was recorded on the 

screening form. 

F. Checking for Missed Addresses 

Although the list of addresses used to select the study sample was very complete, 

some addresses that were eligible for the study may have been omitted. For example, 

mobile homes may have been moved into the area or new structures built since the list 

was developed. Every residential address had to be given a chance of being selected into 
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the sample. However, an address that was not Usted had no chance of being selected 

unless discovered by the interviewer. 

To discover missed addresses, a half-open interval linking procedure (Kish 1965; 

lannacchione et al. 2003) was implemented on a randomly selected subsample of the 

12,000 addresses. The half-open interval procedure adds housing units to an existing 

frame by searching for new units in the interval between the selected unit and the next 

unit on the frame. The actual inspection of the frame needs to be done only within the 

selected intervals. New units that are discovered during field interviewing are 

automatically included in the sample. 

To be effective, the half-open interval procedure requires that the addresses on the 

frame be sorted in geographically proximal order. We achieved this ordering by 

arranging the mailing list in delivery sequence order (i.e., the order in which mail is 

delivered by postal workers) within the city and rural carrier routes identified on the 

sampling frame. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the delivery sequence on a postal carrier 

route usually proceeds up one side of the street and down the other, which makes it very 

amenable to the half-open interval procedure. However, there are rare cases when a half-

open interval caimot be constructed, such as when an address is at the end of a contiguous 

portion of a carrier route or when there is an irregular mail delivery sequence (e.g., the 

next address is across the street). 
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Figure 3.1. Example of a delivery sequence for a postal carrier route* 

Walk Sequence Map 
Carrier Route: C020 Zipcode: 7S041 

Gap 
Gap 

SUirl 

Hl»SKSY 

6T 

l£E 

CRANPORB • DR» 

0 

* Previously published in: lannacchione VG et al. Evaluating the use of residential 
mailing addresses in a metropolitan household survey. Public Opinion Quarterly 2003; 
67: 202-210. Reprint permission granted by Oxford University Press and Vincent G. 
lannacchione, M.S. 
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Each field interviewer was required to check for eligible addresses that were not 

registered in the mailing lists used to identify the study sample. Approximately 30% of 

the 12,000 addresses selected from the sampling frame were randomly selected for 

missing address checking. The field interviewer was provided with a map page for each 

selected address (about one-third of his or her assigned addresses). The map page 

provided information pertinent when locating sample addresses, including the sample 

address, its study identification number, a list of neighboring addresses, and a map 

depicting the location of the sample address and the next listed address along the Post 

Office's mail carrier route. At those addresses selected for the check, the field 

interviewer performed the following actions: 

• he or she asked the screening respondent if there were any addresses other than 

the one listed on the screening form on the physical property of the selected 

address (e.g., a guest home or mobile unit); 

• he or she asked the screening respondent if there were any addresses other than 

the one listed on the screening form within the structure of the selected address 

(e.g., a basement apartment); and 

• he or she checked the geographical area between the selected address and the next 

listed address on the map page (i.e., the half-open interval) for missed addresses. 

New residential addresses identified through the above-described process (i.e., 

those not listed on the map page) were recorded on the screening form. Each such 
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address was reported to the field supervisor who generated a screener and case 

identification number for the address and alerted RTI to its existence. The screener was 

then sent to the field interviewer to facilitate screening and interviewing at the added 

address. A total of 78 addresses were added to the sample using the half-open interval 

procedure. 

It was conceivable for commercial mail receipt businesses (e.g., Mail Boxes, Etc.) 

to appear among the 12,000 selected addresses. It was impossible to identify these 

addresses prior to going to the field. When a field interviewer discovered that a selected 

address was actually a commercial mail receipt business, he or she confirmed whether or 

not the address was correct and, if so, recorded the information so that the address could 

be excluded from the sample. 

G. Screening 

The 12,000 sample addresses were screened to determine if there were residents 

who were eligible to participate in the study. The eligibility of a person for participation 

in the study was based on the following criteria: 

• age 18 years or older; 

• the sample address had to be the person's primary residence (i.e., the person lived 

there at least six months of the year); and 

• the person could not be on active duty in any branch of the U.S. Armed Forces. 
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Every sample address (i.e., all 12,000) had to be screened. However, it was expected that 

only a percentage of the households at these addresses would have a resident who was 

eligible for interview. It was estimated that approximately 5,000 respondents would be 

selected for the interview and that approximately 4,000 interviews would be completed. 

The screening and sample selection process proceeded as follows. Initially, the 

field interviewer introduced himself or herself to the person who answered the door and 

informed the individual of the purpose of the visit. The person answering the door was 

given a copy of the lead letter as well as a copy of the question-and-answer brochure if 

necessary. The field interviewer then asked the person who answered the door whether 

he or she was at least 18 years old and whether he or she lived at the address. If the 

person answering the door did not meet these criteria (i.e., was not an eUgible screening 

respondent), then the interviewer asked to speak with another individual at the address 

who did. 

After identifying an eligible screening respondent, the field interviewer verified 

that the address was correct. He or she then read to the respondent a statement explaining 

the study selection process, the confidentiality of the study, and that participation was 

voluntary. The interviewer then asked the respondent a series of questions to determine 

the eligibility of the sample address and residents at the address. The respondent was 

asked how many people lived at the address and whether each was 18 years of age or 

older. For each individual who was 18 or years of age or older, the respondent was asked 

to provide the following information: 
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• the individual's name and relationship to the oldest resident at the address; 

• whether the individual was on active duty in the military; 

• whether the individual was institutionalized (e.g., hospitalized, in jail); 

• whether the address was the individual's primary residence; 

• the language(s) spoken by the individual (English, Spanish, or other); 

• the individual's sex; 

• whether or not the individual was Hispanic; and 

• the individual's race (black, white, or other). 

All of this information was recorded on a screening roster. Individuals less than 18 years 

of age were not included on the roster. Further, individuals serving in the military, who 

were institutionalized, who did not consider the address to be their primary residence, or 

who did not speak English or Spanish were marked for exclusion from the study on the 

roster. Individuals were listed on the roster in order of descending age. Sequential roster 

numbers were assigned to all eligible persons listed on the roster. 

If the field interviewer was not bilingual (i.e., did not speak EngUsh and Spanish) 

and the screening respondent was unable to speak English fluently, then the interviewer 

attempted to find a non-eligible household member (someone under 18 years of age) to 

act as a translator to conduct the screening. If the interviewer was unable to identify a 

household member to act as a translator, then he or she contacted the field supervisor to 

have the address transferred to a bilingual field interviewer. 
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1. Selection of Interview Respondents 

The first step of the selection process involved counting the number of eligible 

entries on the roster. A selection table (Table 3.3) was then used to determine if anyone 

from the address would be selected for participation in the study interview. Selection 

was made based on the race/ethnicity of the address and the number of eligible 

respondents on the address roster. An address was classified as Hispanic if anyone on the 

roster was Hispanic. If there were no Hispanics at the address, then the address was 

classified as non-Hispanic black if anyone on the roster was non-Hispanic black. 

Otherwise, the race/ethnicity of the address was classified as other. For example, 

referring to Table 3.3, if five eligible residents were listed on the roster and the address 

was classified as Hispanic, then the person assigned roster number "1" was selected for 

participation in the interview. A "0" indicated that no respondent was selected for 

interviewing. If no eligible resident was selected, then the screening respondent was 

informed of the result and the completed screener was sent to RTI. 

Table 3.3. Selection table 
Number of eligible residents on address roster 

Race/Ethnicity of 
Address 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Hispanic 1 1 1 4 1 4 6 5 2 9 8 4 
Non-Hispanic black 1 2 2 2 2 2 4 1 3 9 1 10 
Other 0 0 1 4 2 6 7 8 7 5 8 4 
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H. Interview 

If an interview respondent was selected though the aforementioned process, then 

the field interviewer attempted to conduct the interview with the individual immediately. 

If the screening respondent was not selected as the interview respondent and the 

interview respondent was not present, then the field interviewer scheduled a time to 

return to meet with the selected interview respondent. 

Upon first meeting the interview respondent, the field interviewer showed him or 

her the lead letter, statement of confidentiality, and question-and-answer brochure and 

explained the interview process. The respondent was informed of the purposes of the 

study, the procedures that would be followed during the interview, the expected length of 

the interview (i.e., one hour), that participation was voluntary, and that consent could be 

withdravm and participation discontinued at any time. Once informed consent was 

obtained, the interview proceeded. 

The study was designed to replicate the measurement techniques carried out in the 

MVH study. The MVH study protocol was followed as closely as possible during the 

interview. Each face-to-face interview consisted of three stages. Each stage used a 

single set of 45 cards, with each card describing one imique health state. Only 15 cards 

were administered to any one respondent. The interview used a paper-and-pencil format. 

No computer was used in any part of the administration of the survey. At the end of the 

interview, respondents were given $30.00 as a reward for participation in the study. 

Two different formats of questionnaire administration were used. The health state 

valuation sxirvey was administered to respondents using a typical interview format. That 
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is, questions or instructions were read to the respondent, and answers were recorded by 

the field interviewer in the questionnaire booklet. However, the EQ-5D self-completion 

booklet and HUI self-completion booklet were completed independently by respondents. 

1. Choice of Health States 

In keeping with the MVH study, the health states to be valued were drawn from 

those defined by the EQ-5D. As noted in Chapter 2, the EQ-5D descriptive system 

consists of five dimensions with three levels each. All together, the instnmient describes 

243 theoretically possible health states. Previous work suggested that no single 

respondent could be expected to value more than about 13 health states using the TTO in 

any one interview (Dolan et al. 1996b). However, this was deemed to be an insufficient 

number of states from which to predict valuations for the full set of EQ-5D health states. 

Therefore, a larger set of 43 states was chosen, and each respondent was asked to value a 

subset of these. Valuations for two states (i.e., unconscious and immediate death) could 

not be estimated from the valuations given to other states. Ergo, these two states were 

also valued directly. 

hi choosing the states to be valued directly, the most important consideration was 

that they be spread over the valuation space so as to include as many combinations of 

levels across the five dimensions as possible. This was subject to the constraint that the 

states be considered plausible by respondents. It was decided that the same 45 health 

states valued in the MVH study would be valued in the current investigation. 
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To simplify the health state selection process for the field interviewers, we used 

an approach that predefined four comparable groups of health state combinations plus a 

fifth validation group. This abrogated the need for interviewers to select the 11 states (in 

addition to 11111, 33333, unconscious, and immediate death) to be valued in each 

interview. Each respondent was randomly assigned to one of five groups. Four of the 

groups constituted our Modeling Sample; that is, the sample in which all preliminary 

statistical modeling was to be conducted. The fifth group comprised our Validation 

Sample, i.e., a holdout sample intended for use in validating models developed in the 

Modeling Sample. Approximately 900 individuals were randomly assigned to each of 

the groups in the Modeling Sample (groups 1-^), while 400 persons were assigned to the 

Validation Sample (group 5). 

All five groups were assigned the states 11111, 33333, unconscious, and 

immediate death. We randomly allocated two of five very mild health states to each of 

the four groups in the Modeling Sample. The remaining 36 health states valued in the 

MVH study were then randomly distributed among the four groups (nine states per group, 

yielding a total of 15 states per group). In addition to 11111, 33333, unconscious, and 

immediate death, a random selection of 11 of the remaining 41 health states valued by 

groups 1^ was allocated to group 5. Thus, each respondent was asked to rank and rate 

15 health states. However, only 13 states were valued by each respondent in the TTO 

exercise since the states 11111 and immediate death are pre-defined in the scale. The 

specific group assignments are shown in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. Health state group assignments 

Modeling Sample Validation Sample 
Split Sample 1 Split Sample 2 Split Sample 3 Split Sample 4 Split Sample 5 

m i l  11111 11111 11111 11111 
33333 33333 33333 33333 33333 
Dead Dead Dead Dead Dead 

Unconscious Unconscious Unconscious Unconscious Unconscious 

11121 12111 21111 11211 12111 
11211 21111 11112 11112 11121 

11131 11113 11122 22121 22121 
21222 21133 12211 11133 11133 
12121 21312 22112 11312 21222 
13311 12222 32331 22122 22331 
21323 32211 32313 13212 12222 
12223 22331 22222 21232 13311 
33232 13332 23321 23232 23321 
32223 22323 22233 33323 33321 
32232 33212 23313 33321 23313 

2. Health State Cards 

The various combinations of health states were printed on laminated cards (Figure 

3.2) that were used throughout the interview. The front of each of the cards hsted the 

various conditions. Next to each condition was a shaded box. The boxes were colored 

white, gray, or black and corresponded to the level of the problem within each dimension. 

White represented the absence of problems, gray represented moderate problems, and 

black indicated extreme problems. The colored boxes were intended to act as visual cues 

to assist respondents in the health state valuation process. Additionally, each card had a 

two-letter code in the upper right-hand comer. These codes were derived from the 

coding system used in the MVH study and were used by the interviewer in administering 

the health state valuation survey. 
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Figure 3.2. Example of an EQ-5D health state card* 

FRONT OF CARD "KA" 

• K A  
Confined to bed 

Some problems with washing 
or dressing self 

• Unable to perform usual • activities 

• Extreme pain or discomfort 

Not anxious or depressed 

BACK OF CARD "KA" 

3-32331 

* Reprint permission granted by Paul Kind, M.Phil, on behalf of the University of 
York's MVH Group. 
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A six-digit number, such as "3-32331," was printed on the back of each of the 

cards. The first digit indicated the group number for the card set, while the remaining 

five digits were the numeric designation for the card according to the EQ-5D descriptive 

system. Prior to using any set of cards, the interviewers were required to check to make 

sure that there were 15 cards in the set and that the group number (i.e., the first digit of 

the six-digit number) was the same for each card. 

As discussed previously, interview respondents were randomly assigned one of 

five card sets prior to the interviewers going to the field. The correct group (i.e., card set) 

number for a given respondent appeared on the first page of the screening form. Based 

on this number, the field interviewer selected the corresponding set of cards to use during 

the interview. 

3. EQ-5D Self-Completion Booklet 

The first task respondents were asked to perform during the interview was to 

describe their own health at the time of the interview using the EQ-5D descriptive system. 

Responses were recorded on p. 1 of the EQ-5D self-completion booklet. 

4. Ranking Exercise 

Next, respondents were asked to place each of their assigned health states in rank 

order from best to worst. This included the 13 states to be used in the TTO exercise plus 

11111 (i.e., no health problems) and immediate death. It was explained to the 

respondents that each state was to be experienced for 10 years followed by immediate 
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death. The main objective of this stage was to familiarize the respondents with the health 

state cards and the concept of forming preferences for the different health states. Once 

the respondent completed the rank ordering, the interviewer verified that he or she was 

comfortable with the order. The interviewer then recorded the ordering of the cards on p. 

2 of the health state valuation survey. 

5. Category Rating Exercise 

The next exercise required the respondent to rate his or her 15 assigned health 

states by marking a line on a VAS located on p. 2 of the EQ-5D self-completion booklet. 

The scale was bounded by 0 and 100, with 0 being the "worst imaginable health state" 

and 100 being the "best imaginable health state." The state ranked best in the preceding 

exercise was rated first, followed by the state ranked worst. The respondent was then 

asked if he or she could identify a state that fit roughly halfway between the best- and 

worst-rated health states. Following this, the respondent was asked if there was a state 

that he or she could place between the halfway point and the top. He or she was then 

asked to identify a state that could be placed between the halfway point and the bottom. 

After this, the respondent was asked to complete the exercise by marking and labeling the 

remaining health states along the scale. The best-rated state, worst-rated state, state 

positioned at the halfway point, and the other two states placed halfway between the top 

and the middle and the bottom and the middle of the scale were recorded by the 

interviewer in the health state valuation survey. 
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When the aforementioned exercise was completed and checked, the field 

interviewer collected the health state cards, removing those describing immediate death 

and full health (i.e., 11111). The respondent was then asked to rate his or her own 

current health on the VAS appearing on p. 3 of the EQ-5D self-completion booklet. 

Specifically, the respondent was asked to mark a line on the scale indicating how he or 

she would rate his or her own health and write the word "ME" next to the line. 

6. Time T rade-Off Exercise 

In the next exercise, the respondent was asked to make a series of choices based 

on a hypothetical situation for 13 of the 15 assigned health states. The health states 

11111 and immediate death were excluded from the TTO exercise since these serve as 

anchors for the valuation scale and are assigned values of 1 and 0, respectively. 

The TTO props method (Gudex 1994) was used to elicit health state valuations. 

This version of the TTO uses a time board as well as a set of health state cards. The 

respondent is guided through the exercise one state at a time using the board to show the 

varying lengths of time spent in the health states. 

The TTO method used in this study differed slightly fi-om that used in an MVH 

pilot study comparison of valuation methods (Thomas and Thomson 1992). The main 

difference was in the presentation of choices to the respondent. In the earlier study, 

choices were presented to the respondent in a "ping-pong" fashion in which high and low 

values for full health were alternated imtil the point of indifference was reached. In the 

current study, the respondent was asked first to decide whether a state was better than 
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death or worse than death. A middle value (i.e., five years) was then offered for full 

health, and the resulting answer determined whether the time spent in full health would 

increase (from five to 10 years) or decrease (from five to zero years). This method 

expedites the TTO exercise and allows for a shorter questionnaire than would otherwise 

be needed. 

a. Time Trade-Off Time Board 

The TTO method requires the use of a specially designed, double-sided time 

board. One side is used for states that are regarded by the respondent as better than death, 

while the other side is used for states that are regarded by the respondent as worse than 

death. 

On side 1 (Figure 3.3), the upper part of the board shows the words "Life A," 

while the lower part shows the words "Life B." On the upper part of side 1 of the board, 

there is a plastic envelope, 110 mm x 70 mm in size, that contains a pink card describing 

full health according to the EQ-5D descriptive system (i.e., no problems in walking about, 

no problems in self-care, etc.). Adjacent to Life A is a movable sliding scale with a red 

pointer. The scale is 100 mm x 30 mm in size and has a background divided into two 

equal parts, one colored pink and the other blue. Numbers below the scale range fi"om 0 

to 10 and represent the number of years lived in full health (pink) after which the 

respondent will die immediately (blue). Next to Life B is another plastic envelope, 110 

mm x 70 mm in size, and a green-colored scale that is painted onto the board and has no 
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moving parts. The numbers under this scale range from 0 to 10 and represent the number 

of years lived in the state to be valued (green). 

On side 2 (Figure 3.4), again the upper part of the board shows "Life A" and the 

lower part "Life B." Next to Life A are two plastic envelopes, each 110 mm x 70 mm in 

size. The envelope on the right-hand side contains a pink card describing full health. On 

this side of the board, the movable sliding scale is located between the two envelopes and 

has a background divided into two equal parts, one green and the other pink. Numbers 

below the scale range from 0 to 10 and represent the number of years spent in the state to 

be valued (green) and, thus, also in frill health (pink). Life B has one central plastic 

envelope, 110 mm x 70 mm in size, that contains a blue card labeled "immediate death." 



Figure 3.3. Side 1 of the time board 

I I No problems in walking 
'—' about 

I I No problems with self-care 

I I No problems with performing 
'—' usual activities 

CZl No pain or discomfort 

I I Not anxious or depressed 
0 1 

TIME BOARD 1 

LIFE A 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Number of Years 

LIFE B 

0 1  2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9  1 0  

Number of Years 



Figure 3.4. Side 2 of the time board 
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b. Procedure 

The 13 health state cards were shuffled by the interviewer prior to beginning the 

TTO exercise. The respondent was then taken through each of the health states to be 

valued one at a time, with the interviewer moving the scale as appropriate. The results of 

this exercise were recorded by the field interviewer in the health state valuation survey. 

The interviewer began the exercise with side 1 of the board facing upward. The choice 

between Life A and Life B was explained to the respondent, and he or she was asked to 

read carefully the first (green) health state to be valued. This card was then put into the 

pocket for Life B. The scale was initially set at 10 years (i.e., all pink). The respondent 

was then asked (question 12b) whether he or she would prefer to live in Life A for 10 

years and then die or Life B for 10 years and then die. It was expected that the 

respondent would choose Life A over Life B. Next, the scale was set to zero years (i.e., 

all blue), and the respondent was asked if he or she would prefer to die immediately or 

live 10 years in Life B and then die. Here, it was expected that the individual would 

choose Life B over immediate death. If the respondent chose Life B, then the state was 

considered to be better than death and he or she proceeded to respond to questions 13c-g 

in the health state valuation survey. If immediate death was selected over Life B, then 

the state was considered to be worse than death, and the individual proceeded to respond 

to questions 13h—j. 



I. State Better than Death 

Assuming that the state was valued better than death, the interviewer marked an 

"X" under 0 on the scale and set the marker to five years for Life A. The respondent was 

then asked if he or she would prefer to live in perfect health (Life A) for five years and 

then die or live in the state being valued (Life B) for 10 years and then die. If Life A was 

chosen over Life B, then a "V" was marked under 5 on the scale, the marker was moved 

one year to the left (i.e., to four years), and the process (i.e., question 13d) was repeated 

for four years of Life A. If Life B was selected over Life A, then an "X" was marked 

under 5 on the scale, the marker was moved one year to the right (i.e., to six years), and 

the process (i.e., question 13d) repeated for six years of Life A. If Life A and Life B 

were valued the same, then an "=" was placed under 5 on the scale, and the interviewer 

continued with the next state to be valued. 

As noted, when repeating question 13d, the interviewer marked a "V" and moved 

the pointer to the left if Life A was selected or marked an "X" and moved the pointer to 

the right if Life B was chosen. This process continued until either (1) the respondent 

valued Life A and Life B the same, in which case an "=" was marked under the number 

on the scale and the interviewer went on to the next health state, or (2) an "X" was next to 

a "V" on adjacent numbers below the scale. In the latter case, the respondent was asked 

question 13e, which established whether the indifference point was nearer to the "X" or 

"V." For example, if for a given state there was an "X" under 4 and a "V" imder 5 on the 

scale, then the respondent would have been asked to choose between Life A for four 

years and six months followed by immediate death or 10 years in Life B followed by 



death. If Life A were chosen, then the indifference point would be taken to be four years 

and three months in Life A; however, if Life B were selected, then the indifference point 

would be considered to be four years and nine months in Life A. If Life A and Life B 

were valued similarly, then the indifference point would lie at four years and six months 

in Life A. 

In cases where an "X" under 9 was adjacent to a "V" under 10 (as might be 

expected with a very mild health state), the respondent was asked (in question 13g) 

whether he or she would be willing to give up any time in Life A in order to avoid Life B 

and, if so, how much time. The response was requested in a total number of weeks less 

than six months. 

ii. State Worse than Death 

If the state was valued worse than death, then the interviewer continued the 

exercise using side 2 of the board. A "V" was marked under 0 on the movable scale and 

Life A was set to five years. The respondent was then asked to choose between five 

years in the state being valued followed by five years in full health (Life A) or immediate 

death (Life B). If Life A was chosen over Life B, then a "V" was marked under 5 on the 

scale, the marker was moved one year to the right (i.e., to six years), and the process (i.e., 

question 13i) repeated for six years of the state to be valued followed by four years in full 

health. If Life B was chosen over Life A, then an "X" was marked under 5 on the scale, 

the marker was moved one year to the left (i.e., to four years), and the process (i.e., 

question 13i) repeated for four years of the state to be valued followed by six years of full 



health. If Life A and Life B were valued similarly, then an "=" was placed under 5 on the 

scale, and the interviewer continued with the next state to be valued. 

As noted, when repeating question 13i, the interviewer marked a "V" and moved 

the pointer to the right if Life A was selected or marked an "X" and moved the pointer to 

the left if Life B was chosen. This process continued until either (1) the respondent 

valued Life A and Life B the same, in which case an'was marked under the number 

on the scale and the interviewer went on to the next health state, or (2) an "X" was next to 

a "V" on adjacent numbers below the scale. In the latter case, the respondent was asked 

question 13j, which established whether the indifference point was nearer to the "V" or 

"X." For example, if for a given state there was a "V" under 3 and an "X" under 4 on the 

scale, then the respondent would have been asked to choose between three years and six 

months in the state being valued followed by six years and six months of fiill health (Life 

A) or immediate death (Life B). If Life A were chosen, then the indifference point would 

be taken to be six years and three months in Life A; however, if Life B were selected, 

then the indifference point would be considered to be six years and nine months in Life 

A. If Life A and Life B were valued similarly, then the indifference point would he at six 

years and six months in Life A. 

7. Background Questionnaire 

Following the completion of the TTO exercise, the respondent was asked a series 

of background questions (e.g., date of birth, sex, racial/ethnic backgroimd, marital status, 

educational attainment). The interviewer read the questions and response categories to 
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the respondent and, when appropriate, provided the respondent with a showcard that 

illustrated the response categories. Each interviewer was provided with a showcard 

booklet prior to entering the field. 

8. HUI Mark 2 and Mark 3 

Finally, the respondent was asked to complete the 15-item HUI2/3, which was 

provided in the HUI self-completion booklet. 

I. Interviewer Training 

The manner in which RTI interviewers work and report to their supervisors differs 

from that specified in the MVH training materials. Thus, the training and field materials 

used in the MVH study were customized by RTI for use in the current study. RTI staff 

customized and/or developed the following: 

• screening and interviewing training materials, 

• a field supervisor manual, 

• a field interviewer manual, and 

• a training guide. 

The training of interviewer trainers took place May 5-8, 2002. Participants 

included the six field supervisors and six RTI survey staff. The first day of training 

covered recruiting issues, administrative procedures, case management, and assignment 
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issues. Topics covered during the second day of training included obtaining cooperation 

and informed consent, administering the screening form, and identifying missed 

addresses. On the third day of training, participants observed a demonstration of how to 

administer the survey instruments and participated in a round-robin mock questionnaire 

administration and paired mock questionnaire administration. Finally, during the fourth 

day of training, participants received instruction about event (e.g., no one at home) and 

status (e.g., refused to participate) codes, quality-control measures, administrative 

procedures, and the handling of refusals and reluctant respondents. 

Field interviewer training took place May 31-June 6, 2002 in Durham, North 

Carolina and was conducted by the 12 individuals who were trained in the preceding 

session. A general training session was held on May 31, which covered the fundamentals 

of field interviewing. Project-specific training took place June 1-5. The first day 

covered issues such as obtaining respondent cooperation, administering the screening 

form, and checking for missed addresses. During the second day, participants observed a 

demonstration of how to administer the interview questionnaire battery. They also 

participated in a round-robin mock questioimaire administration and paired mock 

questionnaire administration. On the third day, the trainees participated in more mock 

questionnaire administrations and reviewed the HUI2/3. Start-to-finish mock interviews 

(i.e., screening form to end of interview) were also held on this day. On the fourth day, 

the trainees reviewed event/status codes, quality-control measures, administrative 

procedures, and procedures for dealing with reluctant respondents. Certification 
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interviews were conducted on the fifth day of project-specific training. The training of 

bilingual interviewers who administered the interview in Spanish took place on June 6. 

In order to receive certification, the field interviewers were required to 

demonstrate competency in the following set of structured exercises: 

• use of the correct card set for the respondent, 

• removal of the correct cards prior to initiating the TTO exercise, 

• reading the questions in the questionnaire battery verbatim, 

• recording the respondent's answers correctly, 

• following the interview skip patterns correctly, 

• using the time board correctly during the TTO exercise, and 

• marking the better-than-death/worse-than-death scales correctly during the TTO 

exercise. 

Each field interviewer was graded on a pass/fail basis, though some elements (e.g., 

correct use of the time board) carried more weight than others. Originally, 113 field 

interviewers were scheduled to participate in the study. Of these, 111 attended training 

and 110 passed certification. The one individual who did not pass certification was used 

as a bilingual screener. 
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J. Quality-Control Measures 

Immediately following training, all field interviewers conducted two practice 

interviews with family members or friends. The results of these interviews were sent 

directly to the field supervisors to review prior to the field interviewer beginning his or 

her assignment. At a minimum, the first five completed screening forms for non-

interview cases and first five completed interviews (including screening forms) for each 

field interviewer were reviewed for completeness and accuracy by a field supervisor. 

The field supervisors looked for trends in the data as suggested by the project consultants. 

These included the following: 

• not following the skip patterns correctly; 

• not calculating or recording start and stop times for the TTO exercise; 

• not marking if Life A or Life B was chosen (that is, whether the health state being 

valued was better than death or worse than death, respectively); 

• failing to record the respondent's answers when valuing the health states; 

• going the wrong way on the scale when conducting the TTO exercise; 

• allowing respondents to record initials on the VAS instead of "ME" during the 

rating exercise; and 

• missing the skip to the Life A scale. 

All screening forms and questionnaires underwent a hand-editing process at RTI 

prior to keying. Random samples of 5% of all completed screenings and 15% of all 
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completed interviews were verified. Verification was conducted by telephone by RTFs 

Telephone & Internet Operations staff. A standardized script was used to ensure 

consistency in the verification process. Special arrangements were made to verify the 

work of bilingual field interviewers who conducted Spanish-language interviews. 

In-person supervision was appUed as needed. The field supervisors provided 

feedback during weekly conference calls with their field interviewers on any problems 

they discovered. When deemed necessary, the field supervisors continued edits on 

completed interviews until they were comfortable with the field interviewer's work. The 

discovery of falsified work was considered grounds for immediate termination. Of the 

110 field interviewers who passed certification, one was dismissed for not adhering to the 

interview protocol. The data collected by this individual were discarded. 

IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

All statistical analyses took into account the clustered sampling design, and 

probability (or sampling) weights were applied to adjust for respondents' unequal 

selection probabilities. Analyses were performed using Stata/SE 8.0 (Stata Corporation 

2003a) and SAS Release 8.02 (SAS Institute, Inc. 2001). SUDAAN 8.0.2 (Research 

Triangle Institute 2001) was used to check the accuracy of our results. 

In general, controlled multiple comparison procedures (MCPs) were not applied 

in this research. First, nearly all of the analyses involved simple or multiple regression. 

MCPs are rarely applied in regression analyses in the health sciences. Second, much of 

the work was exploratory, particularly those analyses conducted to investigate 
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associations between sociodemographic characteristics (other than race/ethnicity) and 

health state valuations. One of the reasons for conducting these analyses was to identify 

trends in the data for further investigation. The application of MCPs would have 

rendered this task difficult if not impossible. 

Fisher's least significant difference (LSD) test was applied when comparing 

adjusted and unadjusted means among the three major racial/ethnic groups. Comparisons 

among the racial/ethnic groups involved the testing of two-tailed hypotheses. Prior to 

conducting these tests, we had no strong evidence to suggest that one racial/ethnic group 

would value health higher or lower than another. When comparing three means and 

testing two-tailed hypotheses, the LSD test is generally considered to be the MCP of 

choice. It involves conducting t tests for all pairwise comparisons using the variance 

estimate fi-om the regression rather than from the two groups being compared. The 

protected procedure is to use the LSD test only if the omnibus F test is significant. 

A. Derivation of Analytical Sample 

The original data set was received fi-om RTI in January 2003. A total of 4,052 

interviews were completed. The research team then reviewed the data set for issues of 

data completeness and quaUty. Of particular interest was the quality of the TTO data for 

the primary study objective of establishing a U.S. population-based preference weighting 

system for the EQ-5D's 243 health states. Based on our review of the data fields and the 

advice of our consultants, we identified cases with potential problems in terms of missing 

data required for the derivation of sampling weights (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity) or 
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inconsistent TTO values (e.g., redundant health states valued by the same respondent, all 

health states given the same value, all health states given a negative value). These 

potentially problematic cases were discussed with RTI personnel, who then reviewed the 

original hard data and provided clarification or corrections whenever possible. 

Following this process, the penultimate data set was returned to the research team 

at The University of Arizona. We applied a number of criteria to exclude respondents 

with incomplete or inconsistent TTO data from the sample that would be used to estimate 

the U.S. preference weights. In modeling the health state values, we intended to use 

estimation methods for complex survey data. Since sampling weights were to be derived 

by RTI staff prior to the modeling analyses, we were compelled to identify the sample in 

which the U.S. value set would be estimated prior to modeling the data. We realized that 

a sizable number of respondents would be excluded due to data problems. Further, we 

did not want to sacrifice the nearly 400 respondents who had been assigned to the 

Validation Sample. Thus, we decided that the Modeling Sample and Validation Sample 

would be combined to form a Valuation Sample in which the final value set for the U.S. 

would be estimated. 

To be included in the Valuation Sample, a respondent had to have valid TTO 

values for 12 of the 13 health states he or she was assigned. The health state unconscious 

was not included in this restriction since the latter is generally not used when modeling 

preferences for the EQ-5D health states. To ensure that we could derive sampling 

weights for all members of the Valuation Sample, respondents were excluded if they had 

incomplete demographic data (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity) after substituting screening 
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data for missing interview data. Similar to the MVH and other studies (e.g., Tsuchiya et 

al. 2002), respondents were excluded from the Valuation Sample if all health states were 

given the same TTO value or if all health states were valued worse than death. A number 

of other criteria were applied to exclude respondents from the Valuation Sample. These 

included the following: 

• the respondent valued one health state using both sides of the time board, 

• the respondent valued one or more incorrect health states based on his or her 

assigned card set, and 

• the respondent valued one or more health states more than once. 

A number of respondents mistakenly valued 11111 (i.e., full health) or immediate 

death instead of unconscious during the TTO exercise. It is not entirely clear how this 

occurred, though it is believed to have been due to interviewer error. To the extent that 

valuations for these states made sense (i.e., 11111 received a value of 1 and immediate 

death received a value of 0), these respondents were not excluded from the Valuation 

Sample. Respondents were excluded if the TTO value for 11111 or immediate death did 

not make sense (e.g., 11111 received a value of 0). Respondents were also excluded 

from the Valuation Sample if the name for a valued health state was missing and that 

state did not appear to be unconscious. 

The numbers of respondents in the Modeling Sample, Validation Sample, and 

Valuation Sample who were identified as having one or more data problems are 
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presented in Table 3.5. Based on the data completeness and logical consistency criteria 

we set forth, the final Valuation Sample included 3,773 respondents. Two hundred 

seventy-nine respondents were excluded from the Valuation Sample. Our project had 

multiple aims, and we were not comfortable simply discarding these individuals' data. 

Thus, in discussion with RTI, it was decided that RTI would generate two sets of 

sampling weights. One of these would be for the Valuation Sample. The other would be 

for a sample consisting of all respondents with complete age, sex, and race/ethnicity data 

regardless of the completeness or consistency of TTO valuations. From the original 

4,052 respondents, four individuals were still missing age after screening data were 

substituted for missing interview data. Thus, a second set of sampling weights was 

derived for our final Full Sample of 4,048 respondents. 

Table 3.5. Numbers of respondents with data problems 
Modeling 
Sample 

Validation 
Sample 

Valuation 
Sample 

Initial Sample 3,654 398 4,052 

I. Used both sides of time board for same health state 2 0 2 

2. Incomplete demographic data after substitution of screening 
data for missing interview data 3 0 3 

3. Two problems: 
a) Incomplete demographic data after substitution of 

screening data for missing interview data 
b) All (13) health states given the same TTO value 

1 0 1 

4. All health states given same TTO value 24 3 27 

5. All health states given negative TTO value 8 1 9 

6. Two problems; 
a) All (13) health states given the same TTO value 
b) All health states given negative TTO value 

1 1 2 
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Table 3.5. Numbers of respondents with data problems (continued) 
Modeling 
Sample 

Validation 
Sample 

Valuation 
Sample 

7. Valued 11111 or immediate death instead of unconscious 

TTO value made sense or was missing* (51) (6) (57) 

TTO value did not make sense^ 1 1 2 

8. Missing names for health states 

Missing name for 1 health state, appeared to be 
unconscious (1) 0 (1) 

Missing names for 1 or 2 health states, not including 
unconscious 3 0 3 

9. Respondent valued one or more incorrect states based on his or 
her assigned card set 

1 incorrect state for group 1 0 1 

^8 incorrect states for group 8 0 8 

10. Respondent valued 1 or more health states more than once 

1 health state 13 1 14 

2 health states 3 0 3 

11. Two problems: 
a) Valued >1 incorrect health states for group 
b) Valued 1 health state twice 

1 1 2 

12. Two problems: 
a) Valued 1 health state twice 
b) Missing TTO value for health state other than 

unconscious 

2 0 2 

13. Incomplete TTO data, i.e., fewer than 12 complete TTO values 
(not including unconscious) 181 19 200 

TOTAL* 252 27 279 

FINAL SAMPLE** 3,402 371 3,773 
Note; Numbers in parentheses were not subtracted from the final sample totals. 
* For example, a value of 1 for 11111 or 0 for immediate death 
"f For example, a value of 0 for 11111 or 1 for immediate death 
$ Number of respondents with one or more data problems 
** Number of respondents included in the Modeling Sample, Validation Sample, and Valuation Sample 
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B. Sample Weighting 

Sampling weights enable the design-consistent estimation of population 

parameters by scaling the disproportionalities between the sample and the population. 

For this study, the weights may be viewed as inflation factors that account for the number 

of eUgible persons in the target population that a sample member represented. The basic 

component of an analysis weight is the selection probability that is specified by the 

sample design. Typically, adjustments are made to the weights to compensate for 

potential biases attributable to differential response and coverage among sample 

members. The final data set, which included the sampling weights, was received fi:om 

RTI in April 2003. 

1. Address-Level Weights 

We began the weight-development process by assigning a sample inclusion 

probabiUty to each of the 12,000 addresses selected from the residential mailing lists and 

to each of the 78 addresses that were included in the sample with the half-open interval 

procedure. The inclusion probabilities of addresses on the mailing lists varied, with five-

digit Zip Codes with high concentrations of Hispanics and non-Hispanic blacks being 

sampled at higher rates than addresses in other Zip Codes. The inclusion probability of 

addresses discovered using the half-open interval procedure was three times the 

probability of selecting the adjacent address hsted on the screening form and map page. 
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Denote the inclusion probability of sample address j in five-digit Zip Code i in 

three-digit ZCTA h as Tr^y. Then, the initial sampHng weight assigned to address j in 

five-digit Zip Code i in three-digit ZCTA h was simply 

WAD^ = 1/a-., ; (3.1) 

that is, the inverse of the inclusion probabihty. 

The sum of the initial sampling weights for the 12,000 addresses equaled 

99,329,497, which corresponded to the estimated total number of mailing addresses in the 

U.S. using the size measures assigned by the sampling design. The sum of the initial 

sampling weights for the 78 addresses that were added to the sample with the half-open 

interval procedure was 2,412,954. This provided an estimate of the number of housing 

units that were not accounted for by the mailing Usts. 

a. Post-Stratification 

In each of the 10 regions of the country defined by the leading digit of the Zip 

Code, we post-stratified the initial sampling weights to Census 2000 projections of the 

number of occupied housing units in 2002. Letting z denote the leading-digit Zip Code, 

the post-stratification adjustment factor for each z was calculated as 

hadj,=H,IY.^AO,,„, (3.2) 
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where represents the estimated number of occupied housing units in z. Each 

adjustment factor was apphed to an initial sampling weight to form the post-stratified 

address weight 

WA\,,.=WA%,„>^HADJ,. (3.3) 

The sum of the post-stratified address weights equaled 107,745,450, which provided an 

estimate of the total number of occupied housing units in the U.S. in 2002. 

b. Adjustments for Unknown Survey Eligibility 

During data collection, we attempted to screen the residents of each selected 

address to determine whether there was at least one eligible person at that address. To 

compensate for 2,882 addresses with unknown survey eligibility, we calculated an 

adjustment factor for each three-digit ZCTA h, 

EADJ^ = 
(3-4) 

where E/^y took on a value of 1 if survey eligibility was determined for address hij and 0 

otherwise. Each adjustment factor corresponded to the inverse of the weighted screening 

rate in a particular geographic stratum. In effect, the adjustments compensated for 

addresses with unknown survey eligibiUty by prorating the eligibility rate among known 

addresses to unknown addresses in the same geographic stratum. The adjustment factors 
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were applied to the post-stratified address weights to form the final adjusted address 

weight 

WA2,i, = WAl^ X SADJ, x . (3.5) 

Table 3.6 shows the sums of the sampling weights, the sums of the post-stratified address 

weights, and the sums of the final adjusted address weights in each geographic region. 

Table 3.6. Summary of address-level weight adjustments 
Post- Sum of Post- Survey Sum of Final 

Sum of Initial Stratification Stratified Eligibility Adjusted 
Geographic Region Address Adjustment Address Adjustment Address 
(One-Digit Zip Code) Weights* Factor Weights^ Factor Weights^ 
0 6,624,939 1.30 8,583,667 1.62 5,312,203 
1 13,820,852 0.88 12,190,977 1.58 7,725,338 
2 11,045,051 0.96 10,607,437 1.47 7,225,963 
3 13,862,264 1.07 14,839,360 1.31 11,292,508 
4 12,169,068 1.01 12,306,161 1.19 10,331,181 
5 6,295,907 0.97 6,122,569 1.31 4,657,088 
6 5,931,504 1.44 8,570,793 1.30 6,600,699 
7 10,338,504 1.14 11,750,284 1.33 8,836,834 
8 6,096,069 1.09 6,640,165 1.20 5,551,891 
9 15,564,122 1.04 16,134,037 1.23 13,075,871 
Overall 101,748.282 1.06 107,745,450 1.34 80,609,575 
* The sum of the initial address weights equaled the number of mailing addresses in each geographic stratum. 
t The sum of the post-stratified address weights equaled the Claritas 2002 estimates of occupied housing units in each 

geographic stratum. 
J The sum of the final adjusted address weights equaled the number of survey-eligible housing units in each 

geographic stratum. 

2. Person-Level Weights 

Each study participant k fi*om address hij was assigned an initial person weight 

^^^hijk ~ y^k\hij (3.6) 
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where represents the conditional probability that person k was selected from 

address hij. 

a. Post-Stratification 

The sum of the initial person weights underestimated the total number of persons 

in the target population because the initial weights did not account for non-Hispanic non-

black addresses where no eligible person was selected. To compensate for this, we post-

stratified the initial person weights to 2001 Census population projections corresponding 

to six demographic post-strata formed by the interaction of sex (male or female) and 

race/ethnicity (Hispanic, non-Hispanic black, or other). The assignment of sample 

members to post-strata was made on the basis of demographic information obtained from 

the screening form. 

For each demographic post-stratum d we computed a post-stratification factor 

PADJ^^Pj'ZWPO^.,. (3.7: 

where was an estimate of the number of occupied persons in demographic post-

stratum d . We applied these adjustment factors to the initial person weights to form the 

post-stratified person weight 

WPhy,,,=WPO,y,,,xPADJ,. (3.8) 
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The sum of the post-stratified person weights equaled 212,244,726, which was equivalent 

to the 2001 Census population projection. 

3. Final Sampling Weights 

Two sets of sampUng weights were derived to compensate for sample members 

who were selected for interview but did not respond. The first set of weights applied to 

the 4,048 persons who participated in the interview regardless of data completeness (i.e., 

the Full Sample). The second set of weights applied to the 3,773 respondents who met 

the data consistency and completeness requirements discussed earlier (i.e., the Valuation 

Sample). Both sets of weights were developed using the procedure discussed below. 

First, a nonresponse adjustment factor was calculated for each demographic post-

stratum d, 

where took on a value of 1 if a completed interview was obtained for person hijk 

and 0 otherwise. This adjustment factor, which corresponds to the inverse of the 

weighted response rate in the demographic post-stratum, was then applied to each post-

stratified person weight to generate a final sampling weight 

(3.9) 
lADJ^ 

^ ̂^hijk Ed ^ ̂ hijk 

WP2 ,Y,,,=WPl,,,,,xIADJ,xI ,Y,. (3.10) 
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Table 3.7 summarizes the adjustments made to the person-level weights. For both the 

Full Sample and Valuation Sample, the sum of the sampling weights equaled the sum of 

the post-stratified person weights depicted in the table. 

Table 3.7. Summary of person-level weight-adjustment factors 
Cumulative Cumulative 

Race/Ethnicity Sex 
U.S. 

Population* 
Post-Stratification 
Adjustment Factor^ 

Adjustment Factor for 
Full Sample^ 

Adjustment Factor for 
Valuation Sample** 

Hispanic Male 12,378,309 0.84 1.37 1.46 
Female 11,875,114 0.78 1.26 1.39 

Non-Hispanic Male 11,330,962 1.24 1.39 1.47 
black Female 12,715,030 1.05 1.20 1.27 

Other Male 78,940,859 1.24 1.47 1.56 
Female 85,004,452 1.40 1.25 1.34 

Overall 212,244,726 1.21 1.33 1.43 
* Source: Census projections for 2001. 
t The adjustment factors were applied to the initial person weights of sample members selected for interview to 

force the post-stratified weights to sum to Census counts in each demographic category. 
} The cumulative adjustment factors were applied to the initial person weights of Full Sample respondents to force 

the weights to sum to Census counts in each demographic category. 
** The cumulative adjustment factors were applied to the initial person weights of Valuation Sample respondents to 

force the weights to sum to Census counts in each demographic category. 

4. Proper Use of Sampling Weights 

Sampling weights inversely reflect the selection probabilities and differential 

response rates of sample members. For example, in the current study, the sampling 

weights of non-Hispanic blacks who lived in predominantly black Zip Codes were much 

smaller than the weights of non-Hispanic blacks who hved in other areas. This is because 

predominantly black Zip Codes were sampled at a higher rate than other areas. The 

appropriate use of sampling weights when estimating population parameters can greatly 

reduce the selection bias that results from this type of disproportionate sample allocation. 
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In addition, the weights act to reduce the nonresponse bias that may result from 

differential response rates among the demographic groups selected for the study. 

While weighted estimation reduces bias in sample estimates, the inequahties in 

the sampling weights inflate the variances of the sample estimates above what would be 

obtained from a simple random sample of the same size. Design effects (Kish 1965) are 

typically used to measure the amount of variance inflation that is associated with a 

disproportionately allocated sample. The design effect is defined as the ratio of the 

design-consistent variance of a parameter estimate to the variance based on a simple 

random sample of the same size. The effective sample size, which represents the actual 

sample size divided by the design effect, is used to compare the precision and power of a 

survey sample to those of a simple random sample. 

In a multistage design like the one used for this study, unequal weighting is likely 

to be a major contributor to the design effect. Table 3.8 presents the unequal weighting 

effects and effective sample sizes for the three major demographic groups. Because of 

the oversampling of minority areas, the effect of the unequal weighting for estimates 

pertaining to Hispanics and non-Hispanic blacks was somewhat greater than the effect for 

members of other racial/ethnic groups. 
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Table 3.8. Summary of person-level unequal weighting effects and sample sizes 
Full Sample Valuation Sample 

Race/Ethnicity Sex 

Actual 
Sample 

Size 

Unequal 
Weighting 

Effect 

Effective 
Sample 

Size 

Actual 
Sample 

Size 

Unequal 
Weighting 

Effect 

Effective 
Sample 

Size 
Hispanic Male 518 1.68 309 483 1.69 285 

Female 698 1.55 449 632 1.59 397 
Overall 1,216 1.68 726 1,115 1.69 659 

Non-Hispanic Male 412 1.36 303 389 1.35 288 
black Female 711 1.42 502 666 1.43 466 

Overall 1,123 1.45 775 1,055 1.44 730 

Other Male 764 1.26 609 722 1.26 574 
Female 945 1.24 762 881 1.25 707 
Overall 1,709 1.25 1,363 1,603 1.26 1,276 

Overall 4,048 1.91 2,117 3,773 1.91 1,980 

C. Descriptive Statistics 

1. Valuation Sample vs. Excluded Respondents 

There exists evidence that the exclusion of respondents from preference elicitation 

interviews often excludes individuals who are older and of lower socioeconomic status 

(WilUams 1995; Dolan et al. 1996b; Tsuchiya et al. 2002). We were, therefore, 

concerned that the roughly 300 respondents who were excluded from the Valuation 

Sample might differ systematically from those who were included. Descriptive statistics 

were used to characterize the Full Sample, the Valuation Sample, and those respondents 

who were excluded from the Valuation Sample. We compared the latter two groups on 

important demographic and quality-of-life/health status measures using t tests for interval 

data and tests for nominal data. Pearson 2" ̂  statistics were converted into F statistics 

with noninteger degrees of freedom using a second-order Rao and Scott (1981,1984) 

correction. The difference in the number of self-reported chronic conditions between the 
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two groups of respondents was estimated using negative binomial regression. Using the 

Full Sample data, a regression analysis treating the respondents as fixed effects was 

performed to compare mean difficulty ratings among the health state ranking, rating, and 

TTO exercises. 

The nonresponse adjustment and poststratification applied to the base sampling 

weights were attempts to account for completely missing data on individuals. However, 

item nonresponse was also a problem in our study. A nontrivial amount of item 

nonresponse can lead to biased estimates and questions about the relevance of the target 

population (Kom and Graubard 1999). To help correct for item nonresponse, the 

sampling weights were re-scaled when conducting analyses using available cases. 

Specifically, each weight was multiplied by a factor that adjusted the sum of the weights 

within each of the six race-sex strata to the sum in the complete sample for which weights 

were had. We anticipated that this method would yield less biased estimates in cases 

were responses were associated with race/ethnicity and/or sex. 

Multiple imputation was also used to adjust for item nonresponse. The weighted 

sequential hot deck procedure (Cox 1980) was used to impute vectors of missing data for 

individuals missing one or more item responses. Unlike conventional methods, this 

procedure preserves the respondents' weighted distribution in the imputed data. The 

imputation was conducted separately within each PSU. Donor observations were drawn 

firom the 2,889 individuals (representing 71.4% of the Full Sample) who provided 

complete data for the items being imputed. Of the remaining 1,159 individuals who were 

missing data, 648 were missing only one item. Prior to imputation, the data were sorted 
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by sample (Valuation sample, excluded respondents), race/ethnicity (Hispanic, non-

Hispanic black, other), sex (male, female), and age (18 to 39,40 to 64,65+) so that an 

individual with missing data would be matched to a complete responder similar in these 

characteristics. A hierarchical serpentine sorting technique discussed by WiUiams and 

Chromy (1980) was used. Ten complete data sets were produced and analyzed using 

methods analogous to those applied to the available cases (save that the original sampling 

weights were used instead of the re-scaled weights). For categorical variables, this 

involved a multivariate test of the odds ratios following the logistic regression of sample 

membership on a set of dummies. The complete-data estimates were then combined to 

produce a single inference (Little and Rubin 2002, pp. 85-87). 

2. Modeling Sample vs. Validation Sample 

Descriptive statistics were also used to characterize the Modeling Sample and 

Validation Sample. We compared these two groups on important characteristics using 

methods analogous to those described previously. The probability weights were re-scaled 

within race-sex strata when conducting analyses using available cases. Multiple 

imputation using the weighted sequential hot deck procedure (Cox 1980) was also used to 

adjust for item nonresponse. Donor observations were drawn from the 2,705 members of 

the Valuation Sample (71.7%) who provided complete data for the items being imputed. 

Of the remaining 1,068 individuals who were missing data, 605 were missing only one 

item. Otherwise, the imputation procedure was consistent with that described previously. 
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D. Model Development 

As noted, a number of studies (Dolan 1997; Badia et al. 2001a; Wittrup-Jensen et 

al. 2002; Tsuchiya et al. 2002) have been conducted to generate population-specific TTO 

preference weights for the EQ-5D health states. In each case, direct valuations were 

obtained for a handful of states and a statistical model developed to predict values for all 

243 states firom the observed data. In general, investigators have selected linear additive 

models using respondent-level data. Further, in most cases the investigators chose to 

model a respondent-level effect. The complexity of the sampling design for our study 

made it more difficult for us to identify a valuation model. All of the models we 

estimated had to be design consistent. That is, they had to incorporate sampling weight 

information and account for possible clustering within the PSUs. 

Probability-weighted least squares (PWLS) was used to fit linear additive models 

to the respondent-level data. With-replacement (WR) sampling was assumed at the level 

of the PSUs. Although sampling was technically done without replacement (WOR), it is 

commonplace for analysts to assume WR sampling when working with survey data as 

this simplifies analysis. Typically, the sample must represent at least 5-10% of the 

population before assuming WOR sampling in the analyses makes any difference. Taylor 

linearization was used to derive cluster-robust standard errors for the parameter estimates 

(Kish and Frankel 1974; Fuller 1975; Binder 1983). 

When estimating models, the probability weights were re-scaled within race-sex 

strata so that the size of the total reference population was equal to that of the U.S. 
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population (i.e., 212,244,726 persons in 2001). This was necessary because there were 

repeated observations for respondents, and the weights varied with individuals. 

1. Dependent Variable 

Let / = index respondents and j  =  index the health states 

(excluding unconscious) valued by a particular respondent. For the7th health state valued 

better than death, the TTO elicits the number of years, ty (^ 10), where the /th respondent 

is indifferent between (1) Ufe in full health for ty years and (2) Ufe in the health state 

being valued for 10 years. For the7th health state valued worse than death, the TTO 

ehcits the number of years, Sy (< 10), where the zth respondent is indifferent between (1) 

life in the state being valued for Sy years followed by Ufe in full health for ty = 10 - Sy 

years and (2) immediate death. Thus, for states considered better than death, the rth 

respondent's value for theyth state, hy, is simply ty /lO. Conversely, for states 

considered worse than death, hy  is defined as - ty  j i lQ- ty)  or -  ty js . . .  The values 

eUcited by the TTO exercise have a theoretical range of [1, -00). In our study, the largest 

increment of time spent in full health that could be traded off to avoid spending time in a 

state worse than death was 9.75 years. Thus, the observed TTO values ranged fi-om 1 to 

-39. 

When modeling respondent-level data, the TTO values for worse-than-death 

states are conventionally transformed so that they are bounded by 0 and -1, with 0 being 

equivalent to death. In most studies that have sought to generate population-based 
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preference weights for the EQ-5D, a nonlinear transformation (Patrick et al. 1994) was 

applied to the values for states worse than death. Using this transformation, the ith 

respondent's transformed value for the7th worse-than-death state, h'y, is defined as 

Mathematically, this transformation is equivalent to 

(3.12) 

and 

s; =(Sj/10)-l. (3.13) 

Note that although equations (2) and (3) are linear, they are not functions of the health 

state values themselves. 

The justification for the nonlinear transformation is statistical; that is, respondents 

may treat the scale for states worse than death in the same way that they are assumed to 

treat the scale for states better than death, i.e., as an interval scale. However, because this 

transformation is nonlinear it can change the observed preference order for worse-than-

death states. As such, it is not consistent with EUT. 

An alternative linear transformation (Torrance et al. 1982) constrains the values 

for worse-than-death health states to lie between 0 and -1 using the formula 
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(3.14) 

Unlike the nonlinear transformation, this transformation does not result in transpositions 

in the preference order for states worse than death. Further, while the nonlinear 

transformation constrains the values for worse-than-death states to lie on the open 

interval (-1,0), values can achieve a minimum of-1 when using this alternative 

transformation. 

The alternative transformation, while intuitively appealing, is not without its 

drawbacks. First, it has not been used in any of the important valuation studies 

conducted for the EQ-5D. As such, we were uncertain of what impact it would have on 

the comparability of our valuations with those of earlier studies. Second, the linear 

transformation leaves values for states worse than death on a ratio scale, while better-

than-death states are assumed to have an interval level of measurement. There is some 

evidence that values generated using a ratio scale can lead to biases in observers' 

judgments (Eyman 1967). 

In spite of these concerns, and primarily because of its consistency with EUT, we 

chose to apply the linear transformation to states worse than death. Thus, when modeling 

respondent-level data, the outcome consisted of 1 - hy for health states valued better than 

death or 1 - hy for health states valued worse than death. The values were subtracted 

from 1 to force the predicted value for the health state 11111 to equal 1.0. Conceptually, 
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our dependent variable was a measure of disutility, with higher numbers indicating 

greater disutility. 

2. Independent Variables 

a. Main Effects 

Our first order of business was to compare different sets of regressors for 

predicting the outcome. All of our models included main effects derived from the EQ-5D 

descriptive system. There are several ways in which the shifts between levels within a 

dimension can be modeled. We considered two of these. In the first case, an ordinal 

variable was used to capture the effect of movements between levels within each 

dimension. Using ordinal variables to model the main effects presumes that the disutility 

associated with a shift from level 1 to level 2 is the same as the disutility associated with 

a shift from level 2 to level 3. Such a presumption is unrealistic given the findings of 

previous valuation studies (Dolan 1997; Badia et al. 2001a; Tsuchiya et al. 2002). Ergo, 

in most cases the shifts between levels within a dimension were modeled using dummy 

variables: one measuring the difference between level 1 and level 2 and another 

measuring the difference between level 1 and level 3. 

b. Other Effects 

In general, previous valuation studies using respondent-level data have reported 

that a main-effects model (i.e., one including dummy variables for the main effects only) 

does not provide an optimal fit for the observed TTO data. Thus, we felt it appropriate to 
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consider a variety of alternative specifications. Following earlier investigations, 

socioeconomic characteristics (e.g., age, sex, race/ethnicity) and chronic conditions were 

not incorporated into the base valuation model. 

We considered fully interacted models; that is, models including terms for all 

possible interactions among the main effects. However, such models consistently 

suffered from multicollinearity and logically inconsistent parameter estimates (e.g., the 

estimates for one or more level 1 dummy variables were negative in sign). Furthermore, 

the analysis of first-order interaction effects was problematic since the large number of 

possible effects engendered the risk that some were significant purely by chance. 

We investigated a number of alternative methods of accounting for interactions. 

Specifically, these methods sought to measure the marginal disutility associated with 

having multiple dimensions at level 2 or level 3. Unlike previous investigations, we did 

not choose to model the effect of having multiple dimensions at level 1. Our rationale for 

this was that perfect health, which is represented by having all five dimensions at level 1, 

should be the reference state. By modeling the effect of having more than one dimension 

at level 1, we would have needed to specify a constraint such that, for perfect health, the 

interaction effects would equal zero. Otherwise, the predicted value for perfect health 

would be less than 1.0 in magnitude, which is implausible. 

First, we created dummy variables L3a (a  = 2 , . . .  ,5) that took on a value of 1 if at 

least a dimensions were at level 3 and 0 otherwise. A corresponding set of dummy 

variables was generated to account for the number of dimensions at level 2. We also 

generated dummies that accounted for specific numbers of dimensions at a particular 
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level. We created dummy variables X3a {a  = 2 , . . .  ,5) that took on a value of 1 if exactly 

a dimensions were at level 3 and 0 otherwise. A corresponding set of dummy variables 

was generated to account for the number of dimensions at level 2. 

In previous valuation studies, the constant term has been interpreted as a measure 

of any movement away from perfect health (i.e., a level 2 or 3 in any dimension). 

Investigators have questioned the validity of the constant term for two reasons. First, the 

coefficients for main effects in previous valuation models did not represent the marginal 

effects of those variables. Rather, for any given dimension the marginal effect would be 

a linear combination of the estimates for the constant term and the main effect. Second, 

the existing valuation models could only generate a predicted value of 1.0 for perfect 

health if one viewed the constant term as a dummy variable taking on a value of 0 for 

perfect health and 1 otherwise. Technically, this is not a problem since the parameter 

estimates and predictions would not change if the constant were instead treated as a 

dummy variable and TTO data for perfect health included in the estimation sample. 

However, any model that includes a constant term operates under the assumption that the 

observed value for perfect health is always 1.0. 

Although we did not perceive the constant term to be particularly problematic, we 

did feel that direct estimation of the marginal effects for the main effect terms would be 

preferable. After much thought, we developed an ordinal variable, Dl, that represented 

the number of movements away from perfect health (ie, the additional number of 

dimensions at level 2 or level 3) beyond the first. This variable was not a constant (ie, it 

took on values ranging from 0 to 4). However, its use in place of a constant term had no 
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impact on predictions and allowed us to estimate directly the marginal effects of the main 

effect dummy variables. 

Identification of the D1 term led us to develop a conceptually based method of 

accounting for interaction effects. Any movement away from perfect health could be due 

to having one or more dimensions at level 2 or level 3. A single shift should be captured 

in the coefficient for a particular main effect dummy variable. However, two movements 

away from perfect health could be due to having two dimensions at level 2, two 

dimensions at level 3, or one dimension at level 2 and another at level 3. In either of the 

first two cases, one would expect an interaction effect to the extent that the marginal 

disutility was not equal to the sum of the individual effects. Thus, we created an ordinal 

variable, 13, that represented the number of dimensions at level 3 beyond the first. The 

square of this term was also generated to allow for nonlinearity in its association with the 

dependent variable. Similar terms (i.e., 12 and I2-squared) were produced to account for 

the additional number of dimensions at level 2. 

Finally, most EQ-5D valuation studies have considered models including a 

dummy variable, N3, that took on a value of 1 if any dimension was at level 3 and 0 

otherwise. Some investigators have suggested that this term measures the marginal 

disutility of having multiple dimensions at level 3 but does so poorly since it takes on a 

value of 1 even when a single dimension is at the highest level. We do not perceive this 

to be the case and from a purely statistical (not theoretical) standpoint feel that the N3 

term may be justified. The argument for this is that there is both common and unique 

variance explained by the dimensions at level 3. Putting aside any interaction effects, the 



coefficients for the main effect dummy variables would be expected to capture the unique 

variance, while the N3 term would be expected to capture the variance common to all 

dimensions. Thus, the N3 term effectively treats extreme health problems as a fixed 

effect, allowing for a shift in the intercept when any dimension is at level 3. This is quite 

different fi-om an interaction effect. We evaluated the validity of this hypothesis by 

testing models that included the N3 term as well as variables designed to capture the 

interaction effects. Following Wittrup-Jensen et al. (2002), we also tested models that 

included a term, N2, that took on a value of 1 if any dimension was at level 2 and 0 

otherwise. 

3. Functional Form 

The health state valuation data were not normally distributed. Specifically, they 

were negatively skewed and bimodal with peaks at 0 and 1. Conventional 

power/logarithmic transformations were not feasible given that the data were bimodal 

and included negative values. Generalized linear models using various link functions 

were investigated; however, these consistently yielded poor predictions. 

Following Brazier et al. (2002), we considered a number of alternative 

transformations to remove the skew in the data. First, we sought to map the data range 

[-1, 1] to the range (-oo, oo) via the unit range [0, 1], This was accomplished by dividing 

the outcome (i.e., 1 - hy or 1 - hy) by 2. The next step involved applying an appropriate 

transformation (i.e., logit or complementary log-log) to the re-scaled data. Unfortunately, 

these transformations are not defined for values of 1 or 0. In order to apply them to our 
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data, an arbitrarily small constant had to be added (or subtracted) to values of 0 (or 1). 

Furthermore, since our objective was the generation of fitted values, the application of a 

smearing estimator was needed in order to avoid retransformation bias. Brazier et al. 

(2002) noted that valuation models for the SF-6D using transformed data performed 

badly in terms of predictive ability. Given this observation, as well as the 

aforementioned difficulties, we elected to focus our efforts on modeling the raw (i.e., 

untransformed) data. 

The assumption of normality is primarily a convenience for the purpose of 

statistical inference. The estimates of fixed and random parameters will still be 

consistent, though not fully efficient, when this assumption is untrue. When the 

assumption of normality fails to hold, the standard error estimates will generally not be 

consistent. As such, they should not be used to obtain confidence intervals or to test 

significance except in large samples (Goldstein 2003). Given the size of our Valuation 

Sample, we felt reasonably comfortable modeling the raw data. 

4. Alternatives to Pooled Least Squares 

Once an optimal set of regressors had been selected, the next step involved 

determining whether a model other than pooled least squares would provide a better fit 

for the data. We considered both random and fixed effects specifications allowing for 

PSU-level or respondent-level effects. A brief discussion of the properties of these 

models in the context of simple random sampling is warranted before considering their 

application to our data. 
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Let i  = I , . . . ,  n  index some higher-order unit of analysis (e.g., respondents) and 

j = index repeated observations within each imit. For convenience, pooled least 

squares assumes the residual errors to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a 

constant variance, i.e., Sy ~ N(0, cr^). Furthermore, the errors are assumed to be 

independent of one another such that coy(ey ,  S i j ,  )  =  Q,  i ^ i '  ox  j  f . With this 

specification, each observation is assumed to be independent of all others. Ergo, any 

correlation between observations within some higher-order unit is ignored. 

An alternative specification that takes into account the variation both within and 

between higher-order units is the one-way error components (i.e., random effects) model. 

This model assumes that there is a unit-specific difference between the higher-order units 

that can be modeled as a random disturbance fi-om a normal distribution with a mean of 0 

and some constant variance. Thus, there are two error components: a unit-specific error 

term, , and a random disturbance or residual, Sy, for each observation. The 

assumptions made regarding the residual errors are the same as those for least squares. 

However, the model further presumes that the unit-specific errors are uncorrelated with 

the residuals as well as the regressors, i.e., coy(Ui,Sy) = 0 and COV(M,.,) = 0. 

One could also take into accoimt the variation within and between imits using 

covariance pattern modeling. In this case, one would assume an exchangeable correlation 

structure within the higher-order units. Let R be the within-unit correlation matrix and 

rj j. denote the j, f element. For exchangeable R, rj j, is defined as 
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^ j l  i f y  =  /  ( 3 . 1 5 )  

[p otherwise' 

where p is the intraclass correlation. It is notable that p is a function of the variances 

for M, and Sy. Thus, to the extent that the random effects estimator provides unbiased 

estimates of these variances, estimates for the random effects model and covariance 

pattern model will differ trivially or not at all. 

An alternative to the random effects specification that may be used to account for 

within-unit correlation is the fixed effects model. The one-way fixed effects model treats 

unit-specific differences as fixed parameters that can be estimated. That is, a shift in the 

intercept for each higher-order unit. In general, the assumptions for this model are the 

same as those for least squares. Although this specification makes no assimiption 

regarding the covariance of «,• and , it does not allow for the estimation of effects that 

are constant within units (e.g., age or sex within respondents). 

Aside from estimating preference weights for the U.S. population, we were 

interested in comparing our valuation model estimates among different racial/ethnic 

groups. These objectives could not be met with a fixed effects model. Furthermore, 

whereas the random effects model presumes that the higher-order units constitute a 

random sample fi"om some known population, the fixed effects model presumes that 

inferences are to be restricted to the n units under observation. This also appeared to 

Umit the applicability of the fixed effects model to our data. 
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In the presence of unit-specific effects, least squares will be inefficient relative to 

fixed effects or random effects. The estimated standard errors for regression coefficients 

will be upward biased due to failure to take into account information concerning unit-

level differences. If the effects are correlated with the regressors, then least squares will 

also be inconsistent. The probability limit of the least squares estimates will diverge 

fi*om the true parameter values. If there are unit-specific effects and these are 

uncorrelated with the regressors, then random effects will be consistent and efficient 

relative to either pooled least squares or fixed effects. However, if the unit-specific 

effects are correlated with the regressors, then only fixed effects will produce consistent 

estimates for the latter. 

When applied to data collected fi-om a multistage sample, the assumptions made 

by all three models with respect to the error terms may be violated. With multistage 

sampling, clusters of individuals (i.e., those living within PSUs) are sampled. This 

clustering may lead to correlation between the observations, as data fi-om individuals in 

the same neighborhood will tend to be more aUke than data fi-om individuals living 

thousands of miles apart. Statistical inference becomes problematic due to imprecision in 

the estimation of standard errors for parameter estimates. To account for the clustering in 

multistage sample data, it is customary to apply a robust covariance estimator that is 

consistent in the presence of arbitrary intra-cluster correlation (Kish and Frankel 1974; 

Fuller 1975; Binder 1983). 

To choose among the three specifications, one first assesses whether there are 

unit-specific effects. For simple random samples, the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange multiplier 
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test (Breusch and Pagan 1980) may be used to test whether unit-specific effects are 

present. However, the conventional version of this test does not appear to be applicable 

to clustered and/or weighted data. Further, due to the clustered nature of our data, we had 

insufficient degrees of fi"eedom to perform a joint test of significance for the unit-specific 

effects in the fixed effects model, hi models treating PSUs or respondents as fixed 

effects, the unit-specific effects were individually highly significant. This suggested that 

either the fixed effects or random effects model would be more appropriate than pooled 

least squares. 

We were unable to identify a software package that could be used to estimate a 

design-consistent random effects model from our data. SUDAAN can be used to 

estimate covariance pattern models firom survey data via generalized estimating equations 

(GEE). However, we believed that estimation of the random effects model would allow 

us to add predictions of the random effects to fitted values for the 42 health states for 

which TTO data were available, hi previous valuation studies, the random effects have 

been ignored. Simulation studies have found the accuracy of such truncated predictors to 

be suboptimal (Baltagi 2001). We expected that addition of the predicted effects to the 

fitted values would reduce the mean prediction error. 

A method was developed to estimate design-consistent random effects models 

using Stata. Weighted estimates of the variances for w. and Sy were obtained and used 

to apply a generahzed least squares (GLS) transformation to the data. PWLS was then 

applied to estimate the model fi-om the transformed data. Weighted variance estimates 

can be badly biased; however, with a large sample of clusters and with large samples of 
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individuals sampled from each cluster, the variance estimates will be approximately 

unbiased (Kom and Graubard 2003). The GLS-transformation worked in our case due to 

the size of our sample. The parameter estimates and standard errors from our random 

effects models were identical (to the fourth decimal place) to those derived using 

SUDAAN. 

Consistent with Pfeffermann et al. (1998), a shrinkage factor was not applied 

when predicting the random effects. Shrinkage of the predicted random effects corrects 

for large effects that may occur due to chance and, with unweighted data, yields the 

empirical best linear unbiased predictions (Baltagi 2001; Goldstein 2003). We were 

unable to find any case in the literature where a shrinkage factor was applied to the 

predicted random effects from a weighted regression. Thus, we felt more comfortable 

using the raw predictions. Differences between the raw and shrunken predictions were 

trivial. 

Following estimation of a random effects model, the Hausman test (1978) is 

typically performed to evaluate the consistency of its parameter estimates. Specifically, 

the test is used to evaluate the null hypothesis that the unit-specific effects are 

uncorrelated with the regressors. The conventional version of the Hausman test is not 

appUcable to survey data. The Hausman test assumes that one of the two estimators 

being compared is efficient (i.e., has minimal asymptotic variance). This assumption is 

violated if observations are clustered or weighted (Stata Corporation 2003b, p. 57). A 

robust version of the test was implemented using Stata's -suest- command, which 

performs seemingly unrelated regression. 
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For simple random samples, there exist generahzations of the random and fixed 

effects models that allow for the estimation of effects for imits of different levels (Baltagi 

2001). For example, both schools and students within schools could be treated as random 

effects. Furthermore, a generalization of the random effects model (i.e., the random 

coefficients model) exists that allows for the randomization of other parameters in 

addition to the intercept. We were unable to estimate design-consistent variants of these 

models using the available statistical packages. The Stata program Generahzed Linear 

Latent and Mixed Models (GLLAMM) (Rabe-Hesketh et al. 2001) is capable of 

estimating such models; however, the size of our data set precluded its use. Estimates for 

even the simplest two-way error components or random coefficients models failed to 

converge. 

Finally, in addition to pooled least squares, random effects, and fixed effects 

specifications, we also considered a design-consistent Tobit model. The Tobit model 

presumes that the data are drawn firom a censored normal distribution. In our case, the 

model assumed that the TTO data were censored at 1 and -1 (or, more precisely, 0 and 2 

since our outcome was 1 - hy or 1 - hy). We considered the censored regression model 

since others (Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002; Brazier et al. 2002) had done so. However, it is 

important to note that the Tobit model assumes that values above or below the censoring 

points could have occurred with proper sampling. Such an assumption was unrealistic for 

our data. 
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5. Median-Based Models 

Our models estimated using PWLS assumed the mean to be an appropriate 

measure of central tendency. For normally distributed data, the maximimi likelihood 

estimate coincides with the sample mean so that the sample mean is asymptotically 

efficient. However, for other distributions the sample mean is not efficient, hi such 

cases, the sample median may have lower asymptotic variance. Furthermore, least 

squares estimates can be severely distorted by outlying observations. The least absolute 

deviations (LAD) estimator is an alternative to least squares that is more robust in the 

presence of heavy-tailed data. The LAD estimator estimates the median regression. That 

is, it seeks to estimate the median of the dependent variable conditional on a set of fixed 

regressors. 

Given the distribution of the TTO data, median regression appeared to be a viable 

altemative to least squares. However, the available resources for estimating median 

regression are extremely limited. We were imable to identify any statistical package 

capable of estimating a design-consistent median regression model. Thus, median-based 

analysis at the level of the respondent was not feasible. Instead, we elected to collapse 

the TTO data over respondents and treat the median value for a particular health state as 

the unit of analysis (yielding a total of 42 observations in the Valuation Sample). Since 

none of the median health state values exceeded 1.0 in absolute magnitude, it was not 

necessary to transform the values for states worse than death prior to collapsing the data. 

The models were estimated using ordinary least squares or LAD with or without robust 

standard errors (Huber 1967; White 1980). 
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6. Model Testing 

a. Selection Criteria 

We desired a parsimonious model for which all parameter estimates would be 

statistically significant. Further, we desired that the estimates bear the expected sign and 

be of the expected magnitude (e.g., that the estimate for the level 2 duirmiy variable for 

the Mobility dimension be smaller than the estimate for the corresponding level 3 dummy 

variable). We also wanted the predicted valuations to be logically consistent. That is, the 

predicted value for one health state was to be greater than or equal to the predicted value 

for another health state if the former was better than the latter on at least one dimension 

and was no worse on any other dimension. For each model, the predictions for all 243 

health states described by the EQ-5D were checked for logical consistency. Any model 

with even one inconsistency was excluded from consideration. 

b. Validation 

Each model was fit to the Modeling Sample data and the resulting parameter 

estimates appUed to the Validation Sample data to generate a number of goodness-of-fit 

statistics. The models were then compared based on the magnitude of these statistics. 

We desired a model that would be robust when generating predictions for the Validation 

Sample. However, we were ultimately more concerned with prediction accuracy in the 

Valuation Sample since this was the sample that would be used to generate preference 

weights for the U.S. population. Ergo, the same fit statistics were computed to assess the 

apparent or native performance (Steyerberg et al. 2001) of each model in the Valuation 
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Sample. All of the statistics used in comparing models were probability weighted. These 

statistics included the following: 

• square of the Pearson product-moment correlation between the observed and 

predicted health state values for the Modeling (Valuation) Sample, i.e., 

overall; 

• square of the correlation between the mean observed and predicted values for the 

Validation (Valuation) Sample, i.e., between-states or R^ between; 

• mean absolute error for predicting the 12 (42) health states valued by the 

Validation (Valuation) Sample, i.e., MAE; and 

• number of prediction errors greater than 0.05 or 0.10 in absolute magnitude. 

c. Specification Tests 

It was not clear that the conventional tests for normality were vaUd with clustered 

and/or weighted data. Ergo, we elected to assess the normality of the residuals and 

predicted random effects via graphical means. The data were resampled with 

probabilities proportional to the sampling weights (Kom and Graubard 1999). 

Histograms of the residuals and predicted random effects were then formed from the 

resampled data (n = 2,397; 5,953 observations). 

Belsley's condition index (Belsley et al. 1980) was computed using the weighted 

data to evaluate whether multicoUinearity was present. A condition index in excess of 30 

is commonly held to indicate significant multicoUinearity (Belsley et al. 1980). 
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Ramsey's regression specification error test (RESET test) (Ramsey 1969) was used to 

test for omitted variables and/or incorrect functional form. Specifically, we added 

second- through fourth-order polynomials of the fitted values to the model and tested 

their joint significance. A version of the Hausman test (Hausman 1978) appropriate for 

use with clustered and/or weighted data was performed to evaluate the consistency of the 

random effects model. We were able to test a maximum of eight coefficients 

simultaneously. This appeared to be related to the fact that our data were clustered. 

Given the clustering in our data, we expected heteroscedasticity to be present. A test for 

heteroscedasticity was not performed since a robust covariance estimator was used when 

deriving standard errors for parameter estimates. 

E. Comparisons of Valuations among Racial/Ethnic Groups 

Regression analysis was used to analyze differences in mean health state 

valuations among the three major racial/ethnic groups, i.e., Hispanics, non-Hispanic 

blacks, and others. We focused our analyses on the 13 health states (including 

unconscious) valued by members of the Validation Sample. These states represented a 

random selection of all health states valued during the course of the TTO exercise. In 

general, they were also the states for which the most data were available. 

With the exception of the health state 33333, each of the 13 states was valued by 

approximately 1,200 of the 3,773 respondents included in the Valuation Sample. These 

subgroups of respondents were intended to represent the U.S. population as opposed to 

subpopulations of the latter. Further, we desired to evaluate differences among the 
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racial/ethnic groups after adjusting for other sociodemographic characteristics, and a 

sizeable fraction of data was missing for many of these factors. Thus, when performing 

the regression analyses the sampling weights were re-scaled within race-sex strata so that 

the size of the total reference population would equal that of the U.S. population (i.e., 

212,244,726 persons in 2001). It was assumed that the subgroups of respondents who 

valued individual health states were, in fact, representative of the U.S. population and 

that any missing data were missing completely at random. 

First, we compared unadjusted mean valuations for the 13 health states among the 

three racial/ethnic groups. We also assessed mean differences among the groups after 

pooling valuations for the 42 states (excluding unconscious) that were valued by 

members of the Valuation Sample. The aggregate health state model allowed for a 

respondent-level random effect and was estimated using the GLS-transformation method 

described previously. Differences among the health states were modeled by including 

dummy variables for 41 of the 42 states (treating 33333 as the reference state). This 

method of comparing marginal mean differences in valuations among the racial/ethnic 

groups was analogous to the method apphed by Busschbach et al. (2003) to compare 

differences in valuations among countries. 

Second, we evaluated differences in mean health state values among the 

racial/ethnic groups after adjusting for other sociodemographic characteristics, including 

the following: 
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• age; 

• age-squared; 

• sex (female [reference], male); 

• education (<12 years, 12 years [reference], 13-15 years, 16+ years); 

• income (<$20,000, $20,000-$40,000 [reference], $40,000-$75,000, >$75,000); 

• marital status (married [reference], living with partner, widowed, divorced or 

separated, never married); and 

• number of self-reported chronic conditions (0 [reference], 1, 2, 3-5, 6-8, 9 or 

more). 

These analyses involved the same health states included in the unadjusted analyses. A 

random effects model was used to evaluate marginal mean differences among the groups 

after pooling valuations for the 42 states (excluding unconscious) valued by members of 

the Valuation Sample. Differences among the health states were modeled by including 

dummy variables for movements between levels (one for the movement from level 1 to 

level 2 and another for the movement from level 1 to level 3) within each of the five EQ-

5D dimensions. A number of different methods were investigated for modeling the effect 

of chronic conditions. A nonlinear specification using dummy variables appeared to fit 

the data better than a linear specification using the simple sum of self-reported 

conditions. 

Third, we evaluated the impact of race/ethnicity on our valuation model's 

estimates. Dummy variables for Hispanic and non-Hispanic black race/ethnicity were 
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added to the final model selected for generating the U.S. preference weights. We also 

added terms accounting for interactions of these variables with other variables in the 

model. We tested for systematic differences among the racial/ethnic groups using 

various tests for data poolability (Kendall 1948; Kempthome 1952; Rao 1952; Kullback 

and Rosenblatt 1957; Chow 1960). 
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

I. RESPONSE RATE 

Table 4.1 provides the screening rates for the address sample, while Table 4.2 

depicts the interview response rates by demographic category. We determined the 

eligibility status for an unweighted 76.1% of the address sample, i.e., we successfully 

screened 9,196 eligible addresses and 2,882 ineligible addresses. The weighted screening 

success rate was 74.8%, reflecting the fact that minorities were overrepresented in the 

sample. From the list of eligible addresses, 5,237 persons were selected for interview. 

Completed interviews were obtained from 4,048 participants, yielding an imweighted 

interview response rate among screened addresses of 77.3%. The weighted interview 

response rate among screened addresses was slightly lower (75.0%) due to lower 

participation among non-Hispanic non-blacks. The unweighted interview response rate 

among all sampled addresses, which accounts for both the screening rate and the 

interview participation rate, was 59.4%. The weighted equivalent was 56.3%. Though 

lower than the response rates commonly reported for population surveys conducted in the 

U.S., our overall response rate was comparable to the response rates observed in other 

population-based valuation studies conducted for the EQ-5D (Williams 1995; Badia et al 

2001a; Tsuchiya et al. 2002; Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002) and the SF-6D (Brazier et al. 

2002). 
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Table 4.1. Screening rates for the address sample 
Total Addresses Eligibility Determined Screening Rate 

Minority % Population Sample Population Sample Weighted % Unweighted % 
0-2.7% 19,362,219 798 14,765,190 610 76.3 76.4 
2.7-6.2% 12,783,399 835 9,346,931 628 73.1 75.2 
6.2-10.4% 17,458,050 1,525 13,275,641 1,168 76.0 76.6 
10.4-17.0% 13,341,747 1,452 8,557,689 958 64.1 66.0 
17.0-25.9% 9,157,279 1,177 6,570,717 842 71.8 71.5 
25.9-34.1% 4,579,984 701 3,660,295 564 79.9 80.5 
34.1^4.7% 9,550,952 1,635 7,523,477 1,302 78.8 79.6 
44.7-64.6% 11,027,558 1,910 8,802,655 1,532 79.8 80.2 
64.6-80.3% 5,383,801 1,057 4,253,284 833 79.0 78.8 
80.3-99.2% 5,100,462 988 3,853,697 759 75.6 76.8 

Overall 107,745,450 12,078 80,609,575 9,196 74.8 76.1 

Table 4.2. Interview response rates by racial/ethnic group 
Interview Response Rates 

Screened Addresses* Sampled Addresses^ 
Selected for Weighted Unweighted Weighted Unweighted 

Race/Ethnicity Sex Interview Interviewed % % % % 
Hispanic Male 738 549 74.3 74.4 57.1 57.9 

Female 891 706 78.3 79.2 60.3 61.8 
Overall 1,629 1,255 76.3 77.0 58.7 60.0 

Non-Hispanic Male 538 421 73.6 78.3 56.4 60.8 
black Female 845 711 81.9 84.1 62.8 65.5 

Overall 1,383 1,132 78.0 81.9 59.8 63.7 

Other Male 1,080 742 68.1 68.7 50.8 51.7 
Female 1,145 919 80.2 80.3 59.7 60.5 
Overall 2,225 1,661 74.3 74.7 55.4 56.2 

Overall 5,237 4,048 75.0 77.3 56.3 59.4 
* The conditional response rate among persons selected for interview 
t Combines the screening rate with the conditional response rate among persons selected for interview 

II. INTERVIEW STATISTICS 

The unweighted mean (SD) time to complete the interview was 69.8 (26.0) 

minutes, which represented an estimated population mean (SE) of 66.2 (1.4) minutes. On 

a scale ranging from 1 (very easy) to 5 (very difficult), mean (SE) ratings for the 

perceived difficulty of the ranking, rating, and TTO exercises were 3.10 (0.04), 2.91 
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(0.05), and 2.86 (0.05), respectively. Using the available cases (n = 4,037), the omnibus 

test for differences among the exercises was statistically significant (/? < 0.001) as were 

all three pairwise differences {p < 0.05 ). 

III. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

A. Full Sample and Subsamples 

Table 4.3 provides descriptive statistics for the Full Sample, including the 

Valuation Sample and those respondents excluded from the Valuation Sample. Table 4.4 

presents health status and quality-of-Ufe indicators for the three groups of respondents. 

Percentages are given in terms of the U.S. population in 2001, while the numbers of 

observations given in parentheses represent the number of responses within the sample. 

The sum of the parenthetical values within a column is the number of vahd responses for 

that characteristic within the sample. 

1. Full Sample 

The mean (SD) age was 43.0 (16.8) years with a range of 18.0 to 99.3 years. This 

represented a population mean (SE) of 44.7 (0.46) years. Approximately 13% of the 

sample was 65 years of age or older, which represented 14.8% of the population. 

Roughly 58% of the sample was female, representing 51.8% of the population. Our 

targets for oversampling of minorities were met, with race/ethnicity being distributed in 

the sample as follows: 30.0% Hispanic, 27.7% non-Hispanic black, and 42.2% other. 

Following the application of sampling weights, the distribution of race/ethnicity mirrored 
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that in the U.S. population in 2001. Interviews were conducted in Spanish for 14.0% of 

respondents, which represented 5.1% of the U.S. population. Approximately 40% of the 

sample reported an annual household income of under $20,000 (representing 26.7% of 

the population), while 42.3% of the sample had attained some college education 

(representing 47.4% of the population). The median number of chronic conditions in the 

sample was 1 with a range of 0 to 17. Thirty-seven percent of respondents (a weighted 

32.3%) reported having no chronic conditions. 

In terms of self-rated health status, 88.1% of respondents in the Full Sample 

reported that they were in good to excellent health (representing a weighted 90.1%). The 

mean (SD) EQ-5D VAS score was 84.3 (16.3) with a range of 0 to 100. This represented 

a population mean (SE) of 84.2 (0.39). Mean overall utility scores for the HUI2 and 

HUB were 0.87 (SD 0.15; range 0.05 to 1) and 0.81 (SD 0.24; range -0.34 to 1), 

respectively. These represented population means of 0.86 (SE 0.005) and 0.81 (SE 

0.007), respectively. With respect to the EQ-5D dimensions, 38.8% (a weighted 40.9%) 

of respondents reported problems with pain/discomfort, while only 4.4% (a weighted 

4.1%) reported problems with self-care. Applying the U.K. scoring system (Dolan 1997) 

to the self-reported EQ-5D data, the mean (SD) EQ-5D index score was 0.80 (0.21), 

which represented a population mean (SE) of 0.79 (0.006). 

2. Valuation Sample vs. Excluded Respondents 

The characteristics of the Valuation Sample were generally similar to those of the 

Full Sample. At the 5% significance level, there were few differences between the 
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Valuation Sample and excluded respondents. Using the available cases (n = 3,893), 

respondents excluded from the Valuation Sample took longer to complete the interview 

than those included in the sample (weighted means of 71.4 and 65.8 minutes, 

respectively, p  =  0.027). The number of chronic conditions ranged from 0 to 17 in the 

Valuation Sample and from 0 to 11 among the excluded respondents. However, the 

difference between the two groups was not statistically significant when negative 

binomial regression was used to estimate the number of conditions as a function of 

sample membership. Zero-inflated models estimated using available cases {p = 0.152) or 

imputed data (p = 0.179) yielded similar inferences. The most notable difference 

between the two groups was in terms of self-reported health problems as measured by the 

EQ-5D. Specifically, excluded respondents were more likely to report having problems 

with mobility, self-care, and usual activities than those included in the Valuation Sample. 
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Table 4.3. Demographic characteristics for Full Sample. Valuation Sample, and excluded respondents 
p-value* 

Full Sample Valuation Sample Excluded Persons 
Characteristic (n = 4,048) (n = 3,773) (n = 275) AC ^ 
Age, Mean/SE (n) 

Sample range 
44.69/0.46 (4,048) 

18.0-99.3 
44.53/0.49 (3,773) 

18.0-99.3 
47.06/1.52(275) 

18.2-90.9 
0.124 NA 

Sex, % (n) 
Male 
Female 

48.36(1,694) 
51.64(2,354) 

48.78 (1,594) 
51.22 (2,179) 

42.36(100) 
57.64(175) 

0.051 NA 

Race/ethnicity, % (n) 
Hispanic 
Non-Hispanic black 
Other 

11.43(1,216) 
11.33 (1,123) 
77.24(1,709) 

11.27(1,115) 
11.42(1,055) 
77.32(1,603) 

13.73(101) 
10.08 (68) 
76.19(106) 

0.512 NA 

Language version, % ( n )  
English 
Spanish 

94.93 (3,480) 
5.08 (568) 

95.05 (3,262) 
4.95(511) 

93.05 (218) 
6.95 (57) 

0.201 NA 

Years of education, % (n) 
8 or less 
9-11 
12 
13-15 
16 or more 

6.02 (422) 
12.44(616) 

34.16(1,283) 
26.83(1,061) 
20.55 (637) 

5.84 (378) 
12.56(581) 

34.07(1,194) 
27.17 (999) 
20.35 (599) 

8.69 (44) 
10.59(35) 
35.44 (89) 
21.79(62) 
23.50 (38) 

0.375 0.251 

Income, % (n) 
$5,000 or less 
$5,000-$10,000 
$10,000-$20,000 
$20,000-$40,000 
$40,000-$75,000 
$75,000 or more 

4.05 (280) 
7.42 (399) 

15.53 (695) 
28.85 (992) 
28.27 (750) 
15.89 (329) 

3.84 (254) 
7.52 (378) 
15.51 (641) 
28.84 (923) 
28.61 (712) 
15.68 (308) 

7.32 (26) 
5.90(21) 
15.70 (54) 
28.97 (69) 
22.83 (38) 
19.28 (21) 

0.362 0.074 

Marital status, % (n) 
Married 
Living with partner 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Never married 

53.26(1,757) 
7.54(310) 
7.22 (308) 
10.80 (514) 
2.51 (204) 
18.68 (920) 

52.97(1,637) 
7.66 (295) 
7.28 (287) 
10.81 (478) 
2.44(186) 
18.84 (861) 

57.52(120) 
5.71 (15) 
6.28(21) 
10.60(36) 
3.60(18) 
16.29 (59) 

0.650 0.591 

Chronic conditions,^ % (n) 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 or more 

32.29(1,352) 
23.01 (817) 
16.38 (564) 
11.67 (361) 
16.66(547) 

31.83 (1,267) 
23.06 (762) 
16.94(537) 
11.68 (333) 
16.48 (502) 

39.20 (85) 
22.18(55) 
7.80 (27) 
11.54(28) 
19.29 (45) 

0.485 0.432 

Note: Percentages are given in terms of the U.S. population (212,244,726 persons in 2001). The numbers of 
observations given in parentheses represent the number of responses within the sample. 
AC = available cases; MI = multiple imputation; NA = not applicable (no missing data) 
* For comparison between Valuation Sample and excluded respondents 
t Calculated as the sum of self-reported chronic conditions for respondents without missing data. For comparison 

between samples, the number of chronic conditions was not censored at 4. 
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Table 4.4. Health status and quality-of-life measures for Full Sample, Valuation Sample, and excluded respondents 
p-value* 

Full Sample Valuation Sample Excluded Persons 
Characteristic (« = 4,048) ( n  = 3,773) { n  = 275) AC MI 
EQ-5D dimensions, % (n) 

Mobility 
Problems 
No problems 

18.87 (723) 
81.13 (3,288) 

18.26(656) 
81.74(3,083) 

27.74 (67) 
72.26 (205) 

0.006 0.005 

Self-care 
Problems 
No problems 

4.07(178) 
95.93 (3,836) 

3.73 (157) 
96.27 (3,588) 

9.01 (21) 
90.99 (248) 

0.010 0.011 

Usual activities 
Problems 
No problems 

15.44(612) 
84.56 (3,397) 

14.98 (554) 
85.02 (3,182) 

22.12(58) 
77.88(215) 

0.039 0.042 

Pain/discomfort 
Problems 
No problems 

40.88(1,559) 
59.12(2,458) 

40.80(1,452) 
59.20 (2,292) 

41.95(107) 
58.05 (166) 

0.815 0.840 

Anxiety/depression 
Problems 
No problems 

26.26(1,054) 
73.74 (2,966) 

26.36 (986) 
73.64 (2,762) 

24.80 (68) 
75.20 (204) 

0.700 0.671 

Health status, % (n) 
Excellent 
Very good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 

26.98(1,032) 
42.46(1,594) 
20.67 (898) 
8.25 (399) 
1.63(76) 

26.90 (968) 
42.65 (1,500) 
20.66 (828) 
8.32 (370) 
1.47(65) 

28.26 (64) 
39.66 (94) 
20.84 (70) 
7.22 (29) 
4.02 (11) 

0.220 0.063 

EQ-5D VAS, Mean/SE («) 
Sample range 

84.19/0.39 (3,995) 
0-100 

84.31/0.39(3,728) 
0-100 

82.38/1.76 (267) 
10-100 

0.287 0.287 

EQ-5D index,^ Mean/SE (n) 
Sample range 

0.79/0.006 (3,977) 
-0.59-0.92 

0.80/0.006 (3,709) 
-0.59-0.92 

0.77/0.022 (268) 
-0.59-0.92 

0.352 0.366 

HUI2 utility score, Mean/SE («) 
Sample range 

0.86/0.005 (3,889) 
0.05-1.00 

0.86/0.005 (3,635) 
0.05-1.00 

0.87/0.012 (254) 
0.06-1.00 

0.608 0.399 

HUB utility score, Mean/SE («) 
Sample range 

0.81/0.007 (3,907) 
-0.34^1.00 

0.81/0.007 (3,647) 
-0.34-1.00 

0.81/0.020 (260) 
-0.19-1.00 

0.742 0.916 

Note: Percentages are given in terms of the U.S. population (212,244,726 persons in 2001). The numbers of 
observations given in parentheses represent the number of responses within the sample. 
AC = available cases; MI = multiple imputation 
* For comparison between Valuation Sample and excluded respondents 
t Societal value for own health state calculated using U.K. scoring system (Dolan 1997) 
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B. Valuation Sample and Subsamples 

Table 4.5 provides descriptive statistics for the Valuation Sample, including the 

Modeling Sample and Validation Sample. Table 4.6 presents health status and quality-

of-Ufe indicators for the three groups of respondents. Percentages are given in terms of 

the U.S. population in 2001, while the numbers of observations given in parentheses 

represent the number of responses within the sample. The sum of the parenthetical 

values within a column is the number of valid responses for that characteristic within the 

sample. 

1. Valuation Sample 

The mean (SD) age was 42.9 (16.7) years, with a range of 18.0 to 99.3 years. 

This represented a population mean (SE) of 44.5 (0.49) years. Approximately 12% of the 

sample was 65 years of age or older, which represented 14.5% of the population. 

Roughly 58% of the sample was female, representing 51.6% of the population. The 

weighted distribution of race/ethnicity in the sample was 11.4% Hispanic, 11.3% non-

Hispanic black, and 77.2% other. Interviews were conducted in Spanish for 13.5% of 

respondents, which represented 5.0% of the U.S. population. Approximately 34% of the 

sample reported an annual household income of under $20,000 (representing 27.0% of 

the population), while 42.4% of the sample had attained some college education 

(representing 47.5% of the population). The median number of chronic conditions in the 

sample was 1, with a range of 0 to 17. Thirty-four percent of respondents (a weighted 

31.8%) reported having no chronic conditions. 
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Eighty-seven percent (a weighted 90.2%) of respondents in the Valuation Sample 

reported being in good to excellent health. The mean (SD) EQ-5D VAS score was 84.4 

(16.1) with a range of 0 to 100. This represented a population mean (SE) of 84.3 (0.39). 

Mean overall utility scores for the HUI2 and HUD were 0.87 (SD 0.15; range 0.05 to 1) 

and 0.81 (SD 0.24; range -0.34 to 1), respectively. These represented population means 

of 0.86 (SE 0.005) and 0.81 (SE 0.007), respectively. Thirty-nine percent (a weighted 

40.8%) of respondents reported problems with pain, while only 4.2% (a weighted 3.7%) 

reported problems with self-care. Applying the U.K. preference weights (Dolan 1997) to 

the self-reported EQ-5D data, the mean EQ-5D index score was 0.80 (SD 0.21; range 

-0.59 to 0.92), which represented a population mean (SE) of 0.80 (0.006). 

2. Modeling Sample vs. Validation Sample 

The characteristics of the Modeling Sample were very similar to those of the 

Valuation Sample. At the 5% significance level, there was but a single difference 

between the Modeling Sample and Validation Sample. Specifically, a weighted 4.0% of 

the Modeling Sample reported having problems with self-care as measured by the EQ-5D 

compared with 1.3% of the Validation Sample (/? = 0.10). The number of chronic 

conditions ranged from 0 to 17 in the Modeling Sample and from 0 to 8 in the Validation 

Sample. However, the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant 

when negative binomial regression was used to estimate the number of conditions as a 

function of sample membership. Zero-inflated models estimated using available cases 

(= 0.106) or imputed data (/? = 0.159) yielded similar inferences. 
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Table 4.5. Demographic characteristics for Valuation Sample, Modeling Sample, and Validation Sample 
p-Value* 

Valuation Sample Modeling Sample Validation Sample 
Characteristic (n = 3,773) (n = 3,402) (n = 371) AC MI 
Age, Mean/SE (n) 

Sample range 
44.53/0.49 (3,773) 

18.0-99.3 
44.64/0.51 (3,402) 

18.0-99.3 
43.43/1.30(371) 

18.3-89.0 
0.363 NA 

Sex, % (n) 
Male 
Female 

48.36(1,594) 
51.64(2,179) 

48.66(1,446) 
51.34(1,956) 

45.65 (148) 
54.35 (223) 

0.389 NA 

Race/ethnicity, % («) 
Hispanic 
Non-Hispanic black 
Other 

11.43(1,115) 
11.33 (1,055) 
77.24(1,603) 

11.40(998) 
11.26(951) 

77.33(1,453) 

11.67(117) 
11.94(104) 
76.40 (150) 

0.895 NA 

Language version, % (n) 
English 
Spanish 

94.98 (3,262) 
5.02(511) 

94.99 (2,946) 
5.01 (456) 

94.85 (316) 
5.15 (55) 

0.871 NA 

Years of education, % (n) 
8 or less 
9-11 
12 
13-15 
16 or more 

5.89 (378) 
12.58(581) 

34.07(1,194) 
27.15(999) 
20.32 (599) 

5.85 (334) 
12.52(512) 

34.15(1,096) 
27.35 (904) 
20.13 (535) 

6.26 (44) 
13.06(69) 
33.29 (98) 
25.27 (95) 
22.12(64) 

0.887 0.915 

Income, % (n) 
$5,000 or less 
$5,000-$10,000 
$10,000-520,000 
$20,000-$40,000 
$40,000-$75,000 
$75,000 or more 

3.87 (254) 
7.55 (378) 
15.54(641) 
28.85 (923) 
28.57 (712) 
15.63 (308) 

3.78 (221) 
7.38 (336) 
15.23 (577) 
29.08 (847) 
29.31 (649) 
15.21 (276) 

4.76 (33) 
9.13 (42) 
18.46 (64) 
26.60 (76) 
21.42(63) 
19.63 (32) 

0.105 0.330 

Marital status, % (n) 
Married 
Living with partner 
Widowed 
Divorced 
Separated 
Never married 

52.94(1,637) 
7.67 (295) 
7.31 (287) 
10.83 (478) 
2.45 (186) 
18.80 (861) 

53.36(1,475) 
7.75 (265) 
7.11 (253) 
11.00(444) 
2.38 (164) 

18.41 (778) 

48.97(162) 
6.95 (30) 
9.27 (34) 
9.24 (34) 
3.10(22) 
22.47 (83) 

0.396 0.307 

Chronic conditions,^ % (n) 
0 
1 
2 
3 

4 or more 

31.82(1,267) 
23.05 (762) 
16.94 (537) 
11.69 (333) 

16.50(502) 

32.15 (1,148) 
22.62 (682) 
16.82(485) 
11.81 (300) 
16.59(447) 

28.79(119) 
26.90 (80) 
18.02 (52) 
10.61 (33) 

15.69 (55) 

0.485 0.618 

Note: Percentages are given in terms of the U.S. population (212,244,726 persons in 2001). The numbers of 
observations given in parentheses represent the number of responses within the sample. 
AC = available cases; MI = multiple imputation; NA = not applicable (no missing data) 
* For comparison between Valuation Sample and excluded respondents 
t Calculated as the sum of self-reported chronic conditions for respondents without missing data. For comparison 

between samples, the number of chronic conditions was not censored at 4. 
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Table 4.6. Health status and quality-of-life measures for Valuation Sample, Modeling Sample, and Validation Sample 
p-Value* 

Valuation Sample Modeling Sample Validation Sample 
Characteristic (« = 3,773) (« = 3,402) (« = 371) AC MI 
EQ-5D dimensions, % (n) 

Mobility 
Problems 
No problems 

18.25 (656) 
81.75(3,083) 

18.20 (588) 
81.80(2,782) 

18.73 (68) 
81.27(301) 

0.889 0.884 

Self-care 
Problems 
No problems 

3.73 (157) 
96.27 (3,588) 

3.99 (146) 
96.01 (3,230) 

1.34(11) 
98.67 (358) 

0.010 0.010 

Usual activities 
Problems 
No problems 

14.97 (554) 
85.03 (3,182) 

15.26 (504) 
84.74 (2,864) 

12.29 (50) 
87.71 (318) 

0.289 0.261 

Pain/discomfort 
Problems 
No problems 

40.80(1,452) 
59.20 (2,292) 

41.22(1,320) 
58.78 (2,055) 

36.84(132) 
63.16(237) 

0.351 0.312 

Anxiety/depression 
Problems 
No problems 

26.40 (986) 
73.60 (2,762) 

26.27 (892) 
73.73 (2,486) 

27.55 (94) 
72.45 (276) 

0.705 0.698 

Health status, % («) 
Excellent 
Very good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 

26.89 (968) 
42.63 (1,500) 
20.68 (828) 
8.33 (370) 
1.47(65) 

26.36 (868) 
43.13 (1,371) 
20.56 (740) 
8.48 (330) 
1.46(57) 

31.89(100) 
37.92 (129) 
21.74 (88) 
6.86 (40) 
1.60 (8) 

0.326 0.251 

EQ-5D VAS, Mean/SE («) 
Sample range 

84.31/0.39(3,728) 
0-100 

84.25/0.43 (3,360) 
O-lOO 

84.91/1.05 (368) 
1-100 

0.579 0.549 

EQ-5D index,^ Mean/SE ( n )  
Sample range 

0.80/0.006 (3,709) 
-0.59-0.92 

0.79/0.007(3,341) 
-0.59-0.92 

0.81/0.012 (368) 
-0.24-0.92 

0.431 0.349 

HUI2 utiUty score, Mean/SE (n) 
Sample range 

0.86/0.005 (3,635) 
0.05-1.00 

0.86/0.005 (3,277) 
0.05-1.00 

0.86/0.011 (358) 
0.18-1.00 

0.721 0.788 

HUB utility score, Mean/SE (n) 
Sample range 

0.81/0.007 (3,647) 
-0.34-1.00 

0.81/0.007 (3,288) 
-0.34-1.00 

0.83/0.016 (359) 
-0.12-1.00 

0.295 0.301 

Note: Percentages are given in terms of the U.S. population (212,244,726 persons in 2001). The numbers of 
observations given in parentheses represent the number of responses within the sample. 
AC = available cases; MI = multiple imputation 
* For comparison between Valuation Sample and excluded respondents 
f Societal value for own health state calculated using U.K. scoring system (Dolan 1997). 
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IV. MEAN HEALTH STATE VALUES 

Table 4.7 shows weighted, weighted-and-adjusted, and unweighted-and-adjusted 

estimated mean TTO values for the 42 health states valued by members of the Valuation 

Sample. For the adjusted estimates, values for states worse than death were linearly 

transformed so as to be bounded by 0 and -1. The rank order of the mean health state 

values differed between the adjusted and unadjusted data since the estimates included 

values for better-than-death states. When excluding the values for these states, the 

adjusted and unadjusted preference orders were identical. 

Health states involving extreme problems in mobility or pain/discomfort appeared 

to be valued worse than others. Akin to previous studies (Tsuchiya et al. 2002), the 

weighted means were generally smaller in magnitude than the imweighted means. 

However, differences between the two sets of mean values were not great. Weighted 

unadjusted median values for the 42 states are presented for comparison. The weighted 

unadjusted median value for the worst health state (i.e., 33333) was -0.74. Dissimilar 

from the mean estimates, there were many duphcate median health state values. Nearly 

20% of the health states were valued the same as death (i.e., 0.0). Interestingly, there 

were only four cases (i.e., health states 22112,11131,21133, and 32331) where the rank 

order of the weighted adjusted mean values differed from that of the weighted median 

values. Overall, the two preference orders were quite similar. 
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Table 4.7. Weighted and unweighted observed TTO values for 42 health states 
Weighted Weighted Unweighted 
Adjusted Unadjusted Adjusted 

Health State n  Mean SE Mean SE Median Mean SD 
11121 \,1T1 0.880 0.008 0.848 0.021 0.950 0.868 0.238 
21111 1,685 0.870 0.011 0.767 0.074 0.981 0.880 0.233 
11211 1,717 0.867 0.008 0.828 0.029 0.925 0.869 0.226 
12111 1,223 0.842 0.010 0.814 0.017 0.925 0.847 0.259 
11112 1,694 0.832 0.011 0.690 0.080 0.925 0.844 0.273 
12211 833 0.790 0.021 0.477 0.150 0.925 0.804 0.290 
12121 856 0.789 0.015 0.685 0.065 0.900 0.791 0.281 
11122 833 0.762 0.018 0.609 0.069 0.900 0.780 0.311 
22121 1,232 0.742 0.014 0.524 0.079 0.850 0.734 0.328 
22112 833 0.703 0.028 0.027 0.284 0.875 0.727 0.355 
22122 861 0.685 0.018 0.430 0.121 0.800 0.690 0.353 
21222 1,227 0.678 0.018 0.366 0.074 0.800 0.687 0.361 
12222 1,223 0.661 0.018 0.259 0.121 0.775 0.680 0.374 
11312 861 0.646 0.015 0.142 0.166 0.775 0.660 0.384 
21312 852 0.630 0.017 0.239 0.118 0.725 0.627 0.389 
22222 833 0.596 0.027 -0.503 0.369 0.725 0.629 0.419 
11113 852 0.557 0.023 -0.248 0.218 0.625 0.596 0.423 
13212 861 0.513 0.021 -0.623 0.306 0.600 0.528 0.451 
13311 1,227 0.477 0.018 -0.486 0.213 0.525 0.487 0.452 
12223 856 0.465 0.020 -0.520 0.194 0.525 0.512 0.435 
21232 861 0.413 0.029 -1.001 0.318 0.500 0.434 0.469 
21323 856 0.394 0.018 -0.785 0.243 0.425 0.432 0.447 
11131 856 0.390 0.027 -1.305 0.346 0.475 0.452 0.474 
23321 1,204 0.376 0.021 -1.268 0.305 0.425 0.419 0.465 
22323 852 0.359 0.023 -1.346 0.296 0.400 0.383 0.465 
32211 852 0.329 0.021 -1.058 0.252 0.300 0.363 0.445 
22331 1,223 0.295 0.020 -1.482 0.218 0.200 0.316 0.469 
11133 1,232 0.294 0.026 -1.880 0.344 0.100 0.323 0.495 
21133 852 0.283 0.026 -1.683 0.409 0.200 0.304 0.454 
23313 1,204 0.220 0.024 -2.536 0.386 0.025 0.288 0.484 
23232 861 0.217 0.024 -2.202 0.385 0.000 0.244 0.477 
22233 852 0.201 0.028 -2.793 0.426 0.000 0.268 0.488 
33212 833 0.201 0.027 -2.076 0.438 0.000 0.239 0.456 
32223 856 0.197 0.022 -2.323 0.437 0.000 0.223 0.466 
32232 856 0.147 0.021 -2.396 0.378 0.000 0.190 0.460 
13332 852 0.140 0.024 -2.725 0.434 0.000 0.162 0.454 
33321 1,232 0.139 0.017 -2.610 0.312 0.000 0.156 0.459 
32313 833 0.134 0.023 -2.746 0.376 0.000 0.201 0.467 
33232 856 0.055 0.018 -3.473 0.437 -0.250 0.092 0.446 
32331 833 0.050 0.025 -4.119 0.599 -0.212 0.109 0.459 
33323 861 0.015 0.024 -4.105 0.616 -0.379 0.025 0.427 
33333 3,773 -0.103 0.012 -5.980 0.379 -0.739 -0.090 0.399 
Note: Data are rank ordered by weighted adjusted mean value. Adjusted estimates based on linearly transformed 
values for worse-than-death states (Torrance et al. 1982). 
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V. MODELING ANALYSES 

A. Overview 

A large number of model specifications were considered; however, only a handful 

of these are presented in this dissertation. A model was selected for presentation either 

because it was a reasonable candidate for the valuation model (based on fit statistics) or 

because it had been considered in the relevant literature. Table 4.8 provides definitions 

for the independent variables included in the models presented in this dissertation. Table 

4.9 depicts the actual specifications of these models. 

Inclusion of the dummy variables X32 - X35 (or a subset of these) as regressors 

yielded inconsistent predictions. Specifically, the predicted values for certain states were 

worse than the predicted value for 33333. The dummy variables X22 - X25 were 

generally not statistically significant whether included in a model with or without 

X32 - X35. Liclusion of the higher-order L2a or L3a terms in a model generally yielded 

inconsistent predictions (e.g., the predicted value for health state 33233 was less than that 

for 33333) or parameter estimates (e.g., the estimate for U2 was negative in sign). Thus, 

only models including L22 or L32 are presented. 

The prediction accuracy of the median-based models was substantially worse than 

that of models using respondent-level data. On average, the MAEs for median-based 

models estimated in the Valuation Sample were 33% higher than those for the best-fitting 

models estimated using respondent-level data. Further, the median-based models 

suffered from low power due to the small number of observations. The large number of 

dupUcate median health state values was disconcerting and lacked face validity. If one 
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assumed that the 42 states valued in our study were representative of the universe of 

health states, then the median estimates presented in Table 4.7 imply that roughly 20% of 

all health states are considered to be the same as death by the general population. The 

median-based models and models using respondent-level data entailed different 

assumptions regarding the appropriate measure of central tendency for the valuation data 

and, as such, are not directly comparable. However, given the observed problems with 

the median-based models, the lack of variation in the weighted median values, the 

similarity of the preference orders for the weighted adjusted mean and weighted median 

values, as well as our desire to make full use of the information available in the data set, 

we chose not to select a median-based model for the U.S. population. 

Table 4.8. Definition of independent variables used in modeling analyses 
Variable Definition 
Constant Indicator for any movement away from 11111 

MO 1 if Mobility is level 2; 2 if level 3; 0 otherwise 
SC 1 if Self-Care is level 2; 2 if level 3; 0 otherwise 
UA 1 if Usual Activities is level 2; 2 if level 3; 0 otherwise 
PD 1 if Pain/Discomfort is level 2; 2 if level 3; 0 otherwise 
AD 1 if Anxiety/Depression is level 2; 2 if level 3; 0 otherwise 

M2 1 if Mobility is level 2; 0 otherwise 
S2 1 if Self-Care is level 2; 0 otherwise 
U2 1 if Usual Activities is level 2; 0 otherwise 
P2 1 if Pain/Discomfort is level 2; 0 otherwise 
A2 1 if Anxiety/Depression is level 2; 0 otherwise 

M3 1 if Mobility is level 3; 0 otherwise 
S3 1 if Self-Care is level 3; 0 otherwise 
U3 1 if Usual Activities is level 3; 0 otherwise 
P3 1 if Pain/Discomfort is level 3; 0 otherwise 
A3 1 if Anxiety/Depression is level 3; 0 otherwise 
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Table 4.8. Definition of independent variables used in modeling analyses (continued) 
Variable Definition 
N2 1 if any dimension is at level 2; 0 otherwise 
N3 1 if any dimension is at level 3; 0 otherwise 

L22 1 if >2 dimensions are at level 2; 0 otherwise 
L32 1 if >2 dimensions are at level 3; 0 otherwise 

Dl Number of movements away from 11111 beyond first 

12 Number of dimensions at level 2 beyond first 
12-squared Square of 12 

13 Number of dimensions at level 3 beyond first 
13-squared Square of 13 

Table 4.9. Specification of models tested 

N a m e  = j { x )  

TTOl =y(Constant, MO, SC, UA, PD, AD) 

TT02 =/(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3) 

TT03 =XConstant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, N2) 

TT04 =y(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, N3) 

TT05 =XConstant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, N2, N3) 

TT06 =y(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, L22) 

TT07 =y(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, L32) 

TT08 =y(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, L22, L32) 

TT09 =y(Constant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, N2, L22) 

TTOlO =XConstant, M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, N3, L32) 

TTOl 1 =y(M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, Dl, 12) 

TT012 =XM2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, Dl, 12,12-squared) 

TT013 =y(M2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, Dl, 13) 

TT014 =XM2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, Dl, 13,13-squared) 

TT015 =XM2, S2, U2, P2, A2, M3, S3, U3, P3, A3, Dl, 12,12-squared, 13,13-squared) 
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B. Different Sets of Regressors 

Table 4.10 gives Modeling Sample parameter estimates and fit statistics for the 15 

model specifications presented in Table 4.9. The models were estimated using pooled 

least squares. In each case, estimates for the main effects were logically consistent (i.e., 

positive in sign, with the estimates for level 3 effects being larger than the estimates for 

corresponding level 2 effects). However, they were not always statistically significant. 

As expected, specification of the main effects using dummy variables as opposed 

to ordinal variables led to improvements in variance explained and prediction accuracy. 

Consistent with the resuUs of most other valuation studies, the N3 term was statistically 

significant, with Modeling Sample estimates ranging from 0.17 to 0.18. Given this 

finding, Hypothesis I was rejected. Our estimates for the N2 term were trivial in 

magnitude (ranging fi-om 0.002 to 0.02) and were not statistically significant. The 

coefficients for L22 and L32 were consistently statistically significant, which suggested 

the importance of modeling interaction effects. However, their combination resulted in 

the estimate for M2 being nonsignificant. This appeared to be due to collinearity 

between L22 and M2. Interestingly, a combination of the N3 and L32 terms resulted in a 

model (TTOlO) that provided a very reasonable fit for the TTO data, with a vaUdation 

MAE of 0.039 and an MAE of 0.031 in the Valuation Sample. 

The results for models that included D1 instead of a constant term were generally 

consistent with those that included a constant. Estimates for the D1 term were 

consistently negative, which suggested a declining marginal disutility associated with 

additional shifts away fi-om perfect health beyond the first. Estimates for 12 were 
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consistently nonsignificant. However, estimates for the square of this term were 

significant, indicating that the effect of having multiple dimensions at level 2 was 

nonlinear. The 13 and 13-squared terms had a much greater impact on prediction 

accuracy than did the terms accounting for level 2 interactions. A model that included 

dummy variables for the main effects, Dl, 13, and I3-squared (TT014) was arguably the 

best among those tested in that it met all of our selection criteria. A less parsimonious 

model that also included 12 and I2-squared (TT015) exhibited the fewest prediction 

errors, with a validation MAE of 0.035 and an MAE of 0.024 in the Valuation Sample. 

The choice between TT014 and TT015 was nearly equivocal. TT014 was more 

parsimonious than TT015 and did not suffer fi-om an efficiency loss due to the inclusion 

of irrelevant variables. Further, TT015 suffered from multicollinearity while TT014 did 

not. Condition indices for the two models when estimated in the Valuation Sample were 

43.33 and 26.11, respectively. TT015 exhibited slightly better prediction accuracy than 

TT014 and did not suffer fi"om omitted variable bias due to the exclusion of I2-squared. 

Further, this model had somewhat greater theoretical validity than its rival since it 

included terms to capture the effect of movements away from perfect health due to 

having moderate problems in more than one dimension. In the end, we selected TT015 

over TT014 since a random effects specification was not feasible for the latter. The 

random effects model yielded logically inconsistent predictions for TT014 but not for 

TT015. Aside fi-om the fact that pooled least squares would be inefficient if random 

effects were the correct specification, we presumed that a substantial gain in prediction 

accuracy would be realized by adding the predicted random effects to the fitted values. 
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Table 4.10. Parameter estimates and fit statistics for alternative valuation models 
Variable TTOl TT02 TT03 TT04 TT05 
Constant 0.068 0.148 0.140 0.114 0.112 

MO 0.117 
SC 0.090 
UA 0.090 
PD 0.127 
AD 0.100 

M2 0.040 0.037 0.038 0.037 
M3 0.252 0.251 0.239 0.239 
S2 0.066 0.065 0.076 0.076 
S3 0.184 0.186 0.170 0.170 
U2 0.068 0.066 0.015* 0.015^ 
U3 0.152 0.151 0.063 0.063 
P2 0.035 0.034 0.054 0.053 
P3 0.274 0.277 0.225 0.226 
A2 0.050 0.049 0.044 0.044 
A3 0.201 0.204 0.142 0.143 

N2 0.012^ 0.002^ 
N3 0.183 0.182 

Modeling Sample 
overall 0.345 0.369 0.369 0.380 0.380 

Validation Sample 
between 0.882 0.947 0.947 0.976 0.976 

MAE 0.085 0.057 0.058 0.042 0.042 
No. (of 12) >|0.05| 7 8 7 5 5 
No. (of 12) > 0.10| 6 2 2 0 0 

Valuation Sample 
R^ overall 0.342 0.367 0.367 0.378 0.378 

between 0.852 0.956 0.956 0.980 0.980 
MAE 0.082 0.045 0.045 0.032 0.032 
No. (of 42) >|0.051 23 15 15 8 8 
No. (of42)>|0.10| 13 3 4 0 0 

Note: Parameter estimates shown were derived using Modeling Sample data. Fit statistics for Validation 
Sample were derived by applying Modeling Sample estimates to Validation Sample data. Fit statistics for 
Valuation Sample were derived by applying Valuation Sample estimates to Valuation Sample data. 
* p < 0.01; t 0.05; tp< 0.10; § p> 0.10; otherwise p < 0.001 
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Table 4.10. Parameter estimates and fit statistics for alternative valuation models (continued) 
Variable TT06 TT07 TT08 TT09 TTOlO 
Constant 0.154 0.154 0.160 0.141 0.119 

M2 0.025* 0.027 

o
 

b
 o

 
b
 

o
 

0.032 
M3 0.253 0.233 0.235 0.251 0.231 
S2 0.049 0.058 0.041 0.046 0.072 
S3 0.178 0.154 0.149 0.181 0.157 
U2 0.050 0.064 0.046 0.045 0.015* 
U3 0.152 0.128 0.128 0.150 0.056 
P2 0.021 0.029 0.016^ 0.019^ 0.050 
P3 0.272 0.244 0.243 0.277 0.214 
A2 0.038 0.056 0.044 0.035 0.047 
A3 0.202 0.180 0.181 0.206 0.135 

N2 0.019^ 
N3 0.174 

L22 0.044 0.042 0.047 
L32 0.085 0.084 0.038* 

Modeling Sample 
overall 0.370 0.371 0.372 0.370 0.381 

Validation Sample 
between 0.949 0.966 0.966 0.949 0.978 

MAE 0.057 0.045 0.045 0.058 0.039 
No. (of 12) >|0.05| 6 4 4 6 4 
No. (of 12) >|0.10| 2 1 1 2 0 

Valuation Sanqjle 
R^ overall 0.367 0.369 0.370 0.367 0.378 
R^ between 0.958 0.955 0.956 0.956 0.980 
MAE 0.045 0.042 0.044 0.045 0.031 
No. (of 42) >|0.05| 17 12 12 17 9 
No. (of 42) >10.101 3 3 3 3 1 

Note; Parameter estimates shown were derived using Modeling Sample data. Fit statistics for Validation 
Sample were derived by applying Modeling Sample estimates to Validation Sample data. Fit statistics for 
Valuation Sample were derived by applying Valuation Sample estimates to Valuation Sample data. 

<0.01; ^ p< 0.05; %p< 0.10; §/? > 0.10; otherwise p < 0.001 
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Table 4.10. Parameter estimates and fit statistics for alternative valuation models (continued) 
Variable TTOll TT012 TT013 TT014 TT015 
M2 0.189 0.183 0.152 0.152 0.154 
M3 0.391 0.395 0.535 0.515 0.551 
S2 0.217 0.209 0.190 0.189 0.191 
S3 0.325 0.326 0.466 0.441 0.474 
U2 0.217 0.211 0.129 0.137 0.135 
U3 0.290 0.296 0.360 0.341 0.367 
P2 0.185 0.182 0.168 0.169 0.165 
P3 0.417 0.418 0.522 0.503 0.527 
A2 0.200 0.197 0.158 0.167 0.161 
A3 0.343 0.346 0.439 0.426 0.449 

D1 -0.140 -0.143 -0.114 -0.120 -0.137 

12 -0.012^ 0.020^ -0.014^ 
I2-squared -0.008* 0.013 

13 -0.183 -0.109 -0.120 
13-squared -0.012 -0.014 

Modeling Sample 
overall 0.369 0.370 0.380 0.381 0.382 

Validation Sample 
between 0.947 0.947 0.976 0.982 0.984 

MAE 0.058 0.058 0.042 0.035 0.035 
No. (of 12) >|0.05| 7 8 5 3 3 
No. (of 12) >10.101 2 2 0 0 0 

Valuation Sample 
R  ̂overall 0.367 0.367 0.378 0.379 0.380 
R  ̂between 0.956 0.956 0.980 0.982 0.986 
MAE 0.045 0.045 0.032 0.028 0.024 
No. (of 42) >|0.05| 15 17 8 7 4 
No. (of 42) >10.101 4 3 0 1 0 

Note: Parameter estimates shown were derived using Modeling Sample data. Fit statistics for Validation 
Sample were derived by applying Modeling Sample estimates to Validation Sample data. Fit statistics for 
Valuation Sanqjle were derived by applying Valuation Sample estimates to Valuation Sample data. 
* p< 0.01; ^ p< 0.05; Xp< 0.10; ^p> 0.10; otherwise p < 0.001 
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C. Alternatives to Pooled Least Squares 

Table 4.11 presents Modeling Sample estimates and fit statistics for various 

specifications of TT015. These include pooled least squares, a model treating PSUs as 

random effects, and a model treating respondents as random effects. Estimates for the 

Tobit specification are not presented. The estimate for the constant term in this model 

was negative, which resulted in a negative marginal effect for several level 2 main effects 

(e.g., the marginal effect for U2 was negative). Fixed effects specifications are likewise 

not presented in the table since the estimates for both random effects models were 

deemed to be consistent in the Valuation Sample. The Hausman test failed to reject the 

null hypothesis that the unit-level effects were uncorrelated with the regressors in the 

model treating PSUs as random effects - 0-39, p = 0.93) as well as the model 

treating respondents as random effects ( Fg 52 = 0.73, p  = 0.67). 

Much of the literature pertaining to the estimation of multilevel models using 

survey data presumes that the PSUs are treated as random effects (Pfeffermann et al. 

1998; Kom and Graubard 2003). Analogously, SUDAAN allows for the estimation of 

covariance pattern models with an exchangeable correlation structure within the PSUs. 

Our sampling weights varied at the level of the individual and not that at the level of the 

PSU. Allowing sampling weights to vary within the higher-order units of a random 

effects model complicates the estimation of the covariance matrix (Hardin 1997). We 

observed that the mean of the predicted values from the model treating PSUs as random 

effects did not equal the weighted mean of the dependent variable, although it was very 

close. A similar result was obtained when using SUDAAN to estimate the analogous 
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covariance pattern model via GEE. This finding called into question the validity of the 

model treating PSUs as random effects. 

Using the truncated predictions (i.e., excluding the predicted random effects), the 

fit statistics for the two random effects models were comparable to those for the pooled 

least squares specification. However, inclusion of the random effects in the predictions 

yielded a substantial reduction in the number of prediction errors for the model treating 

respondents as random effects. A similar improvement was not observed for the model 

that included a PSU-level effect. Though not depicted in Table 4.11, the estimated 

standard errors for the model treating respondents as random effects were generally 

smaller than those for the other two specifications. 

Adding the predicted random effects to the fitted values induced logical 

inconsistencies in the predictions for a small number of health states (i.e., 11113, 21323, 

21111, and 33232 for the model treating respondents as random effects). When 

estimating the random effects models, there were no constraints placed on the predictions 

such that the fitted value for one health state had to be less than that for another health 

state. We elected not to include the predicted random effects in the fitted values for a 

health state when doing so resulted in a logical inconsistency. The remaining random 

effect predictions were centered to have a weighted mean of zero since this was an 

assumption of the random effects model. Doing so forced the weighted mean of the 

predicted values including the random effects to equal the weighted mean of the 

dependent variable. Our decision to center the remaining random effects had no 

appreciable impact on our results. Weighted mean predicted health state values derived 
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using the centered predicted random effects were equivalent (to the 3rd decimal place) to 

weighted mean values derived using the uncentered predictions. 

Multicollinearity and inefficiency due to irrelevant variables continued to be 

problems with the random effects specification of TT015. hi an effort to generate a more 

parsimonious and user-friendly model, a decision was made to exclude the 12 term. The 

resulting model, TT016, did not suffer firom the problems that plagued TT015. The 

parameter estimates and fit statistics for the two models were virtually identical. Further, 

when including the predicted random effects in the fitted values, the MAE for TT016 in 

the Valuation Sample was roughly 25% smaller than that for TT014. From a theoretical 

standpoint, we believe that TT016 is no less valid than TT015. Although we 

hypothesized that the disutility associated with movements away fi*om perfect health 

would be a function of the number of dimensions at level 2, we had no a priori 

knowledge of the correct functional form for this relationship. Given its theoretical 

plausibility as well as the statistical evidence in its favor, we selected TT016 as the final 

valuation model for the U.S. population. 
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Table 4.11. Parameter estimates and fit statistics for pooled least squares and alternative specifications 
TT015 TT015 TT015 TT016 
Pooled PSU Respondent Respondent 

Variable Least Squares Random Effects Random Effects Random Effects 
M2 0.154 0.152 0.144 0.144 
M3 0.551 0.549 0.564 0.564 
S2 0.191 0.187 0.178 0.177 
S3 0.474 0.472 0.481 0.481 
U2 0.135 0.134 0.138 0.138 
U3 0.367 0.365 0.377 0.378 
P2 0.165 0.164 0.177 0.177 
P3 0.527 0.525 0.545 0.546 
A2 0.161 0.159 0.156 0.156 
A3 0.449 0.446 0.455 0.456 

D1 -0.137 -0.135 -0.142 -0.143 

12 -0.014^ -0.014^ -0.002^ 
I2-squared 0.013 0.013 0.011 0.011 

13 -0.120 -0.119 -0.130 -0.129 
I3-squared -0.014 -0.014 -0.014 -0.014 

Modeling Sample 
overall 0.382 0.382 0.382 0.382 

Validation Sample 
between 0.984 0.984 0.982 0.982 

MAE 0.035 0.036 0.035 0.035 
No. (of 12) >10.05| 3 3 4 4 
No. (of 12) >0.10 0 0 0 0 

Valuation Sample 
R^ overall 0.380 0.380 (0.395) 0.380 (0.650) 0.380 (0.652) 
R^ between 0.986 0.986 (0.986) 0.986 (0.988) 0.986 (0.988) 
MAE 0.024 0.024 (0.024) 0.025 (0.022) 0.025 (0.021) 
No. (of 42) >|0.05| 4 4(4) 7(3) 7(3) 
No. (of 42) >|0.10| 0 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 

Note: Parameter estimates shown were derived using Modeling Sample data. Fit statistics for Validation 
Sample were derived by applying Modeling Sample estimates to Validation Sample data. Fit statistics for 
Valuation Sample were derived by applying Valuation Sample estimates to Valuation Sample data. 
Statistics in parentheses include predicted random effects. 
*  p  <  0.01; p  <  0.05; X p  < 0.10; § p > 0.10; otherwise p  <  0.001 
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D. Final Valuation Model 

Valuation Sample estimates for TT016 are presented in Table 4.12. All of the 

parameter estimates were statistically significant, p < 0.001. The model did not suffer 

heuristically from multicollinearity (condition index of 26.59), and its estimates were 

deemed to be consistent by the Hausman test (Fg 52 = 0.74, p = 0.66). Although the 

residuals for this model were approximately normally distributed, the predicted 

respondent-level effects were positively skewed (Figure 4.1). The weighted means of 

both error components were statistically no different from zero. Consistent with the 

results of valuation studies conducted in other countries (Dolan 1997; Wittrup-Jensen et 

al. 2002), the RESET test suggested the presence of misspecification due to omitted 

variables or incorrect functional form = 28.58, p < 0.001). The model was robust 

in terms of the logical consistency of its predictions. 
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Table 4.12. TTO valuation model for the U.S. population 
95% CI 

Variable Coeff. SE jf?-Value LL UL 
M2 0.146 0.008 <0.001 0.129 0.163 
M3 0.558 0.016 <0.001 0.526 0.589 
S2 0.175 0.008 <0.001 0.160 0.190 
S3 0.471 0.016 <0.001 0.440 0.503 
U2 0.140 0.008 <0.001 0.123 0.157 
U3 0.374 0.013 <0.001 0.347 0.401 
P2 0.173 0.008 <0.001 0.157 0.188 
P3 0.537 0.020 <0.001 0.497 0.577 
A2 0.156 0.008 <0.001 0.139 0.173 
A3 0.450 0.015 <0.001 0.421 0.480 

D1 -0.140 0.010 <0.001 -0.159 -0.120 

I2-squared 0.011 0.002 <0.001 0.007 0.014 

13 -0.122 0.018 <0.001 -0.157 -0.086 
13-squared -0.015 0.003 <0.001 -0.020 -0.010 



Figure 4.1. Histograms of resampled residuals (Sy) and 

predicted respondent-level effects (u.) for TT016 
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A dummy variable for membership in the Validation Sample was not significant 

when added to the model {p = 0.369), suggesting that our decision to pool the Modeling 

Sample and Validation Sample data was appropriate. Due to the clustered nature of our 

data, we had insufficient degrees of freedom to test whether or not there was an 

interviewer effect. Dummy variables for 108 of the interviewers were added to the 

random effects model. The estimates for most of these were statistically significant. 

However, the overall changed by less than 10% (from 0.380 to 0.413) when including 

these terms. Considering the sheer number of added terms, the change in appeared to 

be unimportant. 

Figure 4.2 shows the weighted mean observed TTO values, weighted mean fitted 

values (including the predicted random effects), and weighted mean residuals for TTO 16 

following estimation in the Valuation Sample. The data are ranked in descending order 

of the observed values. For only three health states (i.e., 11131, 32211, and 33232) did 

the residual error exceed 0.05 in absolute magnitude. Also, there was no discemable 

autocorrelation in the prediction errors of the model. That is, there did not appear to be 

any association between the magnitude of the health state values and the sign of the 

prediction errors. 



Figure 4.2. Actual and predicted mean health state valuations for TTO 16 
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Table 4.13 presents the weighted mean observed values, weighted mean fitted 

values including the predicted random effects, and fitted values excluding the predicted 

random effects. The data are ranked in descending order of the observed values, hi 

general, the two sets of predicted values were similar. There were 11 cases where the 

rank order of the fitted values including the random effects differed fi-om the rank order 

of the observed values. Excluding the predicted random effects, there were 15 cases 

where the observed and predicted rankings diverged. 

Table 4.13. Fitted values for 42 health states with and without predicted random effects 
Predicted Values 

Health State Mean Observed Value* 
Including Predicted 

Random Effects 
Excluding Predicted 

Random Effects 
11121 0.880 0.836 0.827 
21111^ 0.870 0.854 0.854 
11211 0.867 0.875 0.860 
12111 0.842 0.819 0.825 
11112 0.832 0.839 0.844 
12211 0.790 0.793 0.814 
12121 0.789 0.801 0.781 
11122 0.762 0.779 0.800 
22121 0.742 0.745 0.742 
22112 0.703 0.738 0.759 
22122 0.685 0.682 0.672 
21222 0.678 0.717 0.708 
12222 0.661 0.673 0.678 
11312 0.646 0.619 0.609 
21312 0.630 0.590 0.592 
22222 0.596 0.576 0.597 
11113^ 0.557 0.550 0.550 
13212 0.513 0.511 0.501 
13311 0.477 0.440 0.431 
12223 0.465 0.458 0.438 
21232 0.413 0.407 0.397 
21323^ 0.394 0.401 0.401 
11131 0.390 0.483 0.463 
23321 0.376 0.361 0.380 
22323 0.359 0.331 0.333 
Note: Data are rank ordered by observed TTO values. 
* Mean observed TTO values after applying linear transformation to states worse than death, 
t Predicted random effects were not included in the fitted values for these states. 
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Table 4.13. Fitted values for 42 health states with and without predicted random effects (continued) 
Predicted Values 

Health State Mean Observed Value* 
Including Predicted 

Random Effects 
Excluding Predicted 

Random Effects 
32211 0.329 0.394 0.396 
22331 0.295 0.306 0.312 
11133 0.294 0.292 0.289 
21133 0.283 0.280 0.282 
23313 0.220 0.260 0.279 
23232 0.217 0.212 0.202 
33212 0.201 0.218 0.220 
22233 0.201 0.183 0.204 
32223 0.197 0.176 0.156 
32232 0.147 0.106 0.086 
13332 0.140 0.180 0.182 
33321 0.139 0.148 0.145 
32313 0.134 0.143 0.164 
33232^ 0.055 -0.012 -0.012 
32331 0.050 0.056 0.077 
33323 0.015 0.040 0.030 
33333 -0.103 -0.109 -0.109 
Note: Data are rank ordered by observed TTO values. 
* Mean observed TTO values after applying linear transformation to states worse than death, 
t Predicted random effects were not included in the fitted values for these states. 

VI. COMPARISONS AMONG MAJOR RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS 

A. Unadjusted Mean Comparisons 

Table 4.14 presents the results of statistical comparisons of unadjusted mean 

health state values among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others. Following Dolan 

(1997), the health states 11133 and 22331 were classified as mild and moderate states, 

respectively. The values for these states, which involved extreme pain and/or discomfort, 

were lower than values for other mild or moderate states and closer in magnitude to those 

for severe states (i.e., 23321, 33321, and 23313). Interestingly, all three racial/ethnic 

groups valued the health state unconscious (which one might expect to be valued similar 
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to death) much worse than death and almost the same as the worst health state described 

by the EQ-5D. 

Non-Hispanic blacks tended to value health states higher than members of the 

other two racial/ethnic groups. At the conventional level of statistical significance, 

blacks valued the states 21222, 22331,12222,13311, 23321, 23313, and unconscious 

higher than non-Hispanic non-blacks. Similarly, the states 21222,12222,13311, and 

23321 were valued higher by blacks than Hispanics. Differences between blacks and 

Hispanics appeared to occur mainly in the values for moderate health states, whereas 

differences between blacks and non-Hispanic non-blacks were prevalent among both 

moderate and severe states. Overall mean differences between blacks and Hispanics and 

blacks and non-Hispanic non-blacks were 0.06 and 0.09, respectively. 

In general, Hispanics valued health states the same as non-Hispanic non-blacks. 

At the conventional level of statistical significance, the two groups differed only with 

respect to values for the state 23313. The overall mean difference between Hispanics and 

non-Hispanic non-blacks was approximately 0.03. Based on these results as well as those 

described in the preceding paragraphs. Hypothesis II was rejected in favor of an alternate 

hypothesis stating that, within the general U.S. population, the mean values for directly 

valued EQ-5D health states differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others. 

B. Adjusted Mean Comparisons 

Multiple regression parameter estimates for models fitted to values for the 13 

health states are presented in Table 4.15. The adjusted results were strikingly similar to 
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the results of comparisons of unadjusted means described previously. Controlling for the 

effects of age, sex, education, income, marital status, and self-reported chronic 

conditions, the estimated marginal mean values for blacks were significantly higher than 

those for non-Hispanic non-blacks for the following health states; 21222,22331,12222, 

13311,23321,23313, and unconscious. Similarly, estimated marginal mean values for 

the health states 22331, 12222, and 13311 were higher for blacks than Hispanics. At the 

conventional level of statistical significance, Hispanics and non-Hispanic non-blacks 

differed only with respect to the health state 23313. hi general, joint tests of interactions 

of race/ethnicity with education, income, and chronic conditions were not statistically 

significant. Given these results. Hypothesis III was rejected in favor of an alternate 

hypothesis stating that, within the general U.S. population, the marginal mean values for 

directly valued EQ-5D health states differ among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and 

others after adjusting for sociodemographic characteristics other than race/ethnicity. 

Though not a focus of this research, a brief discussion of our results with respect 

to characteristics other than race/ethnicity is in order. There were no discemable trends 

with respect to sex or education. There was some evidence that low income (i.e., 

<$10,000) was negatively associated with health state values, particularly for mild to 

moderate states. Divorce or separation was negatively associated with values for three of 

the 13 states. Age bore a curvilinear relationship with the values for many states, with 

the association being positive through middle age but negative thereafter. In general, a 

large number of self-reported chronic conditions was positively associated with health 

state values, particularly for mild to moderate states. All together, the sociodemographic 
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characteristics included in the models explained 10% or less of the variation in health 

state values. 

C. Effect of Race/Ethnicity on Valuation Model Estimates 

Table 4.16 presents parameter estimates and standard errors for the D1 model 

(TT016) following estimation in the Valuation Sample with dummy variables included 

for Hispanic and non-Hispanic black race/ethnicity. A joint test suggested that 

race/ethnicity was associated with the outcome = 12.53, p < 0.001). Estimates for 

both Hispanic and non-Hispanic black race/ethnicity were negative in sign; however, 

only the latter was statistically significant (p < 0.001). These findings are consistent with 

the results of comparisons of mean health state values among the racial/ethnic groups 

since the outcome was 1 minus the value for a particular state for a particular respondent. 

The estimates for D1 and all of the main effects (e.g., M2, M3, S2, S3, etc.) were larger 

in magnitude than those shown in Table 4.12. However, estimates for the interaction 

terms I2-squared, 13, and I3-squared did not change appreciably with inclusion of 

race/ethnicity in the model. The overall fit of the model as indexed by was 0.383. 

Excluding race/ethnicity, for the D1 model was 0.380 (Table 4.11). 

Parameter estimates and standard errors for the fully interacted model (i.e., a 

model including interactions of race/ethnicity with the main effects, I2-squared, 13, and 

I3-squared) are also presented in Table 4.16. For this model, a joint test of race/ethnicity 

was not statistically significant (Fj jg = 1.49, p = 0.233). However, a test for parallelism 

suggested that the model parameter estimates excluding D1 differed among the racial 
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ethnic groups (^2^ 34 = 3.52, p  <  0.001). Correspondingly, a test for regression identity 

(i.e., a Chow-type test) suggested that the model estimates differed systematically among 

Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others 32 = 3.42, p = 0.001). The overall fit of 

the model as indexed by was 0.384. Given these findings as well as those described 

in the preceding paragraph, we rejected Hypothesis IV. 

The fully interacted model's estimates for level 2 main effects were much closer 

to the estimates presented in Table 4.12 (i.e., the model excluding race/ethnicity) than 

were those of the model that included dummy variables for race/ethnicity only. 

However, similar to the latter model, estimates for the level 3 main effects were greater in 

magnitude than those presented in Table 4.12. Estimates for 13 and I3-squared were also 

larger in absolute magnitude than those for the model that excluded race/ethnicity. 

Results for the fully interacted model suggest that differences among the major 

racial/ethnic groups are mainly in the coefficients for the main effects—^particularly in the 

level 3 main effects—as well as 13 and I3-squared. For each EQ-5D dimension, the 

estimated marginal effect of extreme health problems was smaller for blacks than non-

Hispanic non-blacks. The level 3 interaction effect captured by the 13 and I3-squared 

terms was also smaller for blacks than non-Hispanic non-blacks. Hispanics and non-

Hispanic non-blacks differed only with respect to the marginal effect of extreme health 

problems in the Pain/Discomfort and Anxiety/Depression dimensions. In both cases, the 

estimated marginal effect was smaller for Hispanics. There was marginal evidence that 

the level 3 interaction effect was smaller for Hispanics than non-Hispanic non-blacks. 



Table 4.14. Unadjusted comparisons of mean TTO valuations among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others 
Mean/SE (n) p-Value 

Non-Hispanic Hispanic vs. Non- Hispanic vs. Other vs. Non-
Health State Overall Hispanic Black Other Hispanic Black Other Hispanic Black 
12111 0.003 0.82/0.02 (359) 0.88/0.02 (338) 0.84/0.01 (526) - - -

11121 0.005 0.86/0.01 (389) 0.86/0.02 (347) 0.89/0.01 (491) - - -

22121 0.004 0.69/0.03 (364) 0.77/0.02 (343) 0.74/0.02 (525) - - -

11133 0.005 0.35/0.03 (364) 0.35/0.04 (343) 0.28/0.03 (525) - - -

21222* 0.005 0.66/0.03 (389) 0.74/0.02 (347) 0.67/0.02 (491) 0.048 0.807 0.012 
22331* 0.006 0.33/0.03 (359) 0.39/0.03 (338) 0.28/0.02 (526) 0.174 0.193 0.007 
12222* 0.010 0.65/0.03 (359) 0.76/0.02 (338) 0.65/0.02 (526) 0.001 0.905 <0.001 
13311* 0.006 0.44/0.03 (389) 0.57/0.03 (347) 0.47/0.02 (491) 0.009 0.336 0.012 
23321* 0.011 0.37/0.04 (354) 0.51/0.03 (339) 0.36/0.02(511) 0.009 0.704 <0.001 
33321 0.002 0.12/0.03 (364) 0.20/0.04 (343) 0.13/0.02(525) - - -

23313* 0.026 0.31/0.04 (354) 0.40/0.04 (339) 0.18/0.03(511) 0.090 0.004 <0.001 
33333 0.002 -0.08/0.01 (1,115) -0.06/0.02 (1,055) -0.11/0.01 (1,603) - - -

Unconscious*^ 0.004 -0.08/0.01 (1,096) -0.04/0.02 (1,036) -0.10/0.01 (1,550) 0.069 0.147 0.001 

Overall*^ 0.386 0.45/0.02(1,115) 0.51/0.02(1,055) 0.43/0.01 (1,603) 0.002 0.150 <0.001 
* Model F test (i.e., joint test of race/ethnicity dummy variables) statistically significant, />< 0.05 
t Included members of the Valuation Sample with complete TTO data 
% Marginal mean for the 42 health states (excluding unconscious) valued by members of the Valuation Sample 



Table 4.15. Comparisons of marginal mean TTO valuations among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others 
Variable 12111 11121 22121 11133 21222* 22331* 12222* 
Constant 

00 d
 0.833^ 0.626+ 0.323+ 0.465+ 0.329+ 0.403+ 

Age 0.005 0.005 0.008 -0.001 0.011+ 0.003 0.014+ 
Age-squared -0.007^ -0.005 -0.009+ -0.002 -0.014+ -0.009 -0.016+ 
Male -0.003 0.001 -0.014 0.007 -0.010 0.047 0.012 
Race 

Non-Hispanic black 0.039 -0.025 0.064 0.092 0.098+ 0.140+^ 0.146+^ 
Hispanic -0.024 -0.041 0.008 0.062 0.031 -0.002 0.030 

Years of education 
11 or less -0.065^ 0.021 -0.041 0.066 0.022 0.075 -0.026 
13-15 -0.029 0.006 -0.051 -0.029 0.059 -0.013 0.030 
16 or more -0.028 0.002 -0.043 -0.015 0.107+ 0.032 0.015 

Income 
$10,000 or less -0.022 -0.042+ -0.112+ -0.041 -0.114+ -0.087 -0.094 
$10,000-$20,000 -0.041 -0.019 -0.008 0.056 0.016 -0.028 -0.077 
$40,000-$75,000 0.023 0.000 0.020 0.046 0.045 0.048 0.015 
$75,000 or more -0.013 0.017 0.055 0.102 0.003 -0.007 -0.048 

Marital status 
Living with partner -0.045 -0.039 -0.127 -0.079 -0.088 -0.147 -0.075 
Widowed 0.002 -0.006 0.031 -0.007 0.030 0.058 0.040 
Divorced/separated -0.055 -0.022 -0.018 -0.026 -0.138+ -0.101+ -0.005 
Never married -0.057 -0.019 -0.001 -0.046 -0.025 -0.114+ -0.059 

No. chronic conditions 
1 -0.004 -0.009 -0.029 0.013 0.001 0.029 -0.018 
2 -0.036 -0.033 0.034 0.054 -0.041 -0.016 -0.018 
3-5 0.028 0.000 0.010 0.004 0.079+ 0.006 0.002 
6-8 0.050 0.011 0.020 0.203 0.169+ 0.100 0.048 
9 or more 0.090 0.131+ 0.284+ 0.734+ 0.453+ 0.325+ 0.001 

n 926 944 949 949 944 926 926 
0.061 0.039 0.057 0.031 0.107 0.063 0.068 

Note: The coefficient for age-squared in each of the models was multiplied by 100 to facilitate presentation. 
• Joint test of race/ethnicity dummy variables statistically significant, p < 0.05; f p < 0.05; tp< 0.05 vs. Hispanic 



Table 4.15. Comparisons of marginal mean TTO valuations among Hispanics, non -Hispanic blacks, and others (continued) 
Variable 13311* 23321* 33321 23313* 33333 Unconscious* Overall* 
Constant 0.416+ 0.163 0.064 0.155 -0.026 -0.044 0.737+ 

Age 0.010 0.016+ 0.012+ 0.008 -0.002 0.020 0.007+ 
Age-squared -0.015 -0.020+ -0.015+ -0.013 -0.002 -0.005 -0.010+ 
Male -0.010 -0.051 -0.061 0.017 0.043+ 0.008 0.016 
Race 

Non-Hispanic black 0.102+t 0.131+ 0.038 0.190+ 0.047 0.057+ 0.092+^ 
Hispanic -0.064 0.036 -0.022 0.118+ 0.005 0.018 0.022 

Years of education 
11 or less 0.001 -0.105 0.016 -0.038 0.047+ 0.011 0.022 
13-15 -0.020 0.002 0.006 -0.033 -0.010 0.014 -0.003 
16 or more 0.090 0.062 0.080 0.088 0.006 0.036 0.014 

Income 
$10,000 or less -0.020 0.026 -0.083 -0.026 -0.005 -0.014 -0.014 
$10,000-$20,000 0.045 -0.013 -0.099+ -0.009 -0.017 0.007 0.002 
$40,000-$75,000 0.013 -0.064 -0.082 -0.061 0.019 0.015 0.018 
$75,000 or more 0.010 0.089 -0.034 -0.030 0.072+ 0.054 0.050+ 

Marital status 
Living with partner -0.081 -0.138 0.002 -0.109 0.000 -0.018 -0.041 
Widowed -0.054 0.075 -0.130 0.127 0.036 0.036 0.053+ 
Divorced/separated -0.182+ 0.003 -0.054 0.057 -0.007 -0.016 -0.027 
Never married -0.112+ -0.048 -0.008 -0.007 -0.008 0.003 -0.038+ 

No. chronic conditions 
1 -0.061 -0.007 -0.141+ -0.001 -0.019 -0.014 -0.015 
2 -0.124+ -0.109 -0.012 -0.097 0.010 0.002 -0.001 
3-5 -0.013 -0.080 -0.027 -0.053 -0.009 0.033 0.014 
&-% 0.046 0.178 0.073 -0.029 0.090 0.076+ 0.079+ 
9 or more 0.472+ -0.131 0.395+ -0.141 0.040 0.026 0.084 

n  944 909 949 909 2,888 2,821 2,888 
I f  0.086 0.084 0.072 0.070 0.037 0.058 0.385 

Notes: The coefficient for age in the model for unconscious and the coefficient for age-squared in each of the models were multiplied by 100 to facilitate 
presentation. The model for unconscious included members of the Valuation Sample with complete TTO data. The overall model included TTO values for the 
42 health states (excluding unconscious) valued by members of the Valuation Sample. Estimates for the dummy variables codmg for the EQ-5D descriptive 
system (i.e., M2-A3) that were included in the overall model are not shown. 
• Joint test of race/ethnicity dummy variables statistically significant, p  <  0.05; f p < 0.05; % p <  0.05 vs. Hispanic 
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Table 4.16. Effect of race/ethnicity on D1 model estimates 
Including Dummy Variables for 

Race/Ethnicity Fully Interacted Model 
Variable Coeff SE p-Value Coeff. SE p-Value 
M2 0.159 0.010 <0.001 0.148 0.010 <0.001 
M3 0.571 0.016 <0.001 0.575 0.018 <0.001 
S2 0.189 0.009 <0.001 0.179 0.009 <0.001 
S3 0.484 0.017 <0.001 0.489 0.019 <0.001 
U2 0.153 0.010 <0.001 0.143 0.010 <0.001 
U3 0.387 0.014 <0.001 0.388 0.016 <0.001 
P2 0.186 0.009 <0.001 0.169 0.010 <0.001 
P3 0.550 0.021 <0.001 0.556 0.024 <0.001 
A2 0.169 0.010 <0.001 0.159 0.010 <0.001 
A3 0.463 0.016 <0.001 0.474 0.017 <0.001 

D1 -0.153 0.011 <0.001 -0.142 0.012 <0.001 

I2-squared 0.011 0.002 <0.001 0.011 0.002 <0.001 

13 -0.121 0.018 <0.001 -0.132 0.022 <0.001 
I3-squared -0.015 0.003 <0.001 -0.017 0.003 <0.001 

Non-Hispanic black -0.088 0.018 <0.001 -0.024 0.018 0.186 
Hispanic -0.029 0.019 0.141 0.003 0.019 0.863 

Black X M2 -0.002 0.012 0.885 
Black X M3 -0.104 0.025 <0.001 
Black X S2 -0.016 0.012 0.207 
Black X S3 -0.099 0.030 0.002 
Black X U2 -0.016 0.012 0.193 
Black X U3 -0.095 0.020 <0.001 
Black X P2 0.029 0.014 0.040 
Black X P3 -0.068 0.027 0.013 
Black X A2 -0.006 0.015 0.686 
Black X A3 -0.116 0.024 <0.001 
Black X I2-squared -0.003 0.004 0.383 
Black X13 0.085 0.034 0.016 
Black X I3-squared 0.008 0.004 0.079 

Hispanic x M2 0.002 0.011 0.849 
Hispanic x M3 -0.031 0.028 0.286 
Hispanic x S2 0.005 0.012 0.704 
Hispanic x S3 -0.040 0.024 0.106 
Hispanic x U2 0.005 0.016 0.764 
Hispanic x U3 -0.010 0.022 0.639 
Hispanic x P2 0.021 0.014 0.143 
Hispanic x P3 -0.084 0.029 0.006 
Hispanic x A2 0.002 0.016 0.881 
Hispanic x A3 -0.074 0.021 0.001 
Hispanic x I2-squared -0.002 0.003 0.622 
Hispanic x 13 0.013 0.031 0.673 
Hispanic x I3-squared 0.009 0.004 0.050 

n 3,773 
0.383 

3,773 
0.384 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE VALUATION MODEL 

A number of factors confirm that it was appropriate for the U.S. to develop its 

own set of preference weights as opposed to using the weights developed for the U.K. 

population. Regardless of severity, we observed a tendency for the U.S. population to 

value health states more highly than the U.K. population. For example, observed mean 

TTO values for the states 11121,22122,22323, and 33333 in the U.K. were 0.850,0.540, 

0.042, and -0.543, respectively (Dolan 1997). Following application of the nonlinear 

transformation (Patrick et al. 1994) to states worse than death, the observed weighted 

mean values in the U.S. were 0.877, 0.662, 0.259, and -0.377, respectively. After 

applying the nonlinear transformation to states valued worse than death, we used the U.K. 

scoring system along with the U.S. data to generate predicted values for the 42 health 

states. The MAE for predicting the observed TTO data was 0.105, which was greater 

than the prediction error of any of the models we tested. 

Consistent with the results of most other valuation studies, the N3 term yielded a 

reduction in prediction error when incorporated into the valuation model. Our findings 

with respect to TTOlO support the notion that N3 is different from an interaction effect 

due to having extreme problems in multiple dimensions. Both the fixed effect captured 

by the N3 term and the interaction effect, which was modeled using L32, explained 

variation in the dependent variable. Including a fixed effect for moderate health 
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problems appeared to provide no benefit. Our Modeling Sample estimate for N3 was 

somewhat smaller than the estimates of 0.27 and 0.29 observed in the U.K. (Dolan 1997) 

and Spain (Badia et al. 2001a), respectively, but fairly close to the estimate of 0.16 

reported for the Danish population (Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002). All four of these 

estimates differed substantially fi-om the estimate for N3 observed in the Japanese 

valuation study. Tsuchiya et al. (2002) reported a coefficient of 0.01 for N3, which was 

not statistically significant (p = 0.28). 

Given the disparities that exist between the Japanese population and the 

populations of these other countries in terms of language, values, and traditions, 

differences in the estimated coefficient for N3 are not surprising. We interpret the N3 

term as an attempt to capture unobserved effects related to having extreme problems in 

one or more dimensions. It is conceivable that differences in the estimated coefficient for 

N3 may be the result of different perceptions of the severity of the word "extreme" (or its 

translation), which appears in the level 3 descriptions for two of the five EQ-5D 

dimensions. Tsuchiya et al. (2002) noted that their findings may have been due, in part, 

to noise introduced during the translation of the EQ-5D descriptive system. Further, the 

observed differences between countries may be the result of different value orientations. 

Japan has a collectivist value orientation, whereas the value orientation of the U.S. is 

more individualistic. The Japanese may value health states associated with extreme 

disability higher than Americans do under the presumption that the individuals living in 

those states would be cared for by society. 
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It is important to note that the significance of the N3 term in certain studies may 

also be the result of the health states chosen for valuation in the TTO exercise. The same 

set of 42 health states was valued in the U.S., U.K., and Spanish studies, and a similar set 

of states (both in number and severity) was valued in the Danish investigation. The U.K. 

valuation study has been criticized for including a disproportionately small number of 

severe health states. Summing over the 42 health states valued in our study, 72 

dimensions were at level 1, 79 dimensions were at level 2, and 59 dimensions were at 

level 3. This imbalance was the result of including the states 11112,11121,11211, 

12111, and 21111 in addition to mild, moderate, and severe health states. It is possible 

that a more balanced selection of states would have resulted in the development of a 

different valuation model. However, given sufficient variation in the severity of the 

observed health states, one would expect any model to yield unbiased predictions for the 

unobserved states to the extent that it was correctly specified. 

Among those models tested, we feel confident that the D1 model (TTO 16) is the 

most appropriate for the U.S. population. This model provided the best fit for the 

valuation data with the fewest prediction errors, which allowed us to meet our objective 

of developing an optimal preference-weighting system for the U.S. The exclusion of 

irrelevant predictors and application of the random effects specification also made this 

model efficient relative to others tested. This facilitated comparisons of valuations 

among the major racial/ethnic groups in the U.S. and will facilitate the comparison of our 

TTO data with those collected in the U.K. 
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One of the advantages of TT016, we feel, is that it is rooted in a conceptual 

notion of the underlying process describing health state valuations. The results presented 

in Table 4.12 provide evidence that although the disutiUty associated with a health state 

increases as the number of dimensions at level 3 (i.e., for which there are extreme 

problems) increases, the rate of increase is marginally decreasing. The same may be said 

of the independent effect of increasing the number of dimensions at level 2. However, 

when controlling for the effect of an increase in the number of dimensions at level 3, the 

effect of increasing the number of dimensions at level 2 is reversed. That is, the rate of 

the increase in disutiUty increases with the number of dimensions for which there are 

moderate problems. Since the EQ-5D taps a fixed number of dimensions, as the number 

at level 2 increases the number at level 3 must either decrease or remain the same. This 

may explain why the sign of the estimate for I2-squared was reversed when adjusting for 

the effects of 13 and its square. 

As with all models, TT016 is an artificial construct developed as a means for 

explaining an observed phenomenon. 12 and 13 were ordinal variables measuring the 

change in disutility associated with an increase in the number of dimensions at a 

particular level. We circumvented the assumption of a constant rate of change by 

including quadratic terms in the model. The use of dummy variables instead of ordinal 

variables would have been more appropriate but was not feasible since doing so yielded 

predictions that were logically inconsistent. We did not include terms for interactions 

between dimensions at level 2 and level 3. A number of different methods were 
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investigated for modeling these effects; however, all of them yielded logically 

inconsistent predictions. The exclusion of these terms is one limitation of our model. 

The D1 model yielded logically consistent predictions (excluding the predicted 

random effects) when the nonlinear transformation (Patrick et al. 1994) was applied to 

the TTO values for worse-than-death states. The predictions were also logically 

consistent when the model was estimated using data from the MVH study sample 

(« = 2,997). Although TTO 16 produced logically consistent predictions when estimated 

using data from the U.K. population, there is no guarantee that its predictions would be 

consistent in other populations. There is nothing in the model constraining its predictions 

for health states to conform to a particular rank order. We believe that this would be a 

problem for any model that included quadratic terms or level 2 interaction effects in 

addition to level 3 interaction effects. 

11. COMPARISONS OF MAJOR RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS 

Race/ethnicity was observed to be a statistically significant predictor of the 

valuations for numerous health states. However, one might question its relevance based 

on statistics. The importance of race/ethnicity is better characterized by observed 

differences in mean health state values among the racial/ethnic groups. The overall mean 

difference between blacks and non-Hispanic non-blacks shown in Table 4.14 exceeded 

the threshold of 0.07 we understood to be clinically important prior to conducting this 

investigation. Recent evidence from studies using the HUI suggests that a minimal 

difference in health state preferences of 0.03 is important (Samsa et al. 1999; 
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Grootendorst et al. 2000; Drummond 2001). By this metric, the overall mean difference 

in health state values between blacks and Hispanics could also be considered meaningful. 

A recent study conducted by Rosen et al. (2003) evaluated differences in risk 

attitude between blacks and whites living in the U.S. The investigators reported that 

whites were more risk averse than blacks. Using the SG method of preference elicitation, 

which incorporates decision making under uncertainty, risk-averse individuals would be 

expected to assign higher preferences to health states than risk-seeking individuals. 

However, in our study the health state preferences of blacks were generally higher than 

those of whites and other non-Hispanic non-blacks. The authors of the study in question 

used the SG method to elicit preferences, whereas the TTO method was used in our 

investigation. The TTO is supposedly risk insensitive since respondents are presented 

with certain outcomes (e.g., either live in state A for 5 years then die or live in state B for 

10 years then die). One might hypothesize that a risk-seeking individual would be more 

prone to sacrifice time for improved health than a risk-averse person. If this were the 

case, then based on the findings of Rosen et al. (2003) one would expect blacks to assign 

lower TTO values to health states than whites. Given our findings, it would appear that 

risk sensitivity has a relatively unimportant effect (if any at all) on the values assigned to 

health states when the TTO method is used. 

It is not immediately apparent why non-Hispanic blacks in the U.S. value health 

states more highly than members of other racial/ethnic groups; however, judgement 

theory may provide one explanation for the phenomenon. According to judgement 

theory, quality of life (or well-being) is the result of a comparison of one's perceived 
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status with one or more reference standards. To the extent that the individual's current 

status in some domain of life exceeds his or her reference standards, he or she will be 

happy or satisfied. To the extent that there is a discrepancy (i.e., the reference standards 

exceed his or her current status), the individual will be unhappy or dissatisfied. 

One might surmise that it is the discrepancy between an individual's anticipated 

health status and his or her reference standards that determines the anticipated well-being 

associated with a health state. Following this line of reasoning, preferences for health 

states are formed in an attempt to maximize anticipated well-being. Thus, to the extent 

that health state preferences are correlated with anticipated levels of well-being, 

judgement theory may be used to explain differences in preferences among groups. 

Specifically, differences among groups may be ascribed to differences in the reference 

standards applied when making judgements about health states. 

There are a variety of cognitive models based on judgment theory. Aspiration 

theory asserts that diminished quality of life reflects the gap between what people aspire 

to (i.e., their goals) and what they perceive themselves as having (Lewin et al. 1944; 

Campbell et al. 1976; Bledsoe et al. 1980; Canter and Rees 1982; Carp and Carp 1982; 

Andrews and Robinson 1991). According to aspiration theory, high aspirations coupled 

with poor current conditions or limitations impact subjective well-being negatively. 

Social comparison theory (also known as reference group theory) involves the idea that 

well-being is a function of the perceived discrepancy between what one has and what 

relevant others have (Merton and Kitt 1950; Campbell et al. 1976; Oldham and Miller 

1979; Appelgryn and Plug 1981; Hatfield and Huseman 1982). To the extent that one's 
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social references are perceived as being better off, one is more likely to evaluate quality 

of life poorly. Equity theory (Goodman and Friedman 1971; Adams and Freedman 1976; 

Walster et al. 1976; Hatfield et al. 1982) states that well-being is a function of the 

perceived gap between what is had and what is felt to be deserved. Person-environment 

fit theorists (Booth et al. 1979; Caplan 1979,1983; Harrison 1978,1983; Kurella 1979) 

hypothesize that quality of Ufe is a function of the perceived fit between what a person 

has (resources, abilities) and what he or she needs. There are also variants of judgement 

theory that state that well-being is a function of the discrepancy between an individual's 

current status and his or her expectations, be they past, present, or future. 

It is reasonable to presume that an individual's reference standards will be 

affected to a large degree by his or her experiences. Imagine a health state describing 

something akin to paralysis. A person who had never experienced paralysis nor had close 

contact with a paraplegic might be inclined to value such a state poorly. Due to 

inexperience, the individual might believe that paralysis would limit his or her 

functioning to such an extent that life would no longer be enjoyable. If that person later 

became paralyzed or developed a close association with a paraplegic, he or she might be 

apt to value the state more highly. The individual might come to believe that many of the 

barriers faced by a paraplegic could be overcome. Thus, the state of paralysis would no 

longer be seen as being quite so intolerable and, as a result, would possibly be preferred 

to other health states. 

This change in preferences would reflect an adjustment of the individual's 

reference standards, which is sometimes referred to as adaptation (Brickman and 
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Campbell 1971; Campbell 1981) or response shift (Breetvelt and VanDam 1991; 

Sprangers et al. 1994,1995; Schwartz and Laitin 1998; Sprangers and Schwartz 1999). 

Experience with either their own or others' health problems may have led blacks to lower 

their reference standards forjudging health. This would have increased the likelihood of 

their evaluating health states positively, yielding higher levels of anticipated well-being 

and higher preferences for the anticipated health states. 

A dilemma arises since comparisons of adjusted mean health state values among 

the racial/ethnic groups controlled for the number of self-reported chronic conditions. 

These included conditions, both past and present, that respondents had been told they had 

by a health care practitioner. The fact that differences among the racial/ethnic groups 

persisted after adjusting for chronic conditions suggests that the response shift concept 

does not fully explain the observed phenomenon. However, it is important to note that 

there are other health problems, both acute and chronic, whose effects were not 

controlled for in our analyses (e.g., physical handicaps, injuries). Furthermore, we did 

not consider the effect of vicarious experience with the health problems of others. 

Observed differences among the racial/ethnic groups could not be attributed to 

poor education or low household income. It is conceivable that other more global factors 

may have caused blacks to have low expectations in general and that these expectations 

carried over to their reference standards forjudging health states. For example, one 

might expect housing, transportation, perceived safety, and access to food and other 

necessities to influence blacks' outlook on life. Crockett and Wallendorf (in press 2004) 

studied the food-shopping practices of different racial/ethnic groups Uving in a large 
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Midwestern city. Though the focus of their paper was sociological rather than 

psychological, the authors reported that environmental factors, such as limited access to 

food, were related to individuals' political beliefs and that the latter influenced their 

preferences for consumption items. 

Value-based theories may provide a better explanation of the observed differences 

in health state preferences among racial/ethnic groups. Though the terms "preferences" 

and "values" have been used interchangeably throughout much of this dissertation, it is 

important to recognize that the definition of a value in health-utility assessment is not 

consistent with the commonly held definition in the psychological literature. Rokeach 

(1973) defines a value as "an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state 

of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of 

conduct or end-state of existence." Further, he states that a value "has a transcendental 

quality to it [that guides] actions, attitudes, judgements, and comparisons across specific 

objects and situations and beyond immediate goals to more ultimate goals." Thus, 

according to this definition, values influence preferences for behaviors or end states 

relative to their converses; they are not preferences themselves. 

An individual might believe that good health is very important or that pain should 

be avoided at all costs, and these behefs might influence his or her preferences for health 

states. However, an individual would not have specific, preformed, enduring beliefs 

regarding the individual health states described by the EQ-5D. As such, the numeric 

values assigned to health states in the TTO exercise do not directly measure the 
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individual's health-related values or beliefs but his or her preferences, which are formed 

consequent to those behefs. 

Studies of the association between materialism and quality of life provide the 

framework for building a conceptual model of the relationship between values and health 

state preferences. Materialism reflects the importance a consumer attaches to the 

acquisition and possession of material goods and money (Belk 1984; Richins and 

Dawson 1992). For the materialist, the acquisition and possession of material things 

lends meaning to life and provides an aim for daily endeavors. Materialists tend to judge 

success (both their own as well as that of others) by the number and quality of 

possessions accumulated. They believe that possessions are important for their ability to 

confer status and project a desired self-image that identifies the individual as a participant 

in an imagined perfect life (Campbell 1987). 

Shaw et al. (2004) developed a model to explain the relationship between 

materialism and quality of Ufe. It was hypothesized that materialistic individuals are 

prone to evaluate their standard of living poorly due to unreasonably high goals and 

expectations. This leads to reduced happiness and/or satisfaction with standard of living 

(i.e., material well-being). Further, it was hypothesized that relationships between 

material well-being and global measures of quality of life are stronger for materialistic 

persons than those who are less materialistic. The model was tested using data collected 

from a stratified sample of 737 community respondents living in Tucson, Arizona. With 

the exception of the moderating effect of materialism on relationships between material 
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well-being and global measures of quality of life, the proposed associations were 

affirmed. 

As possessions, wealth, and income are important to materialistic individuals, it is 

possible that health—or, more specifically, physical strength, prowess, and functional 

capacity—is important to the self-concept of blacks. A prevailing belief in the 

importance of physical ability may cause blacks to apply unreaUstically high reference 

standards (e.g., Michael Jordan) when judging their own current health. This would be 

expected to have a negative effect on ratings of own health status as well as health-related 

satisfaction or well-being. However, when judging future states of health, it is 

conceivable that blacks apply their own current health as a standard of reference. In this 

case, the anticipated health state would likely exceed their expectations, resulting in a 

greater level of anticipated well-being. Analogously, a materialistic individual might be 

dissatisfied with his or her current possessions but overestimate the satisfaction to be 

derived from purchasing a new automobile. 

A beUef in the importance of physical prowess could stem from personal or 

vicarious experience with health problems. Though chronic conditions were taken into 

account in our multiple regression analyses, acute health problems and the health 

problems of significant others were not. It is also conceivable that the image of blacks 

portrayed by the media may influence their perceptions of the importance of health. 

Being underprivileged in society, some blacks may perceive that their best if not only 

chance to succeed is to emulate the characteristics of other black people who are 

successful. The most prevalent images of successful black people are those presented by 
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the media, which often include athletes and, to a lesser degree, musicians and entertainers. 

Thus, for some black people, physical abihty may be considered as an input to achieving 

success. It is also possible that, for some blacks, the characteristics of successful black 

people portrayed by the media feed into their definition of success. That is, physical 

prowess may not simply facilitate achieving success but may be a desired end-state in its 

own right. In support of the notion that the media may influence individuals' values, 

both Richins (1987) and Sirgy et al. (1998) reported that television viewing was 

positively correlated with materialism. There is also a rich body of literature discussing 

how individuals define their own success through the images they receive via the media 

or acquire meaning in their lives by taking on the characteristics of other people or things 

(Adomo and Horkheimer 1944; Friedan 1963; McCracken 1986,1989; Hebdige 1988; 

O'Guinn 1991; Schouten and McAlexander 1995; O'Guinn and Schrum 1997; Belk and 

Costa 1998; Foumier 1998; Kozinets 2001). 

Given their longstanding history of being treated unfairly in the U.S., it is also 

possible that blacks may have developed an enduring belief that fiiture circumstances 

must be better than those in the past or present. Such a belief was expressed in Dr. 

Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I have a dream" speech as well as the adoption of the song 

"We Shall Overcome" as an anthem for the American Civil Rights Movement. This 

belief would be different fi-om optimism, which is a personality trait that entails a 

tendency to believe that one will generally experience good outcomes in life. While an 

optimist might evaluate his or her current circumstances positively and anticipate positive 

outcomes in the future, based on this theory, blacks living in the U.S. would evaluate 
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their current circumstances poorly but expect them to be better in the future. Non-

Hispanic blacks would be expected to apply high future expectations when evaluating 

their current health, resulting in a low level of well-being. However, when evaluating an 

anticipated state of health, one might expect their perception of it to be positively skewed 

or that they would apply their own current health (which would have been evaluated 

poorly) as a reference standard. In either case, this would increase the likelihood of the 

anticipated health state being evaluated positively, resulting in a higher level of 

anticipated well-being. 

One would presume global factors—such as housing, transportation, and 

perceived safety—^to be stronger determinants of a belief that things will improve in the 

future than chronic conditions. Whereas one's housing or transportation may change 

over time, chronic diseases generally do not change or become worse over time. Thus, 

the adjusted comparisons of mean TTO values among the racial/ethnic groups provide 

only weak evidence against the notion that blacks value health more highly than other 

groups due to their beliefs about the future. 

One further idea may be proffered to explain why the health state preferences of 

non-Hispanic blacks were generally higher than those of other racial/ethnic groups. It is 

possible that the time preference of blacks differs fi-om the time preferences of Hispanics 

and non-Hispanic non-blacks. That is, regardless of the severity of a health state, the 

length of time in which the individual is expected to be in that state may be more 

important to blacks than others. This could be a response to having a shorter life 

expectancy than most other racial/ethnic groups. Presimiing that time is more important 
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to blacks than others, one might expect blacks to assign higher preferences to better-than-

death states than other racial/ethnic groups. The reason for this is that the trade-off for 

better-than-death states is between 10 years in imperfect health and some amount of time 

<10 years in full health. All things being equal, it may be harder for blacks to sacrifice 

life expectancy for reduced health problems. Conversely, the trade-off for worse-than-

death states does not involve a sacrifice of life expectancy for health since the combined 

amount of time spent in full and imperfect health is fixed at 10 years. 

Given this scenario, one might expect the racial/ethnic groups to differ with 

respect to mean TTO values for better-than-death states but not for worse-than-death 

states. Overall mean differences among the groups were modeled separately for the two 

types of health states. The model for better-than-death states allowed for a respondent-

level random effect. However, the model for states worse than death was estimated using 

pooled least squares since a random effects specification provided a poor fit for the data. 

Both models treated the health states as fixed effects (using dummy variables for 41 of 

the 42 states and treating 33333 as the reference state). 

Considering only states valued worse than death (i.e., <0; 11,321 observations on 

2,990 respondents), the overall marginal mean values for Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, 

and others were -0.15, -0.19, and -0.17, respectively. The omnibus test for differences 

among the groups was not statistically significant (i^2,58 = ^ » P — 0.166). Considering 

only states valued better than death (i.e., > 0; 30,210 observations on 3,764 respondents), 

the overall marginal mean values for Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and others were 
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0.74, 0.78, and 0.70, respectively. The null hypothesis of no differences among the 

groups was rejected (= 19.03, p < 0.001), and all three pairwise differences were 

statistically significant {p < 0.05 ). In general, similar results were obtained when 

comparing mean TTO values for individual health states among the three groups. 

Although the results of the above statistical tests support the idea that differences 

among the racial/ethnic groups were due to differences in preference for time, they are 

not conclusive. With one exception, all of the overall mean differences among the 

groups—including those for worse-than-death states as well as those for states better than 

death—^were greater than or equal to 0.03 in magnitude. Given the current state of the 

science (Samsa et al. 1999; Grootendorst et al. 2000; Drummond 2001), this suggests that 

the differences were meaningful. Furthermore, while one might have expected the 

overall marginal mean value for states worse than death to be higher for blacks (i.e., less 

negative) than for other racial/ethnic groups, this was not the case. In fact, the overall 

marginal mean value for blacks was qualitatively lower than the overall marginal means 

for the other groups. Similar results were observed when comparing values for individual 

health states valued worse than death among the groups. 

Since fewer states were valued worse than death than better than death, it is 

possible that our failure to find significant differences was due to having insufficient 

power. The traditional power calculations for tests of multiple or partial correlation 

(Gatsonis and Sampson 1989) could not be appUed given our clustered sampling design. 
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A retrospective power analysis using Monte Carlo simulation might be feasible; however, 

further investigation is needed to identify a valid approach for our data. 

One interpretation of our results would be that blacks do not value health more 

highly than other racial/ethnic groups but are, in fact, more apt to assign extreme values 

to health states. "Good" health states are perceived as being very desirable, while "bad" 

health states are perceived as being very undesirable. This may be only part of the story. 

We compared the three racial/ethnic groups with respect to the proportion of respondents 

who valued states worse than death, equal to death, or better than death. The proportion 

of health states valued better than death was 70.7% for non-Hispanic blacks, 64.5% for 

Hispanics, and 65.6% for others. Conversely, the proportion of health states valued 

worse than death was 21.8% for non-Hispanic blacks, 26.2% for Hispanics, and 26.6% 

for others. Differences among the racial/ethnic groups were statistically significant, 

p = 0.016. 

The TTO exercise involves a two-stage decision-making process. In the first 

stage, respondents are asked to make the determination as to whether a particular state is 

better or worse than death. Our findings suggest that blacks are more likely than 

members of other racial/ethnic groups to perceive an anticipated health state as being 

better than death. Conditional on having made the determination that a state is better than 

death, the perceived desirability of that state to a non-Hispanic black individual is likely 

to be higher than its perceived desirability to members of other racial/ethnic groups. 

However, blacks may also perceive states worse than death to be less desirable than 

others do. Since the majority of health states were valued better than death, the apparent 
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association between health state preferences and non-Hispanic black race/ethnicity was 

positive. 

III. Policy Implications and Recommendations 

A. Consumers of U.S. Preference Weights 

The EQ-5D is well suited to generating information for use in many settings, 

including economic evaluation, clinical decision making, and informing public health 

policy (Kind 2003). According to Brooks (2003), the EQ-5D is widely used for: 

1. monitoring the health status of patient groups at different moments in time, 

2. the evaluation and auditing of health care programs (by measuring changes in 

health status in individual patients and groups of patients), 

3. assessing the seriousness of conditions at different moments in time, 

4. providing relevant information for resource allocation at a variety of levels, 

5. providing evidence about medical effectiveness to support the pricing or 

approval/acceptance of new medical technologies, and 

6. establishing levels of population health status both locally and nationally. 

The U.S. preference-weighted index will likely be applied as a health outcome 

measure in observational and clinical trials conducted in the U.S. It is sometimes 

difficult to capture the total clinical picture using health profile measures because 

treatments have side effects as well as benefits. For example, the successful surgical 
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treatment of prostate cancer might result in impotence or incontinence. Often, it is not 

clear how such side effects should be placed within the perspective of total health. Using 

the U.S. preference weights, reports of health status using the EQ-5D descriptive system 

may be converted into a single summary index of overall health. Specifically, the value 

placed on the individual's current health status by the U.S. population. 

The preference weights developed in this research may also be used when 

analyzing EQ-5D data collected in population health surveys. The EQ-5D was included 

in the Self-Administered Questionnaire of the 2000 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 

(MEPS) and will presumably be included in future waves of MEPS. MEPS is a family of 

four surveys, developed and administered by AHRQ, that provide nationally 

representative estimates of health care use, expenditures, sources of payment, and 

insurance coverage for the U.S. civilian non-institutionalized population. Its data provide 

estimates of the level and distribution of health care use and expenditures, support health 

services research, and can be used to assess health care policy implications. It is 

conceivable that the preference weights will be applied to the MEPS data in analyses 

designed to inform U.S. health policy decision making. However, most investigations 

involving application of the U.S. preference weights to the MEPS data will likely be 

secondary data analyses performed by academic researchers. 

In the near term, the most important application of the U.S. preference weights 

will likely involve studies conducted by the pharmaceutical and medical devices 

industries. The preference-weighted index may be used as an outcome measure by 

pharmaceutical firms seeking to make health-related quality of life labeling claims for 
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products marketed in the U.S. More importantly, the preference-weighted index may be 

used in multinational CUAs conducted to support the pricing of products in countries 

outside of the U.S. 

hi spite of the recommendations of the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and 

Medicine (Gold et al. 1996a), it seems unlikely that the U.S. preference weights will be 

used to make resource allocation decisions for the American population anytime soon. 

The Panel made its recommendations in 1996, a few years after the rise and fall of 

President William Clinton's revolutionary plan to develop a single-payer health care 

system for the U.S. Given the influence of special interests (e.g., pharmaceutical industry, 

American Medical Association) on governance in this country, there have been no major 

changes since 1996 in the way that health care is funded or delivered. Considering the 

leanings of the current federal administration and its ability to manipulate public opinion, 

it is quite conceivable that there will be no major changes to the U.S. health care system 

in the next four years. The current President's drug plan for seniors is insufficient to 

warrant consideration as a major change. 

hi order for CUA to be used in resource allocation decision making in the U.S., 

there will need to be some movement toward a single-payer health care system. To do 

this, we will need to overcome the influence of special interest groups on our leaders. 

Strict limits must be applied to the amount of money corporations and professional 

organizations may contribute to political campaigns. Further, corporate and 

organizational manipulation of the media needs to be severely curtailed. Given the 

importance placed on individual liberties in the U.S., it is not likely that these changes 
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will be made. Ergo, it is not likely that there will be any progress toward a single-payer 

health care system in the near future. 

B. Rationale for Performing CUA 

In CEA, the incremental cost of an intervention from a particular viewpoint is 

compared with the intervention's incremental health effects, where the effects are 

measured in natural units related to the objective of the intervention, e.g., average blood 

pressure improvement in mm Hg, cases identified, cases of disease averted, days of 

disability averted, lives saved, or life-years gained. The results are usually expressed as a 

cost per unit of effect. Since the measure of effectiveness may differ from study to study, 

CEA cannot be used to make comparisons across a broad range of interventions. Also, in 

any single study, there is often more than one outcome of interest. For example, 

outcomes of a specific intervention might include life extension, short- or long-term 

changes in quality of life, or side effects from the intervention. Thus, the results of CEA 

may vary depending upon the outcome under consideration. 

CUA was developed to address these problems. In CUA, the incremental cost of 

a program from a particular viewpoint is compared to the incremental health 

improvement attributable to the intervention, where the health improvement is measured 

in QALYs gained or a similar outcome measure. The results are usually expressed as a 

cost per QALY gained. CUA is capable of summarizing a broad range of relevant 

outcomes. This, in turn, allows for broad comparisons to be made across widely differing 

interventions. By converting the effectiveness data into a common unit of measure, like 
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QALYs gained, CUA is able to incorporate changes in quantity of life (mortality) as well 

as quality of life (morbidity). Outcomes are valued in CUA so that more desirable ones 

are weighted more heavily. 

Drummond et al. (1997) suggest that CUA should be considered for use in the 

following situations: 

1. when health-related quality of Ufe is an important outcome or the most important 

outcome; 

2. when an intervention affects both morbidity and mortality, and a common unit of 

outcome that combines both is desired; 

3. when the interventions being compared have a wide range of different outcomes, 

and a common unit of outcome is desired for comparison; or 

4. when one wishes to compare an intervention to others that have already been 

evaluated using CUA. 

The authors go on to suggest that there are circumstances in which CUA should not be 

used. These include the following: 

1. cases where only intermediate outcome data (e.g., mm Hg blood pressure 

reduction instead of cases of myocardial infarction in a hypertension trial) can be 

obtained; 
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2. when effectiveness data indicate that the interventions being compared are equally 

effective in all respects of importance to consumers; 

3. when data indicate that one intervention is both more effective and less costly 

than another intervention; or 

4. when the extra cost associated with obtaining and using preference data is deemed 

not to be cost effective. 

C. Application of U.S. Preference Weights in Performing CUA 

In the conventional approach to the computation of QALYs, the preference 

weight for each health state is multiplied by the time spent in that state. The products are 

then summed over the number of time intervals to calculate the number of QALYs for a 

given intervention. The number of QALYs gained by using one intervention as opposed 

to another is simply the difference between the two interventions' associated QALYs. 

Outcomes that occur in the future may be discounted to their present value using a 

nominal discount rate (typically 3-5%). 

To operationalize the QALY concept, one needs preference weights that represent 

the desirability of the health states under consideration. The weights should be based on 

preferences for the health states. This way the more desirable (more preferred) health 

states will receive greater weight and will be favored in the analysis. To be useful in 

CUA, the scale of the weights must contain perfect health and death. Death and perfect 

health may be given any two numeric values as long as the value for death is smaller than 

the value for perfect health. By convention, death is assigned a value of 0 and perfect 
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health a value of 1. This still allows for states worse than death, which have values less 

than 0. 

At first glance, it may appear that no health state should have a value worse than 

that of death (i.e., less than 0). This is because, according to Drummond et al. (1997), 

death represents the absence of any quaUty of life. However, as noted in this dissertation, 

quality of life and desirability are distinct constructs. The absence of any sensation, be it 

good or bad, may be seen as being preferable to existing in a state of purely (or mostly) 

unpleasant sensation. Thus, states worse than death can and do exist (Torrance et al. 

1982,1984; Patrick et al. 1994), and these states require weights to reflect their relative 

desirability. Given this, there is no well-defined lower endpoint for the scale for 

preference weights. 

Table 5.1 provides an example of how the U.S. population-based preference 

weights might be applied in the context of CUA. Imagine that a clinical trial is 

conducted to evaluate the efficacy of two drugs for treating rheumatoid arthritis. Study 

participants are recruited from the population of interest. Five patients each are randomly 

assigned to treatment with drug A or drug B. The patients are asked to self-complete the 

EQ-5D at baseline, six months, and 12 months (the termination of the study). For 

simplicity, we assume that the groups are similar in terms of observed and unobserved 

characteristics (i.e., that random assignment worked), that there are no missing data, and 

that the outcomes will not be discounted for time preference. 
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In this example, the number of life-years for A and B are the same (i.e., 1.0) since 

there were no dropouts due to premature death. For each patient, the QALYs achieved 

during the year in which the clinical trial was conducted could be computed using 

where i  = \ ,2  indexes the treatment, 7= 1 , . . . , 10 indexes the patient, t  = indexes 

the time of assessment, s indexes the EQ-5D health state, and w is the preference weight 

for a given state. We assume that changes in health status between assessments are 

smooth and gradual so that changes in health state preferences over time could be 

approximated by a straight line. The mean (SD) number of QALYs is 0.51 (0.08) for 

treatment A and 0.65 (0.04) for treatment B. Assuming homoscedasticity, the difference 

between the two means is 0.14 and is statistically significant (tg = 3.28, /? = 0.01). This 

suggests that the mean number of QALYs gained by using treatment B instead of 

treatment A is greater than 0 in the population of interest. Ignoring the costs of the two 

treatments, this would suggest that treatment B is to be preferred over treatment A. 

QALY, =(0.5x J 
(5.1) 
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Table 5.1. Application of D1 model preference weights in CUA 
Intervention A Intervention B 

Months Patient State Weight QALY Patient State Weight QALY 
0 1 31221 0.398 6 21331 0.358 
6 1 21131 0.456 6 12222 0.673 
12 1 11112 0.839 0.538 6 11111 1.000 0.676 

0 2 12132 0.400 7 11233 0.289 
6 2 11123 0.517 7 11311 0.626 
12 2 11221 0.816 0.562 7 21111 0.854 0.598 

0 3 13232 0.240 8 32311 0.308 
6 3 13231 0.268 8 22112 0.738 
12 3 12222 0.673 0.362 8 21211 0.843 0.657 

0 4 21231 0.446 9 23312 0.397 
6 4 13311 0.440 9 11321 0.592 
12 4 22212 0.705 0.508 9 11121 0.836 0.605 

0 5 13113 0.355 10 21323 0.401 
6 5 11113 0.550 10 12221 0.748 
12 5 21121 0.810 0.566 10 11211 0.875 0.693 

Mean 
SD 

0.507 
0.084 

0.646 
0.043 

One might question what the effect would be if the U.K. preference weights 

(Dolan 1997) were used instead of the U.S. population-based preference weights 

developed in this research. Table 5.2 presents results for the same CUA, except that the 

U.K. weights have been applied instead of the U.S. weights. The preference weights 

depicted in the table are generally smaller in magnitude than the corresponding U.S. 

weights. With respect to QALYs, the group means are lower and the group variances 

higher than when the U.S. weights were applied. The mean (SD) number of QALYs is 

0.33 (0.11) for treatment A and 0.53 (0.06) for treatment B. Assuming homoscedasticity, 

the difference between the two means is 0.20 and is statistically significant 

it, =3.49,^ = 0.008). 
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Table 5.2. Application of U.K. preference weights (Dolan 1997) in CUA 
Intervention A Intervention B 

Months Patient State Weight QALY Patient State Weight QALY 
0 1 31221 0.177 6 21331 0.101 
6 1 21131 0.195 6 12222 0.585 
12 1 11112 0.848 0.354 6 11111 1.000 0.568 

0 2 12132 0.089 7 11233 -0.008 
6 2 11123 0.291 7 11311 0.556 
12 2 11221 0.760 0.358 7 21111 0.850 0.489 

0 3 13232 -0.057 8 32311 0.138 
6 3 13231 0.014 8 22112 0.675 
12 3 12222 0.585 0.139 8 21211 0.814 0.576 

0 4 21231 0.159 9 23312 0.202 
6 4 13311 0.342 9 11321 0.433 
12 4 22212 0.639 0.371 9 11121 0.725 0.448 

0 5 13113 0.200 10 21323 0.128 
6 5 11113 0.414 10 12221 0.656 
12 5 21121 0.727 0.439 10 11211 0.883 0.581 

Mean 
SD 

0.332 
0.113 

0.532 
0.060 

In this example, applying the U.K. weights had no effect on the inference about 

the QALYs gained by using treatment B instead of treatment A. However, the average 

number of QALYs gained (0.20) was greater than the average gained when the U.S. 

weights were applied (0.14). Thus, for a fixed difference in total costs between A and B, 

the cost-utility ratio would be smaller if the U.K. weights were applied. At least 

qualitatively, this means that treatment B would appear to be even more attractive. 

It is important not to place too much stock in the observed differences between 

the two applications presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The health states used in the 

example were not randomly selected. Thus, the application of inferential statistics was 

not wholly appropriate. Different sample sizes might influence the results, as might the 
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presence of missing data. Also, for the sake of convenience, all costs—including those 

for the two treatments and their adverse events—^were ignored. A thorough evaluation of 

the differential effects of the two sets of preference weights would require Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

Although simulation studies could be used to evaluate whether decisions 

regarding treatments are robust to the selection of preference weights, they are of no 

value (and are unneeded) in determining which set of preference weights is more 

appropriate for use in the U.S. This question has already been addressed. As noted 

previously, the average prediction error when applying the U.K. weights in the U.S. was 

0.11. This compares unfavorably with the D1 model's Mv^ of 0.02. The U.K. weights 

do not accurately reflect the preferences of the U.S. population and, as such, cannot be 

recommended for use over the U.S. population-based weights developed in this research. 

D. Application of U.S. Preference Weights to Subpopulations 

As recommended by the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine 

(Gold et al. 1996a), societal preferences are generally used in estimating the QALYs 

associated with a given treatment. This presumes that a single vector of preference 

weights can adequately describe the preferences of all persons living in a society. The 

race/ethnicity comparisons performed in our research suggest that a single set of 

preference weights will not adequately represent the preferences of all subpopulations. 

Resource allocation decisions could well differ depending on whether societal 

preferences or the preferences of individual subpopulations are used. 
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The preference weights developed in this research predominantly reflect the 

preferences of non-Hispanic non-blacks. In general, blacks value health more highly than 

non-Hispanic non-blacks, with differences between the two groups being most 

pronounced for states involving extreme health problems (Table 4.16). Applying the D1 

model weights, the cost per QALY for a given intervention will tend to be higher for 

blacks than if their own preferences were taken into account. However, it is unclear 

whether resource allocation decisions would vary depending on whether population-

based preference weights or race-specific preference weights were used. When 

evaluating medical technologies for use among black Americans, one might surmise that 

any bias due to apphcation of the population-based weights would depend on the relative 

severity of the distribution of health states for the interventions being compared. If the 

distributions were similar in terms of severity, then the influence of race/ethnicity might 

well be minimal. However, if the distributions differed substantially such that the mean 

number of QALYs was high for one intervention and low for another, then the estimated 

incremental cost per QALY saved might be severely biased. 

For example, suppose that there are two arthritis therapies, A and B. The mean 

cost for a course of treatment is $100 for A and $80 for B. Imagine that A and B have 

similar efficacy and tolerability profiles. In this instance, applying the population-based 

weights might yield mean QALYs of 0.80 and 0.70 for A and B, respectively. The cost 

per QALY would be $125 for A and $114.29 for B, while the incremental cost per QALY 

gained by using A instead of B would be ($100 - $80)/(0.80 - 0.70) = $200. Now 

suppose that A and B differ substantially in terms of efficacy, tolerability, or both such 
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that B results in less preferable states of health than A. Applying the D1 weights might 

yield mean QALYs of 0.80 and 0.35 for A and B, respectively. Now the cost per QALY 

would be $228.57 for B, while the incremental cost-utility of A over B would be 

($100 - $80)/(0.80 - 0.35) = $44.44. 

Suppose instead that our population of interest was predominantly black or 

African-American. Imagine that we had on hand a set of weights that was specific for the 

preferences of non-Hispanic blacks. In general, we would expect the weights for 

individual states to be higher than the corresponding U.S. population-based weights. 

Further, we might expect differences between the two sets of weights to be greatest for 

health states associated with extreme disability. 

In the first case where A and B have similar efficacy and tolerability, the race-

specific preference weights for blacks might yield mean QALYs of 0.85 and 0.75 for A 

and B, respectively. The cost per QALY would be $117.65 for A and $106.67 for B, 

while the incremental cost per QALY saved by using A instead of B would be 

($100 - $80)/(0.85 - 0.75) = $200. In the second case where A and B differ 

substantially in terms of efficacy and/or tolerability, applying a race-specific set of 

weights for blacks might yield mean QALYs of 0.85 and 0.50 for A and B, respectively. 

Now the cost per QALY would be $160 for B, while the incremental cost-utility of A 

over B would be ($100 - $80)/(0.85 - 0.50) = $57.14. 

In this example, application of the population-based preference weights to non-

Hispanic blacks led to overestimation of the cost per QALY for each intervention and 
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underestimation of the incremental cost per QALY saved by using A instead of B. 

Though intriguing, these findings are by no means definitive. The costs were assimied to 

be independent of the outcomes; however, they would likely be inversely correlated with 

health state severity to the extent that all direct medical costs (e.g., treatment of 

medication side effects) were considered. Although we know that health state 

preferences differ among the racial/ethnic groups, the fully interacted model presented in 

Table 4.16 is not the best possible specification. In fact, the fitted values for that model 

are not logically consistent (e.g., for non-Hispanic blacks, the predicted value for 33133 

is less than that for 33233). Further research is needed to define an appropriate model or 

models for generating race-specific sets of preference weights. Once this has been 

accompUshed, simulation studies may be performed to evaluate the impact of using U.S. 

population-based weights as opposed to race-specific weights when performing CUA. 

E. Application of U.S. Preference Weights in Multinational Studies 

Although we sought to replicate the MVH study, the methods we used were not 

entirely similar to those used in that investigation. In previous EQ-5D valuation studies, 

including the MVH study, a nonlinear transformation (Patrick et al. 1994) was applied to 

the values for states worse than death. We elected to use a linear transformation 

(Torrance et al. 1982) instead due to its greater consistency with EUT. Our main 

objective was to develop the best possible set of preference weights for the U.S. 

population. Our decision to apply the linear transformation to states worse than death 
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was consistent with this goal. Because of this decision, however, our preference weights 

are not strictly comparable with those developed in earlier investigations. 

Our use of the linear transformation as opposed to the nonlinear transformation 

will have no impact on studies using the EQ-5D that are conducted within the U.S. In 

multinational studies, however, sensitivity analyses will need to be performed to evaluate 

the impact of differences between countries in the methodology used to generate 

preference weights for the EQ-5D health states. Specifically, analyses will need to be 

replicated for all sites using each set of preference weights. This creates a tremendous 

burden for researchers. Further, it is not clear what action should be taken if results do 

vary based on the set of preference weights that is used. 

The EQ-5D is predominantly used in Europe and multinational studies that 

involve the U.S. When conducting multinational investigations, it would be desirable to 

apply a population-specific set of preference weights to each country's data. Otherwise, 

to the extent that preferences are influenced by cultural values and the latter vary among 

countries, one's results will be biased. A second set of weights derived using the 

nonlinear transformation should be made available for use in multinational investigations. 

In the absence of this, one may argue that we should have applied the nonlinear 

transformation in our research. When data for states better than death and worse than 

death were pooled, both transformations resulted in transpositions in the observed 

preference order for health states. The difference in the number of transpositions 

between the linear and nonlinear transformation was small. 
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The linear transformation is clearly a more valid approach. However, neither 

transformation is optimal. Strictly speaking, the better-than-death states and worse-than-

death states should be modeled as separate processes. Ovir concerns regarding 

measurement error within the U.S. should have been tempered with an understanding that 

application of a single set of preference weights across multiple coimtries would yield 

biased QALY estimates in all countries save one. In most instances, the U.S. will simply 

be one of several study sites. Ergo, greater consideration should have been given to how 

the U.S. preference weights would be applied in multinational investigations. 

F. Consideration of U.S. Preference Weights as the Default Value Set 

Regardless of whether CUA is conducted within a single country or across 

multiple countries, it is recommended that investigators use preference weights 

(generated using the TTO, SG, or PTO as opposed to the VAS) that best represent the 

societal preferences of each population (Kind 2003; Busschbach et al. 2003). The only 

justification for applying a single set of preference weights in a multinational 

investigation would be if population-specific weights were not available for the majority 

of countries or if one wanted to provide a rough estimate of the incremental cost-utility of 

an intervention across countries. However, even in these cases it can be argued that 

applying population-specific weights, where available, would be more appropriate. Of 

course, this presumes that similar methods were used to generate the weights for each 

country. 
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In the absence of population-based preference weights, it is recommended that 

investigators select a set of weights that were generated using data collected from a 

similar population. If a demographically similar population cannot be identified, then it 

is recommended that the most "robust" value set be used, with the default being the set of 

weights developed for the U.K. population (Kind 2003). Here, "robust" is defined by the 

size of the initial valuation sample as well as the quality of the published studies that have 

used the valuation data (Busschbach et al. 2003). 

Given the size of the sample used in the U.S. EQ-5D valuation study, many will 

suggest that the U.S. value set should now be considered the default. Investigators 

should think very carefully before applying the U.S. preference weights to health state 

data collected in other countries. Applying the U.K. preference weights in many contexts 

made sense, in part, because the preferences of the U.K.'s population were presumed to 

lie somewhere between those of the rest of Europe and the U.S. However, the U.S. is a 

highly individualistic, materiahstic society in which a great deal of importance is placed 

on personal liberty as opposed to personal or social responsibility. One is hard pressed to 

think of another country whose own cultural values reflect those of the U.S. 

Based on the observed differences among racial/ethnic groups in our research as 

well as the observed differences among countries in the study conducted by Busschbach 

et al. (2003), the U.K. value set should remain the default value set for most parts of the 

world. The Japanese and Zimbabwean value sets may be considered as reasonable 

alternatives for many Asian and Afiican countries, respectively. Given the number of 

Hispanics included in our study sample and the observation that their preferences were 
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generally similar to those of non-Hispanic non-blacks (i.e., the majority group), 

appUcation of the U.S. preference weights to data collected from Mexico or other Latin 

American countries would not be unreasonable. 

IV. LIMITATIONS 

A. Subsample Differences 

In most ways, the respondents we chose to include in the Valuation Sample were 

similar to those who were excluded from the sample. There were no differences between 

the two groups of respondents with respect to any of the measured demographic 

characteristics. The two groups differed in terms of perceived physical functional status 

as measured using the EQ-5D descriptive system. However, they did not differ with 

respect to ratings of overall health status or measures of the perceived value of health 

(including an EQ-5D index derived using the U.K. scoring system). Furthermore, the 

differences in perceived functional status could not readily be ascribed to age or self-

reported chronic conditions. 

The excluded respondents appeared to have greater difficulty with the TTO 

exercise than those included in the Valuation Sample (as evidenced by the problems with 

their TTO data as well as the amount of time it took for them to complete the interview). 

However, the importance of this is unclear. The observed differences in time to 

completion of the interview as well as data quality could have been due to an interviewer 

effect as much as to any characteristic of the respondents. Due to the limited availability 

of goodness-of-fit or effect size measures for discrete-choice survey estimators, we were 
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unable to gauge the importance of differences in perceived functional status between the 

groups. Thus, recognizing minor differences, our results suggest that individuals 

excluded fi-om the Valuation Sample did not differ greatly fi"om those who were included 

in the sample. 

Given the observed difference between the Modeling Sample and Validation 

Sample in terms of perceived ability to perform self-care (Table 4.4), we sought to assess 

the overall relevance of own health problems as measured by the EQ-5D descriptive 

system. These analyses were performed including respondents (n = 3,761) with 

complete self-reported EQ-5D data, hi an effort to account for item nonresponse, the 

probability weights were re-scaled as for analyses comparing the Modeling Sample and 

Validation Sample. Five dummy variables were added to the D1 model, with each 

indicating whether or not a respondent reported having problems in a particular EQ-5D 

dimension. The coefficients for these terms were neither significant individually nor as a 

group (Fj 55 = 0.85 , p = 0.52). Furthermore, the coefficients for these terms did not 

differ between the Modeling Sample and V alidation Sample (=1.55, /> = 0.19). 

Given the number of statistical tests used to compare the Modeling Sample and 

Validation Sample, one might have expected at least one difference due to chance alone. 

Though it is somewhat disconcerting that the groups differed statistically with respect to 

a characteristic measured by the EQ-5D descriptive system, this difference had no 

bearing on EQ-5D index scores (using the U.K. scoring system) or our valuation model 
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estimates. Ergo, we feel confident that it was appropriate to pool data for the two groups 

of respondents when estimating the final valuation model. 

In some cases, it is possible that we failed to detect a difference between groups 

due to the use of weighted estimation. While weighted estimation reduces bias in sample 

estimates, the inequalities of sampling weights inflate the variances of sample estimates 

above what would be obtained firom a simple random sample of the same size. 

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the population of interest and to determine the 

extent to which the Valuation Sample adequately represented this population. Kom and 

Graubard (1999, p. 180) recommend using weighted estimation when the purpose of an 

analysis is primarily descriptive. Ergo, in spite of concerns regarding inflated variances, 

we felt the application of sampling weights to be appropriate. 

B. Sample Size Calculations 

The MVH investigators powered their study to detect differences in mean TTO 

valuations between the health states valued by members of their sample. The methods 

they used assumed that independent groups would be compared and did not account for 

repeated measurements within respondents. Assuming a two-tailed probability of Type I 

error of 0.05 and a standard deviation of 0.35 for each health state, a total sample size of 

3,077 provided 80% power to detect a mean difference of 0.025 between health states 

valued by all respondents. Thirty-six of the 43 health states that were used in the MVH 

study were valued by only 25% of respondents. Four times as many respondents (i.e., 

12,308) would have been needed to detect a mean difference of 0.025 between any two of 
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these states. However, only 770 respondents (i.e., 25% of 3,077) per health state were 

needed to allow for the detection of a mean difference of 0.05 with 80% power. The 

MVH investigators adjusted their calculations by a factor of 1/0.95 to allow for a 

possible efficiency loss when using nonparametric methods to analyze their data. Thus, 

their total estimated sample size was set at 3,235 (Dolan et al. 1994). 

The sample size calculations for our study were performed by staff at NORC. 

Our assumptions regarding the minimal important difference in valuations and the 

standard deviation of valuations were less conservative and more conservative, 

respectively, than those used in the MVH study. We elected to power our study to detect 

any difference in health state valuations among the major racial/ethnic groups. The 

sample size calculations that were performed were not wholly appropriate for this 

hypothesis, and the results of those that were performed were interpreted incorrectly. 

It was assumed that we needed to collect data from 1,200 respondents to detect a 

mean difference of 0.07 between any two of the three racial/ethnic groups. In fact, given 

our assumptions about the Type I error rate and standard deviation of health state values, 

we only needed to collect data fi-om half as many respondents. Given a standard 

deviation of exactly 0.50, it would have been more correct for us to assume that 801 

observations were needed per group. In addition, it would have been more conservative 

to base our sample size calculations on the omnibus test of differences among groups as 

opposed to pairwise tests of differences. For the omnibus test, we needed 987 

observations per group to have 80% power to detect a mean difference of 0.07. 
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Not every respondent was expected to value every health state in our study. In 

fact, the only health states that were expected to be valued by every respondent were 

33333 and unconscious. Thus, we should have anticipated having fewer than 987 

observations per group for most comparisons. Although we desired to compare our 

results with those of other countries, we did not consider the number of valid TTO 

responses elicited in previous studies. In most countries, valid TTO values were obtained 

from about 250-300 respondents for most health states. In the MVH study, the median 

number of responses per health state was 750 in the valuation sample and 830 in the full 

sample (Dolan et al. 1996b). 

Conservatively, our estimates for comparisons among the racial/ethnic groups 

should have been based on the presumed number of observations for the "average" health 

state as opposed to the full sample. Looking at the results of several EQ-5D valuation 

studies (Dolan et al. 1996b; Badia et al. 2001a; Wittrup-Jensen et al. 2002), it appears 

that most health states were valued by about 25% of the sample. Assuming simple 

random sampling, a two-tailed probability of Type I error of 0.05, a standard deviation of 

0.50 in each group, and a minimum important difference of 0.10, we would have needed 

484 respondents per racial/ethnic group to have 80% power when performing the 

omnibus test of differences for most health states. Assuming a standard deviation of 0.35 

instead of 0.50, the same number of respondents per racial/ethnic group would have 

allowed us to detect a difference of 0.07. Given the above assumptions, the required total 

number of respondents per racial/ethnic group would have been 484/0.25 = 1,936, which 
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would have yielded an overall sample of 1,936 x 3 = 5,808 respondents. For most health 

states, this would have given us 88% power to detect a mean difference of 0.07 and 99% 

power to detect a mean difference of 0.10 between the U.S. and the U.K. (assuming 

484 X 3 = 1,452 observations in the U.S. and 750 observations in the U.K.). 

Of course, our modified split-sample design was somewhat more complicated 

than the design used in the MVH study. In fact, 90% of our total sample was split among 

the four groups that comprised the Modeling Sample, while the remaining 10% of 

respondents were assigned to the Validation Sample. Supposing that we wanted to 

maintain these percentages, one could assume that most health states would be valued by 

only a quarter of 90% or 22.5% of the total sample. With the exception of 33333, 

unconscious, the very mild health states, and the health states assigned to the Validation 

Sample, most states would be valued by members of a single Modeling Sample group. 

Therefore, while 484 respondents per racial/ethnic group would continue to give 80% 

power to detect a difference of 0.10 or greater, a total of (484x 3)/0.225 « 6,453 

respondents would be needed. These calculations assume a uniform distribution of 

race/ethnicity in each of the four Modeling Sample groups. 

An even more conservative approach would be to include an adjustment for 

sample attrition due to the exclusion of respondents with logically inconsistent or 

incomplete valuation data. Though less conservative, a more efficient approach would be 

to assume that only those health states valued by the most respondents (i.e., valued by 

members of the Validation Sample) would be included in the racial/ethnic comparisons. 
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Recall that most health states were valued by approximately 750 respondents in 

the U.K. valuation sample. Assuming simple random sampling, a two-tailed probability 

of Type I error of 0.05, and a standard deviation of 0.50 in each group, we would need a 

minimum of 860 respondents per health state to have 80% power to detect a difference in 

valuations of 0.07 between the U.S. and U.K. Supposing that we wanted to restrict the 

racial/ethnic comparisons to health states valued by members of the Validation Sample, 

we would still need a total of 484 x 3 = 1,452 respondents per health state to have 80% 

power to detect a difference of 0.10 in the omnibus test. Given the overlap between the 

Modeling Sample groups and the Validation Sample, this implies that 1,452 - 860 = 592 

respondents would be needed in the Validation Sample. This would yield a total sample 

of 860 X 4 + 592 = 4,032 respondents. 

Although 3,395 respondents were interviewed in the MVH study, 398 individuals 

were excluded from the valuation sample based on data completeness and logical 

consistency criteria. This represents an attrition rate of 11.7%. Assuming a similar loss 

in our study, the total sample size needed would be 4,032/(1 - 0.117)« 4,572. Assuming 

a uniform distribution of race/ethnicity in each of the five subsamples, this would provide 

us with 975 respondents in each of the four Modeling Sample groups and 672 

respondents in the Validation Sample. Such a sampling design would provide us with 

80% or greater power to detect the following: 
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• a difference of 0.07 in pairwise comparisons of health states between the U.S. and 

U.K., 

• a difference of 0.075 in pairwise comparisons of health states between the 

ModeUng Sample and Validation Sample, and 

• a difference of 0.10 in comparisons of Validation Sample health states among the 

three racial/ethnic groups. 

Given the comparisons we desired to make in our study as well as our 

assumptions, the preceding sampling scheme would appear to have been optimal. A 

dramatically larger sample would have been needed to detect a difference of 0.07 among 

the racial/ethnic groups, and no reasonable sample size would have provided us with 

sufficient power to detect smaller differences among the groups. Compared with the 

estimated 4,032 respondents who would be included in the optimal sample after 

accounting for attrition, a total of 3,773 respondents were included in our Valuation 

Sample. Approximately 850 respondents were included in each of our Modeling Sample 

groups compared with the optimal number of 860 respondents. However, the number of 

respondents included in our Validation Sample was substantially less than the optimal 

number (371 vs. 592, respectively). 

In this dissertation, we elected to restrict our racial/ethnic comparisons to health 

states valued by members of the Vahdation Sample. Recall that 484 respondents per 

racial/ethnic group were needed to provide 80% power to detect a difference of 0.10 

when performing the omnibus test for each health state. For most health states, the 
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comparison of unadjusted mean values among racial/ethnic groups (Table 4.14) included 

approximately 360 Hispanics, 345 non-Hispanic blacks, and 500 non-Hispanic non-

blacks. Thus, based on our assumptions, we were generally underpowered when 

performing the omnibus tests for racial/ethnic differences. However, contingent on our 

assumptions, sufficient power was available to detect important differences in pairwise 

comparisons of health state values between the U.S. and U.K. 

All of the preceding calculations assumed simple random sampling. Even if we 

had met the assumptions of our sample size calculations, it is likely that we would have 

been somewhat underpowered since we did not account for the correlation of responses 

within PSUs. In order to account for clustering in our sample size calculations, we would 

have needed an estimate of the intracluster correlation coefficient (or estimates of the 

between- and within-PSU variances), hi general, this would have required knowledge of 

the number of PSUs to be sampled as well as the number of respondents within each PSU. 

These data were not available to us prior to going to the field. Ergo, we feel that the 

assumption of simple random sampling provided us with a reasonable estimate of the 

required sample size. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This investigation elicited preferences from the general adult U.S. population for 

42 of the 243 health states described by the EQ-5D. Given observed differences between 

the U.S. and U.K. populations in TTO valuations for these health states, we conclude that 

it was appropriate for the U.S. to develop its own preference-weighting system. A 
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conceptually based model yielded a good fit for the observed TTO data, with an MAE of 

0.021 and only three prediction errors exceeding 0.05 in absolute magnitude. The 

predicted values fi-om this model will offer a substantial improvement over the 

application of the U.K. preference weights to the U.S. population. 

While there appear to be differences among Hispanics, non-Hispanic blacks, and 

others in their preferences for health states, there is no clear explanation for why these 

differences exist. A number of theories have been put forth in an attempt to explain why 

non-Hispanic blacks value health states more highly than other racial/ethnic groups. It 

should be recognized that several processes could have been working in tandem to yield 

the observed differences. Thus, no single model may fully describe the phenomenon. 

Using both quantitative and qualitative methods, future investigations should seek to test 

the theories described in this dissertation, hivestigators should also seek to develop and 

test alternate models that may explain our findings. 
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APPENDIX A: 

HEALTH STATE VALUATION SURVEY AND 

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE* 

* For portions of the MVH valuation survey that were left unaltered, reprint permission 
was granted by Paul Kind, M.Phil, on behalf of the University of York's MVH Group. 
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CASE ID INTERVIEWER ID 

EO-5D 

Health State Valuation Survey 

Conducted by Research Triangle Institute 

on Behalf of 

The University of Arizona Center for Health Outcomes and PharmacoEconomic Research 

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CHECK ONE 

Card Set Number Used: 

• SET #1 

• SET #2 

• SET #3 

• SET #4 

• SET #5 

Date of Interview: I I I I I I I I I Time at Start 
day month year of Interview: am/pm 

form #3 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

This research is being carried out by the Research Triangle Institute on behalf of the Center for Health 
Outcomes and PharmacoEconomic Research at the University of Arizona. We want to find out what 
people think about different states of health and illness. We have chosen at random some members of the 
general public, including yourself, to help us with this research. 

There are no right or wrong answers, I would just like to know what vou think. 

Anything you say as part of this interview will be kept strictly confidential. 

The interview will take about one hour. 

1. HAND 'OWN HEALTH QUESTIONS' TO THE RESPONDENT (PAGE 1 OF SELF-
COMPLETION BOOKLET). 

First, I'm going to ask you to think about your own health today. Check mark one box in each of the 
groups to show which statements best describe your own health today. The boxes on the left are to help 
you see the different levels of health within each group. 

LEAVE PAGE 1 OF THE SELF-COMPLETION BOOKLET ON THE TABLE. ASK 
RESPONDENT TO COMPLETE. 

2. TAKE OUT THE CARDS AND HAVE CARDS 'UN' AND 'DE' ON TOP. 

Here are some cards, each describing a state of health in the same way as on this page. (POINT TO 
OWN HEALTH QUESTIONS, PAGE 1 OF SELF-COMPLETION BOOKLET). Each description 
has one statement from each of these groups. Although some states may appear the same, they are in fact 
different. The boxes are here to help you see the differences. 

The cards are in no particular order. I want you to sort them so that the one you think is best is at the top, 
and the one you think is worst is at the bottom. If you think that any of these are the same, place them 
alongside each other. 

For each of these states, I want you to imagine that vou are in them. For each one imagine that it is going 
to last for 10 years without any change and then you will die. This includes the card that has 
'Unconscious' written on it. 

You will see that another card has 'Immediate death' written on it. I would like you to rank this card along 
with the others. 

3. SHUFFLE THE CARDS AND HAND THEM TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Now^^easesortJie_catdsjntojwjL2J^£L— 
4 WHEN THE RESPONDENT HAS FINISHED SORTING THE CARDS, CHECK THAT THE 
RESPONDENT IS HAPPY WITH THE ORDER. CHECK TO CONFIRM THEY ARE 
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ORDERED FROM BEST TO WORST. 

5. LEAVE THE CARDS ON THE TABLE IN THEHt RANK ORDER 
RECORD ORDER OF STATES: 

A) IF ONLY ONE CARD IS ALLOCATED TO A RANK, WRITE THE LETTER IN 

THE DOUBLE BOX. 

B) IF TWO OR MORE CARDS ARE RANKED EQUALLY, WRITE THE CARD LETTERS OF THESE 
CARDS ON THE SAME ROW. THEN MISS A ROW FOR EACH EXTRA STATE THAT HAS BEEN 
RANKED EQUAL TO ANOTHER 

BEST 

nn 
•• 

•• 
m 
CD 

WORST 
LEAVE THE CARDS ON THE TABLE IN THEIR RANK ORDER, 

B. CATEGORY RATING EXERCISE 
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6. HAND THERMOMETER SCALE TO THE RESPONDENT 
(PAGE 2 OF SELF-COMPLETION BOOKLET). 

I'd like you to look at this scale. As you can see, the top end is 
marked 100. This is the best imaginable health state that you can 
think of. The bottom end is marked 0 and this is the worst 
imaginable health state you can think of. 

Now let's look at where these states (POINT TO RANKED 
STATES) should go on this scale. Still imagine that vou are in 
these states, and that they will last for 10 years without any change 
and then you will die. 

Use the scale so that states that you think are almost the same have 
scores that are close together. States that are very different should 
have scores that are further apart. It doesn't matter if you put the 
states in a different order than you did before and you may 
give the same score to more than one state. 

7a INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

BEST RANKED CARD: 

(IF RESPONDENT HAS MORE THAN ONE BEST RANKED CARD, 
CHOOSE THE ONE THAT COMES FIRST ALPHABETICALLY). 

HAND BEST RANKED CARD TO RESPONDENT. 

Let's take this card first. Mark a line across the scale to show how 
good or bad you think this state is. Write the code letters of the state 
next to the line RECORD CODE LETTERS IN BOXES FOR 7a 
AT RIGHT. 

7b INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

WORST RANKED CARD: 7b. 

(IF RESPONDENT HAS MORE THAN ONE WORST RANKED 
CARD, CHOOSE THE ONE THAT COMES LAST 
ALPHABETICALLY). 

HAND WORST RANKED CARD TO RESPONDENT. 
RECORD CODE LETTERS IN BOXES FOR 7b AT 
RIGHT. 

7c. Mark a line across the scale to show how good or bad you think this 
state is, Write the code letters of the state next to the line. 

From these other health states, is there one that goes roughly halfway 
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on this scale between the two states that you have just rated? (POINT 
TO THE TOP AND BOTTOM CARDS). 

Yes  ̂ 1 GotoQ7d. 7c. • 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ7i. • 2 No 

• -4 DK 

• -7 Refused 

7d. WRITE IN STATE INDICATED AT 7c. 7d. 

Mark a line across the scale to show where you would rate this state. 

7e. Now is there a state that goes roughly halfway on this scale between 
this state. (POINT TO CARD RATED AT 7d). and the top one? 

Yes -> 1 GotoQ7f. 7e. • 1 Yes 

No 2 Go to Q7g. • 2 No 

• -4 DK 

• -7 Refused 

I f .  WRITE IN STATE INDICATED AT 7e. 7f. 

Mark a line across the scale to show where you would rate this state. 

7g, Now is there a state that goes roughly halfway on this scale between 
this state. (POINT TO CARD RATED AT 7d). and the bottom 
one? 

Yes -> 1 Go to Q7h. 7g- • 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ7i. • 2 No 

• -4 DK 

• -7 Refused 

7h. WRITE IN STATE INDICATED AT 7g. 7h. 

Mark a line across the scale to show where you would rate this state. 
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7i. Now please mark a line across the scale to show where you would rate 
each of these other states on the scale. Write the code letters of each 
state next to each line. 

8. Now, if you like, you can take a moment or two to look over what 
you have done before we go on to the next question. Tell me when 
you are ready. 

CHECK THAT EACH CARD IS SHOWN WITH ITS CODE LETTER 
AND THAT YOU CAN READ OFF THE SCORE FOR EACH STATE. 

GATHER UP THE CARDS AND PUT AWAY CARDS 'AP* AND 'DE'. 

9. HAND 'OWN HEALTH SCALE' (PAGE 3 OF SELF-
COMPLETION BOOKLET) TO RESPONDENT. 
Mark a line across this scale to show me how good or bad you think 
vour own health state is today. Write 'ME' next to this line. 
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C. TIME TRADE OFF 

TIME AT START OF TIME TRADE OFF EXERCISE. TIME START 

1 1 IN 1 
1 1 1 

10. SHUFFLE THE 13 REMAINING CARDS. 
MAKE SURE THAT NEITHER CARD 'XT' NOR CARD 'UN' IS 
ON TOP. 
HAVE TTO BOARD SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 10 YEARS. 

AM/PM 

11. Now I'm going to show you the same states that you have seen 
before, and ask you to make a choice between this health state 
at the top which is Life A and one of the other states which will 
be Life B. The pink scale and the green scale show the number 
of years you would be in each state. Remember, I want you 
to imagine that vou are in these states. 

12. INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

12a. FIRST CARD: 12a. 1 1 1 

PASS FIRST CARD TO THE RESPONDENT, 

Please read this card carefully. 
RECORD CODE LETTERS IN BOXES FOR 12a AT RIGHT. 

PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MAKE SURE THAT BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A IS AT 
10 YEARS. 

12b. At the moment, each scale says 10 years. This means that you 
would either live in Life A for 10 years and then die, or you would 
live in Life B for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer Life 
A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q13. 12b. • 1 Life A 

LifeB  ̂ 2 AskQlZc. • 2 LifeB 

The Same 3 Ask Q12d. • 3 Same 
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12c. IF 'Life B' AT 12b.: Does this mean that you would rather live in 
Life B for 10 years than in Life A for 10 years? 

Yes 

No (First Time) 

No (Second Time) 

1 Go to Q13. 

2 Repeat Q12b. 

3 Go to Q13. 

12d. IF 'The Same' AT 12b.: Does this mean that you living in Life 
B for 10 years would be the same as living in Life A for 10 years? 

Yes 

No (First Time) 

No (Second Time) -> 

1 Go to Q13. 

2 Repeat Q12b. 

3 Go to Q13. 

12c, • 1 

• 2 

• -4 

• -7 

12d. • 1 

• 2 

• -4 

• -7 

Yes 

No 

DK 

Refused 

Yes 

No 

DK 

Refused 
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13 CONTINUE WORKING WITH THE FIRST CARD. 

13a. MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TOO YEARS. 
13b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life 

B for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately 
or to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQlJh. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 13b. EH 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQBc. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) C] 2 LifeB 

The Same 3 Go to Q14. Q 3 Same 

13c ASK IF'LIFEB'(code 2) AT 13b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i 1 1—| 1—| 1 1—1 \ 1" 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. TOROFTICEUSE ONLY 

SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

13d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, 
or you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would 
you prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: a/ UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q13d. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF B: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q13d. WITH V 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME, 

IF SAME: = UNDER t' G0T0Q14. 

Efl 

REPEAT 13d. UNTIL: 
•Goto 014 OR A) YOU ENTER •Goto 014 OR 

B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER Go to Q13e. 

13e. ASK IF 13d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 
What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q14. 

Life B 

The Same -> 

2 GotoQlSf. 

3 GotoQ14. 

13e. • 1 

• 2 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 
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13f. IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 13e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK; 

IF THERE IS A "X" UNDER 9  ̂1 GotoQ13g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A "X" UNDER 9 2 GotoQ14. 

13g ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQ14. 

No -> 2 GotoQ14. 

13h. ASK IF'LIFE A'(code 1) AT b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH H 1 ^—I i—| 1 1—| 1 1 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2* UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2*. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

13i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: /̂ UNDER't MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q13i. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF B: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT 
REPEAT Q13i. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: =UNDER't' GO TO Q14. 

REPEAT 13i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER• Go to 014 OR 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQ13j. 

13g. Q 1 Yes 

Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

Q -4 DK 

I I -7 Refused 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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13j. ASK IF 13i. ENDED WITH W' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 
What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQ14. 

Life B 2 Go to Q14. 

The Same -> 3 Go to QI4. 

13j, Q 1 Life A 

[]] 2 LifeB 

[ I 3 Same 
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14 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

14a. 

14b. 

14c. 

14d. 

ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 14a AT 
RIGHT. 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to QI4h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQI4c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 Go to Q15. 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 14b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH H 1 ^—I 1—^—] 1—| 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER't' 

IF B: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER't' 

= UNDER't' 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
LEFT. REPEAT Q14d. WITH V 1 LESS 
THAN LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q14d. WITH 'f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q15. 

REPEAT 14d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • Go to Q15 flfi. 
B) 'X' AND APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q14e. 

14a. 

14b. 1 Life A 

• 2 LifeB 

Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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14e ASK IF 14d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' AND 
CHECK MARK, LE. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -^1 Go to Q15. 14e. D 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQUf. • 2 Life B 

The Same 3 GotoQlS. CH 3 Same 

14f IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 14e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IF THERE IS A "X" UNDER 9 -> 1 GotoQ14g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A "X" UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQlS. 

14g, ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQlS. 14g, • 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQlS. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

• -4 DK 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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14h. ASK IF'LIFE A'AT (Code 1) 14b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 
THAN DEATH 
SCALE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. FOR OFnCE USE ONLY 

MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

14i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 

IF B; X UNDER T MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GO TO Q15. 

REPEAT 14i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER • Go to Q15 fl 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q14j. 

14j ASK IF 14i. ENDED WITH 'V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

RIGHT. REPEAT Q14i. WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

REPEAT Q14i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

Life A 1 GotoQlS. 

LifeB 2 GotoQlS. 

The Same 3 Go to Q15. 

14j. Q 1 Life A 

• 2 LifeB 

I I 3 Same 
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15 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

15a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 15a AT 
RIGHT. 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

15b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQlSh. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB 2 GotoQlSc. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 Go to Q16. 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 15b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 

15c. 

15d. 

MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
THAN DEATH 1 1 M hi~1 M 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A; UNDER f MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q15d. WITH t' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF B; X UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q15d. WITH Y 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME 

IF SAME: = UNDER'f G0T0Q16. 

REPEAT 15d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER • Goto016 OR 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQlSe. 

15a. 

15b. O 1 Life A 

• 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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15e. ASK IF 15d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q16. 15e. • I Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQlSf. • 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q16. 1 1 3 Same 

15f IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 15e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IF THERE IS A'X'UNDER 9 1 GotoQlSg. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9 -> 2 GotoQ16. 

15g. ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice an  ̂time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQ16. ISg.n 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ16. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

Q -4 DK 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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15h ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 15b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK 'V' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 
THAN DEATH 
SCALE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

15i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A; V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 

IF B: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 

IF SAME; = UNDER't' G0T0Q16. 

REPEAT 15i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q16 fl 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQlSj. 

15j ASK IF 15i. ENDED WITH W' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 
What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

RIGHT. REPEAT QlSi. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

REPEAT QlSi. WITH 'f 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

Life A 1 GotoQ16. 

LifeB  ̂ 2 GotoQ16. 

The Same 3 Go to Q16. 

I5j. • 1 Life A 

• 2 LifeB 

n 3 Same 
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16b. 

16 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

16a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 16a AT 
RIGHT. 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQI6h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB 2 GotoQI6c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 GotoQ17, 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 16b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH 1  ̂ I | I I | | | | I 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, 
or you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would 
you prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

16c. 

16d. 

IF A: V UNDER r 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER't' 

= UNDER t' 

MOVE MARKER I YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q16d. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q16d. WITH V 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q17. 

16a. 

16b. • 1 Life A 

• 2 LifeB 

I I 3 Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

REPEAT 16d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q17 
B) 'X' AND s/' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q16e. 
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16e ASK IF 16d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' AND 
CHECK MARK, LE. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for V and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same. 

Life A -> 1 GotoQ17. 16e. O 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQief. EH 2 Life B 

The Same 3 GotoQ17. EH 3 Same 

16f IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 16e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IF THERE IS A'X'UNDER 9  ̂1 GotoQ16g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQ17. 

ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
16g. Would you be prepared to sacrifice an  ̂time in order to avoid Life B? 

IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQ17. 16g. • 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ17. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 
•
 

1 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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16h. 

16i. 

ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 16b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK 'V' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i 1 hi h"h"! H 1  ̂
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER't' 

= UNDER't' 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q16i. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q16i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
G0T0Q17. 

REPEAT 16i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q17 OR 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQ16j. 

16j. ASK IF 16i. ENDED WITH 'V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 

LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q17. 

LifeB 

The Same 

-> 2 Go to Q17. 

3 Go to Q17. 

IB 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

i6j.n 1 

• 2 

• 3 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 
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17 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

17a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 17a AT 
RIGHT. 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

17b. 

17c. 

17d. 

Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 

LifeB 

The Same 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 17b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 GotoQ17h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

2 GotoQI7c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

3 GotoQlS. 

6 7 8 9 10 BETTER 
THAN DEATH H 1 ^  ̂ 1—| 1 ^—| 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 

you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER r 

IFB: 

IF SAME; 

X UNDERV 

= UNDER't' 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q17d. WITH 'f 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q17d. WITH't' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q18. 

REPEAT 17d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •»' • Go to Q18 OR 
B) X AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQlTe. 

17a. 

17b. • 1 Life A 

LifeB 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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17e, ASK IF 17d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -> 1 GotoQlS. 17e. n 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQ17f. O 2 Life B 

The same 3 GotoQlS. d! 3 Same 

17f IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 17e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 1 GotoQ17g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQlS. 

17g. ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice aas time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 Go to Q18. 17g. • 1 Yes 

No  ̂ 2 GotoQlS. Number of Weeks 

n 2 No 

• -4 DK 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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17h. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

17i. 

ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 17b. 
STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 
THAN DEATH -j  ̂ H \—\ 1 1—I 1 1 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q17i. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF B: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q17i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GO TO 018. 

REPEAT 171. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER • Go to Q18 Qfi. 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q17j. 

17j. ASK IF 17i. ENDED WITH W' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET r NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQlS. 

LifeB 2 GotoQlS. 

The Same 3 Go to Q18. 

m. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

17j. • 1 

• 2 

• 3 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 
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18 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

18a. ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 18a AT 18a. 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

18b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately 
or to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q18h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 18b, • 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQlSc. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) Q 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q19. Q 3 Same 

18c. ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 18b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i ^^—| 1—|—1 1—| 1 h" 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

18d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 

REPEAT Q18d. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER r MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT QlSd. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER V G0T0Q19. 

REPEAT ISd. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • Go to Q19 Qfi. 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQlSe. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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18e ASK IF d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND W' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q19. 18e. CH 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQlSf. • 2 Life B 

The Same -> 3 Go to Q19. CH 3 Same 

18f IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 18e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREIS A'X'UNDER9 1 GotoQlSg. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQ19. 

18g. Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 
ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQ19. 18g,n 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ19. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 
•
 

1 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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18h. ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 18b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i 1 1—  ̂ 1—I 1 1—I 1 1" 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 

MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice, 

18i, Life A is now't' years of this state, (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE, 

IF A: V UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q18i, WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME, 

IFB: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q18i. WITH T 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME, 

IF SAME: = UNDER V G0T0Q19, 

REPEAT 18i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Goto019 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQlSj, 

18j, ASK IF 18i. ENDED WITH ' V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state, (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ19. 

LifeB 2 GotoQ19. 

The Same 3 GotoQ19. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

ISj, 1 Life A 

• 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 



19. TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

19a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 19a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through care&lly. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

19b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ19h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB  ̂2 GotoQ19c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 GotoQlO. 

19c. ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 19b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH -| 1 1—| 1—  ̂ 1 ^—I 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

19d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer Life 
A or Life B, or are they the same? CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE 
ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER t' 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER't' 

=UNDERY 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT 
REPEAT Q19d. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME, 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Ql9d, WITH Y 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME, 
GO TO Q20. 

REPEAT 19d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER • Goto020 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q19e. 

19a. 

19b. • 1 Life A 

LifeB 

(OR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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19e. ASK IF 19d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -> 1 GotoQ20. 19e. EU 1 Life A 

LifeB 2GotoQ19f. D 2 Life B 

The same 3 Go to Q20. CH 3 Same 

19f. IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 19e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 -> 1 GotoQ19g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQ20. 

19g. ASK IF THERE IS 'X* UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice an  ̂time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes -> 1 GotoQ20. 19g. • 1 Yes 

No  ̂ 2 GotoQ20. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

1 

•
 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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19h. ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 19b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK '̂ /' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH 1 1—I M 1 M 1 1" 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE *2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

19i. Life A is now't' years of this state, (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q19i. WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF B: X UNDER V MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q19i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GOTOQ20. 

REPEAT 19i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • GotoO20 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER GotoQ19j. 

ASK IF 19i. ENDED WITH AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

19j. What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQ20. 19j. Q 

LifeB 2 GotoQ20. • 

The Same 3 Go to Q20. Q 

1 Life A 

2 LifeB 

3 Same 
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20 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

20a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 20a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE *1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

20b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ20h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB 2 GotoQ20c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same  ̂3 Go to Q21. 

20c. ASK IF'LIFEB'(code 2) AT 20b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH -| ^^—| 1—  ̂ 1 1—|  ̂ 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

20d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, 
or you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would 
you prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER't' 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDERV 

= UNDER V 

MOVE MARKER I YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q20d. WITH't' I LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER I YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q20d. WITH 'f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
G0T0Q21. 

REPEAT 20d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to 021 OR 
B) 'X'AND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GoloQ20e. 

20a. 

20b. • 1 Life A 

Q 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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20e ASK IF 20d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQ2L 20e. D 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQ20f. [D 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q2I. CH 3 Same 

20£ IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 20e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREIS A'X'UNDER9  ̂1 GotoQ20g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9 -> 2 GotoQ21. 

20g. ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND '<• UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQll. 20g. Q 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ21. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

• -4 DK 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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20h. ASK IF'LIFE A'(code 1) AT 20b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH 1 | Tl Tl I Tl  ̂ T 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 

MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

20i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q20i, WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q20i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GO TO Q21. 

REPEAT 20i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER'=' • Goto021 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q20j. 

ASK IF 20i. ENDED WITH 'V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

20j. What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by 'lO-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQZl. 

LifeB 2 GotoQ21. 

The Same 3 Go to Q21. 

FOR OmCE USE ONLY 

20j, Q 1 Life A 

Q 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 
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21 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

21a. ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 21a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully, 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

21b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A ^ 1 Goto Q21h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 21b. DL 1 Life A 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQZlc. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) CH 2 Life B 

The same 3 Go to Q22. 3 Same 

21 c. ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 21b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW 

BETTER 012 3 456789 10 
THAN DEATH  ̂ 1 1—I H  ̂ 1—I 1 1" 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

2Id. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
LEFT. REPEAT Q21d. WITH T 1 LESS 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF B: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q21d. WITH 'f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GOTOQ22. 

REPEAT 21d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q22 Qfi., 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q21e. 
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21e. ASK IF d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND W' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q22. 21e. n 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQ21f. O 2 Life B 

The Same -> 3 Go to Q22. im 3 Same 

21f IF'LIFE B'(code 2) AT 21e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 1  ̂ GotoQ21g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9 2  ̂ GotoQ22. 

21g. ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice Miy time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes -> 1 GotoQ22. 21g. • 1 Yes 

No  ̂ 2 GotoQ22. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

Q
 1 

•
 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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21h. 

10 

21i. 

ASK IF 'LIFE A* (code 1) AT 21b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK 'V' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 
THAN DEATH  ̂ 1 1—| 1—  ̂ 1 1—| 1 1 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' 

IFB; 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER V 

=UNDERR 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q21i. WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q21i. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q22. 

REPEAT 21i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q22 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q21j. 

21j. ASK IF 211. ENDED WITH 'V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET 'f NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 

LifeB 

The Same 

1 Go to Q22. 

2 Go to Q22. 

3 GotoQ22. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

21j. • 1 

• 2 

• 3 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 
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22 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

22a. ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 22a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE 'X' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

22b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -> 1 GotoQ22h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQ22c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 Go to Q23. 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 22b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 

22c. 

MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i 1 ^—| 1—I 1 1—  ̂ 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

22d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: A/UNDER't' 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER'f 

= UNDER t' 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
LEFT. REPEAT Q22d. WITH V 1 LESS 
THAN LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q22d. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q23. 

REPEAT 22d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • Go to Q23 QR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q22e. 

22a. 

22b. • 1 Life A 

LifeB 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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22e ASK IF 22d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND '>/' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X'AND 
CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A  ̂ 1 GotoQ23. 22e, n 1 Life A 

LifeB  ̂ 2 GotoQ22f. O 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q23. n 3 Same 

IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 22e. 
22f INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 1 GotoQ22g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A'X'UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQ23. 

ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND '>/' UNDER 10. 
22g. Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 

IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes  ̂ 1 GotoQ23. 22g. • 1 Yes 

No -> 2 GotoQ23. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

Q
 1 

•
 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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22h, 

22j. 

8 9 10 

22i. 

ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 22b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK W' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
THAN DEATH -| 1 1—| H 1 1—I 1 1 
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE <2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD), Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q22i. WITH V 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q22i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GOTOQ23. 

REPEAT 22i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER'=' • Goto023 OR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q22j. 

ASK IF 22i. ENDED WITH AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET 'f NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ23. 

LifeB  ̂ 2 GotoQ23. 

The Same 3 Go to Q23. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

22j.n 1 

• 2 

• 3 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 
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23 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

23a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 23a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE T FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

23b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

23c. 

23d. 

Life A 

LifeB 

The same 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 23b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Go to Q23h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

^ 2 Go to Q23c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

3 GotoQ24. 

6 7 8 9 10 BETTER 
THAN DEATH 1—| 1—|—|—|—| 1—| 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 

you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER V 

IFB: 

IF SAME; 

X UNDERr 

= UNDER V 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q23d. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q23d. WITH't' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
GO TO Q24. 

REPEAT 23d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER • Go to Q24 OR 
B) 'X'AND'V APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQ23e. 

23a. 

23b. • 1 Life A 

• 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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23e. ASK IF 23d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ24. 23e. n 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQ23f. • 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q24. EH 3 Same 

IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 23e. 
23f INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 1 GotoQ23g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9  ̂2 GotoQ24. 

ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
23g. Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 

IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes  ̂ 1 GotoQ24. 23g. • 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ24. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 
•
 

d
 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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23h. 

23i. 

ASK IF 'LIFE A' (code 1) AT 23b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 
THAN DEATH 
SCALE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

2'. 

Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER V 

IFB: 

IF SAME: 

X UNDER't' 

=UNDERr 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q23i. WITH V 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q23i. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
GOTOQ24. 

REPEAT 23i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • Goto024 OR 
B) 'X' AND -V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q23j. 

23j. ASK IF 23i. ENDED WITH W' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 

Life B 

The Same 

1 Go to Q24. 

2 GotoQ24. 

3 GotoQ24. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

23j. Life A 

LifeB 

Same 

• 
• 
• 
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24 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

24a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES 24a AT 
RIGHT. OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE 1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

24b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ24h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQ24c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 Go to Q25. 

ASK IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 24b. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 

24c. 

24d. 

MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 BETTER 
THAN DEATH -|—I H—H 1—|—I 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER V 

IF B. 

IF SAME: 

X UNDERY 

= UNDER't' 

MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q24d. WITH V 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 
MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q24d. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME, 
GO TO Q25. 

REPEAT 24d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER •=' • GotoQ25 QR 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q24e. 

24a 

24b. Life A • 

Life B Q 

Same []] 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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24e. ASK IF 24d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET 'f NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 

Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -> 1 GotoQ25. 24e, n 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQ24f. • 2 Life B 

The Same 3 Go to Q25. CH 3 Same 

IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 24e. 
24£ INTERVIEWER CHECK; 

IfTHEREISA'X'UNDER9 1 GotoQ24g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9 -> 2 GotoQ25. 

ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
24g. Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 

IF YES; How many weeks? 

Yes 1 GotoQ25. 24g, Q 1 Yes 

No  ̂ 2 GotoQ25. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

Q
 1 

•
 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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24h. ASK IF'LIFE A'(code 1) AT 24b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH H 1 IH 1—  ̂ 1 1—  ̂ 1 \-
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2*. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

24i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE. 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q24i. WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER I YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q24i. WITH Y 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER't' GO TO Q25. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

REPEAT 24i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q25 QR 
B) 'X- AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQ24j. 

24j. ASK IF 24i. ENDED WITH W' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, LE. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A -> 1 GotoQ25. 24j. • 1 Life A 

LifeB 2 GotoQ25. • 2 LifeB 

The Same 3 Go to Q25. 3 Same 
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25 TAKE OUT NEXT CARD. 

25a ENTER LETTERS OF THE CARD IN BOXES FOR 25a AT 
RIGHT OF THE CARD: 
PASS CARD TO THE RESPONDENT. 

Please read this card through carefully. 

HAVE TTO BOARD WITH SIDE '1' FACING UPWARDS. 
PLACE CARD IN POCKET FOR LIFE B. 
MOVE BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 0 YEARS. 

25b. Now you would either die immediately, or you would live in Life B 
for 10 years and then die. Would you prefer to die immediately or 
to have Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A 1 GotoQ25h. (STATE WORSE THAN DEATH) 

LifeB -> 2 GotoQ25c. (STATE BETTER THAN DEATH) 

The Same 3 Go to Q26a. 

2Sc. ASK IF'LIFEB'(code 2) AT 2Sb. 

STATE BETTER THAN DEATH 
MARK 'X' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW 

BETTER 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH i 1 hi 1—^ 1 1—1 1 1 
SCALE 

CONTINUE TO USE TIME BOARD WITH SIDE '1' UPWARDS. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 

25d. Now you would either live in Life A for't' years and then die, or 
you would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you 
prefer Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 
CONTINUE TO WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER 'f MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q25d. WITH t' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER'f MOVE MARKER I YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q25d. WITH t' 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER Y GOTOQ26a. 

REPEAT 25d. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q26a flR. 
B) 'X' AND 'V' APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • Go to Q25e. 

25a. 

Life A 

LifeB 

Same 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
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25e ASK IF 25d. ENDED WITH 'X' AND 'V' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 
What if you would either live in Life A for't' and then die, or you 
would live in Life B for ten years and then die. Would you prefer 
Life A or Life B, or are they the same? 

Life A -^1 Go to Q26a. 25e, 1 Life A 

LifeB ^ 2 GotoQ25f. Q 2 LifeB 

The Same 3 GotoQ26a. I 1 3 Same 

25f. IF 'LIFE B' (code 2) AT 25e. 
INTERVIEWER CHECK: 

IF THERE IS A'X'UNDER 9 1 -> GotoQ25g. 
IF THERE IS NOT A 'X' UNDER 9 2 -> GotoQ26a. 

25g ASK IF THERE IS 'X' UNDER 9 AND 'V' UNDER 10. 
Would you be prepared to sacrifice any time in order to avoid Life B? 
IF YES: How many weeks? 

Yes -> 1 GotoQ26a. 25g. D 1 Yes 

No 2 GotoQ26a. Number of Weeks 

• 2 No 

• -4 DK 

1 1 -7 Refused 
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25h. ASK IF'LIFE A'(code 1) AT 25b. 

STATE WORSE THAN DEATH 
MARK 'V' UNDER 0 ON SCALE BELOW. 

WORSE 0123456789 10 
THAN DEATH -I 1 1—I 1—1 1 1—| 1 1-
SCALE 

TURN TTO BOARD SIDE '2' UPWARDS. 
MOVE GREEN CARD TO TOP LEFT POCKET ON SIDE '2'. 
SET BOARD MARKER FOR LIFE A TO 5 YEARS (t=5). 
Now here is a different choice. 

25i. Life A is now't' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN CARD) 
followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE PINK 
CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? WRITE ON SCALE ABOVE ON THIS PAGE 

IF A: V UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE 
RIGHT. REPEAT Q25i. WITH f 1 MORE 
THAN LAST TIME. 

IFB: X UNDER't' MOVE MARKER 1 YEAR TO THE LEFT. 
REPEAT Q25i. WITH't' 1 LESS THAN 
LAST TIME. 

IF SAME: = UNDER Y GO TO Q26a. 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

REPEAT 25i. UNTIL: 
A) YOU ENTER '=' • Go to Q26a OR 
B) WAND'V'APPEAR NEXT TO EACH OTHER • GotoQ25j. 

25j. ASK IF 251. ENDED WITH 'V' AND 'X' NEXT TO EACH OTHER. 
LET't' NOW BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT 'X' 
AND CHECK MARK, I.E. 'SOMETHING AND 6 MONTHS'. 

What if Life A was t' years of this state. (POINT TO THE GREEN 
CARD) followed by '10-t' years in this other state (POINT TO THE 
PINK CARD). Or instead of that you could choose to die immediately 
(POINT TO LIFE B). Would you prefer Life A, or to die immediately, 
or are they the same? 

Life A 1 Go to Q26a. 

LifeB 2 GotoQ26a. 

The Same 3 Go to Q26a. 

25j. • 1 Life A 

• 2 Life B 

I I 3 Same 
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26a FINISH TIME OF TTO 

26b. TIME TAKEN FOR TTO 

Minutes 



Ill 

D. BACKGROUND SECTION 

Now, I have some questions regarding your background. Remember, there are no right or wrong 
answers and you have the right to "refuse" to answer any question or may give "don't know" as a 
response. 

27. What i s your date of bi rth? 

month day year 

REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

28 RECORD GENDER. IF NECESSARY ASK: What is your sex? 

MALE 1 
FEMALE 2 
REFUSED -7 

29a. Do you consider yourself to be... 
...READ OUT... 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
American Indian/Native American 1 — 
Aleut/Eskimo 2 
Asian or Pacific Islander. 3 (GO TO Q30) 
Black/African American (Non-Hispanic)... .. 4 
White (Non-Hispanic) 5 _ 
Hispanic/Latino 6 (ASK Q29b) 
OTHER. 91 — 
REFUSED -7 (GO TO Q30) 
DON'T KNOW -4_  

29b. If you consider yourself to be Hispanic/Latino, do you consider yourself to be... 
...READ OUT... 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
Puerto Rican 1 
Cuban/Cuban American 2 
Mexican/Mexican American/Mexicano/Chicano 3 
Latin American 4 
OTHER 91 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 



At the present time are you 
...READOUT... 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
Married 1 
Living with partner (not married) 2 
Widowed 3 
Divorced 4 
Separated 5 
Never married 6 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

How many people, including yourself, live in your household? 

WRITE IN I I I 
REFUSED .... -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

Please look at this card and tell me which is the highest grade or year of regular school 
you have ever completed. HAND R SHOWCARD 32. 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
Never attended school/kindergarten only 0 
Elementary 

First grade 1 
Second grade 2 
Third grade 3 
Fourth grade 4 
Fifth grade 5 
Sixth grade 6 
Seventh grade 7 
Eight grade 8 

High School 
Ninth grade 9 
Tenth grade 10 
Eleventh grade 11 
Twelfth grade 12 

College 
First year 13 
Second year. 14 
Third year. 15 
Fourth year. 16 
Five or more years 17 

REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 
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33a. Please read this card and tell me which of the following best describes your current employment 
status. HAND RSHOWCARD 33a 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
Paid or self-employed (>35 hours/week)... 
Paid or self-employed (<35 hours/week).. 
Unemployed, actively looking for work)... 
Unemployed, not actively looking for work 
Unemployed, unable to work 
Retired 
Full-time student 
Housewife/househusband 
OTHER 
REFUSED 
DON'T KNOW 

33b. Thinking about your current job, please read this card and tell me which of the following best 
describes your job or occupation. HAND R SHOWCARD 33b. 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
Management/administration (e.g., executive, public official) 1 
Professional (e.g., engineer, teacher, health professional) 2 
Technical (e.g., computer programmer, health technician) 3 
Sales (e.g., sales representative, cashier) 4 
Services (e.g., waitress, child care, custodian) 5 
Clerical (e.g., secretary, receptionist, bookkeeper) 6 
Skilled labor (e.g., carpenter, electrician, plumber, truck driver) 7 
Unskilled labor (e.g., factory worker, equipment cleaner) 8 
OTHER 91 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

34. What is your total annual household income before deductions for taxes or anything else (e.g., 
social security, child support)? HAND R SHOWCARD 34. 

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES: 
$5,000 or less 1 
$5,001 to $10,000 2 
$10,001 to $20,000 3 
$20,001 to $40,000 4 
$40,001 to $75,000 5 
More than $75,000 6 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
91 
-7 
-4 

(GO TO Q33b) 

(GO TO Q34). 
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35a. Do you currently smoke cigarettes? 

IF NEEDED, CLARIFV THAT ITEM REFERS TO CIGARETTES ONLY. 

YES 1 (GOTO Q35c) 
NO 2—1 
REFUSED -7 (ASK Q35b) 
DON'T KNOW -4 —I 

35b. Have you ever smoked cigarettes? 

IF NEEDED, CLARIFY THAT ITEM REFERS TO CIGARETTES ONLY. 

YES 1 (ASK Q35c) 
NO 2 —I 
REFUSED -7 (GOTOQ36a) 
DON'T KNOW -4 —I 

35c. How many years in total have you smoked cigarettes? 

WRITE IN III 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

35d. When smoking, how many cigarettes do or did you usually smoke each day? (There are typically 
20 cigarettes in a pack). 

WRITE IN 
REFUSED 
DON'T KNOW 

-7 
-4 
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36a. How often do you have a drink containing alcohol (e.g., can of beer, glass of wine, shot of hard 
liquor)? Would you say... 

Never. 1 
Monthly or less 2 
2 to 4 times a month 3 
2 to 3 times a week 4 
4 or more times a week.... 5 • 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

(GO TO Q37) 

(ASK Q36b) 

(GO TO Q37) 

36b. How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on atypical day when you are drinking? Would 
you say... 

1 or 2 
3 o r 4  
5 or 6 
7 to 9 
10 or more 
REFUSED 
DON'T KNOW. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

-7 
-4 

37. How would you describe your primary health insurance coverage? HAND R SHOWCARD 37. 

PROBE AS NECESSARY. 

Private health insurance plan from employer or workplace 1 
Private health insurance plan purchased directly 2 
Medicaid 3 
Medicare 4 
Medicare plus any other health insurance 5 
Military health careA^A 6 
CHAMPUS/TRICARE/CHAMP-VA 7 
Indian Health Service 8 
No health insurance 9 
OTHER 91 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

38a. Have you ever had direct experience taking care of people who were ill or not fully able to take 
care of themselves? 

YES 1 
NO 2 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 
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38b. Please read this card and tell me if you have ever been told by a health professional that 
you have any of the following conditions. Examples are given in parentheses. 
HAND R SHOWCARD 38b 

READ AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY: 

Have you ever been told you had... Yes No Ref DK 
Hypertension, also called high blood pressure 12-7-4 
Arthritis 1 2-7-4 
Diabetes, also called sugar diabetes 1 2-7-4 
Congestive heart failure 12-7-4 
Angina, also called angina pectoris 12-7-4 
Heart attack, also called myocardial infarction 12-7-4 
Stroke 1 2-7-4 
Chronic bronchitis 1 2-7-4 
Emphysema 12-7-4 
Asthma 1 2-7-4 
Depression 1 2-7-4 
Migraine headaches 1 2-7-4 
Sinusitis 12-7-4 
Hay fever 12-7-4 
Ulcer; this could be stomach, duodenal, or peptic ulcer 1 2-7-4 
Any kind of liver condition 1 2-7-4 
Weak or failing kidneys - Do not include kidney stones, 1 2-7-4 

bladder infections, or incontinence 
Cancer or malignancy of any kind 1 2-7-4 

39a. When you were judging the health states, did you have in mind your own experience, that of 
someone else, both, or neither? READ OUT... 

Self only 1 (GOTOQ40) 
Someone else only 2 I (ASK Q39b) 
Self and someone else.... 3 | 
Neither 4 
REFUSED -7 (GO TO Q40) 
DON'T KNOW -4 _ 

39b. If you were thinking of someone else, was this person a close friend or family member who has or 
had a serious illness? 

YES 1 
NO 2 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 
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40. Do you believe in life after death? Would you say.... 

Yes, definitely 1 
Yes, probably 2 
No, probably not 3 
No, definitely not 4 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

41 a. How would you rate the difficulty of ranking the health states? Would you say.... 

Very easy 1 
Easy 2 
Neither easy nor difficult... 3 
Difficult 4 
Very difficult 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

41b. How would you rate the difficulty of rating the health states on the visual analog scale (i.e., 
ordering the health states from best to worst on the thermometer)? Would you say... 

Very easy 1 
Easy 2 
Neither easy nor difficult.. 3 
Difficult 4 
Very difficult 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

41 c. How would you rate the difficulty of the Time Trade-Off exercise (i .e., the exercise in 
which you used the board to compare Life A and Life B)? Would you say... 

Very easy 1 
Easy 2 
Neither easy nor difficult.. 3 
Difficult 4 
Very difficult 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

PLEASE ASK THE RESPONDENT TO COMPLETE THE HUI NOW. 
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INTERVIEWER REMARKS 

TIME INTERVIEW COMPLETED 

I I I I a.m. / p.m. 
HOURS MINUTES 

TIME TAKEN FOR WHOLE INTERVIEW 

MINUTES 

PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE INTERVIEWER REMARKS. 

42a. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE DIFFICULTY OF RANKING THE HEALTH STATES FOR 
THE RESPONDENT? 

VERY EASY 1 
EASY 2 
INTERMEDIATE 3 
DIFFICULT 4 
VERY DIFFICULT 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

42b. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE DIFFICULTY OF RATING THE HEALTH STATES ON THE 
VISUAL ANALOG SCALE FOR THE RESPONDENT? 

VERY EASY 1 
EASY 2 
INTERMEDIATE 3 
DIFFICULT 4 
VERY DIFFICULT.... 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 

42c. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE DIFFICULTY OF THE TIME TRADE-OFF EXERCISE FOR 
THE RESPONDENT? 

VERY EASY 1 
EASY 2 
INTERMEDIATE 3 
DIFFICULT 4 
VERY DIFFICULT... 5 
REFUSED -7 
DON'T KNOW -4 



PLEASE FEEL FREE TO ADD ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE 
INTERVIEW. 
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APPENDIX B; 

EQ-5D SELF-COMPLETION BOOKLET* 

* Reprint permission granted by Frank de Charro, Ph.D. on behalf of the EuroQol Group 
Foundation. 
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Respondent Serial Number: | | _ I I 

OWN HEALTH QUESTIONS 

By placing a checkmark In one box In each group below, please Indicate which 
statements best describe your own health state today. 

Mobility 

I have no problems In walking about 

I have some problems in walking about 

I am confined to bed 

Self-Care 
I have no problems with self-care 

I have some problems washing or dressing myself 

I am unable to wash or dress myself 

• 
• 
• 
• • • 

Usual Activities (e.g., work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities) 

I have no problems with performing my usual activities 

I have some problems with performing my usual activities 

I am unable to perform my usual activities 

• 
• 
• 

Pain/Discomfort 

I have no pain or discomfort 

I have moderate pain or discomfort 

I have extreme pain or discomfort 

Anxiety/Depression 

I am not anxious or depressed 

I am moderately anxious or depressed 

I am extremely anxious or depressed 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 



CATEGORY RATING THERMOMETER 

Best 
imaginable 
health state 

100 

9i0 

8i0 

7t0 

6i0 

5¥0 

4$0 

2?0 

liO 

Worst 
imaginable 
health state 



OWN HEALTH SCALE 

Best 
imaginable 
health state 

100 

9*0 

ao 

7$0 

6fO 

5¥0 

4t0 

2f0 

1?0 

Worst 
imaginable 
health state 
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